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76 TORRIDON, HIGHLANDS
One of the wonders of the mountain biking 

world, Torridon in the Northwest Highlands 

is about the most awe-inspiring place you’ll 

ever ride: natural singletrack that’s 95 per 

cent reliable, slicing through big-mountain 

wilderness, and a pub with hundreds of 

whiskies at the end of the ride... sound good?

Contents
FEATURES

BIKES & GEAR

Singletrack to savour

in Stirlingshire, p50

BIKES IN 
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Canyon Spectral Al 6.0 Ex 44

Commencal Meta TR V4.2 
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Commençal Meta TR V4.2 
Origin 88

Cube Stereo 140 C:62 SL 29 54

Giant Full-E+ 0 SX Pro 32

Giant Trance 2 46

Mojo/Nicolai G13 90

Orange Five 30

Ragley Mmmbop 86

Salsa Redpoint Carbon 
Eagle XO 34

Santa Cruz Hightower C 60

Scott Spark 710 Plus 66

Specialized Enduro Comp 
650B 93

Specialized Enduro Öhlins 
Coil 29/6Fattie 16

Specialized Stumpy FSR 
Comp C 29 56

Specialized Stumpy FSR Expert 
Carbon 6Fattie 62

Transition Smuggler 4 92

Trek Fuel EX 8 Plus 90

Trek Fuel EX 9.8 Plus 64

Whyte T-129RS 52

Whyte T-130S 48

YT Industries Jeffsy CF
Pro 29 58

30 FIRST RIDES
Orange has rejigged its famous Five, 

Salsa has a new 150mm-travel trail 

bike called the Redpoint, and Giant’s 

Full-E+ electric Plus bike gets ridden

40 TRAIL BIKE OF THE YEAR 
Twelve of the hottest bikes money 

can buy, from 29ers to 27.5in and the 

latest 27.5 Plus standard. Find out if 

YT Industries can see off the likes of 

Trek, Spesh and Santa Cruz

94 PRODUCT
We test Fox’s revamped Float 32 fork 

that promises to be lighter, stiffer and 

faster than ever, plus reviews of the 

Bontrager Drop Line post, Dianese 

knee pads and loads more

100 TRAIL HELMETS
We’ve never been better protected, felt 

cooler or looked nattier on the trails, 

thanks to the latest crop of helmets. 

Check out our review of the best dozen, 

including the new Troy Lee A2

ON THE COVER
Scott’s Spark sets 
our world on fi re, 
in the Trail Bike of 
the Year test, p40. 
Photographer: 
Roo Fowler

The Five is alive again

thanks to a radical

redesign, p106
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E D I T O R ’ S  L E T T E R

Trail Bike of the Year

O
ur Trail Bike 

of the Year 

test used to 

be a regular 

fi xture 

in mbr, and 

represented the 

prize that every 

brand wanted to win. 

Over the years, trail 

bike classics such 

as the Orange Five, 

Lapierre Zesty and 

Commençal Meta have risen to the top and gone 

on to legendary status. 

But for some reason we stopped doing this 

test. In fact the last bike to win, way back in 2011, 

was the Orange Five, with a teeny-tiny 1,130mm 

wheelbase, a fi xed seatpost and, wait for it, 

26in wheels! Perhaps the most shocking aspect, 

though, are the prices — the Five with Shimano 

SLX drivetrain and Fox fork cost almost £3,100 

back then. 

Well now our Trail Bike of the Year test is back, 

and like frame lengths and wheel dimensions, it’s 

bigger and better than ever before, with 12 bikes 

tested across three wheel size categories and 

three key price points. Going back to that price, 

what’s really astonishing is that for the same 

outlay today, you can be riding off into the sunset 

on a carbon frame, with a dropper post and far 

more capable suspension and geometry. 

Turn to page 40 for the full test, and make sure 

you’ve got a big mug of tea ready, as 

it’s a monster. We hope you enjoy 

reading it as much as we enjoyed 

producing it!

Now available on the iPad, 
Kindle and all Android devices
mbr.co.uk/digital-edition

HOW TO

youtube.com/user/MBRmagazine strava.com/clubs/mountain-bike-rider-5839mbr.co.uk facebook.com/MBRmagazine twitter.com/mbrmagazine

This year’s dirty dozen have 
upped the game, but not the cost

72 WORKSHOP: FIT A CABLE 
OPERATED DROPPER POST
Dropper posts are a joy to ride with but can 

can be real killjoys to fi t. Most are operated 

by a cable rather than hydraulic host: follow 

our step-by-step guide to fi tting yours and 

running the internal frame routing

82 SKILLS: RIDE FASTER 
Ever tried to ride faster and ended up 

crashing, or making mistakes that slow you 

down? Yeah, us too. Dirt School’s Andy 

Barlow shows us how to ride smart, brake in 

the right places and put the hammer down 

where it really counts

REGULARS
10 BIG PICTURES

14 BUZZ

36 MAILBOX

74 RIDE GUIDE

114 AFTERIMAGE 

Ride smart to ride 

fast: learn where to

pedal and brake, p82

Don’t get your cables in a

kerfuffl e, fi tting a dropper, p72

Spring for a coil

shock, the Öhlins

Enduro, p16

Editor, mbr

Which way now for the

public access debate?
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Big picture

Usually when you revisit somewhere 

you first came to in childhood,  

it’s something of a disappointment 

— smaller and less impressive.  

Not so Torridon; revisiting in  

my 20s, the trails I’d walked as  

a teenager were still awe-inspiring, 

perhaps bigger and more impressive 

than I’d remembered as a gangly 

youth. This is surely the kind of 

place that forms young minds,  

too, so I’m looking forward to 

bringing my progeny here too, 

when I finally settle down and tame 

my roguish ways.

Roo Fowler
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Big picture
The Lakes may bring to mind 

sweeping hills with row upon  

row of peaks strung out into the 

distance. More often than not, 

though, the view consists of grey 

and moisture as far as your  

mud-splattered eyeballs can see. 

It’s on these days that exploration 

takes a turn a little closer to home; 

investigating childhood stamping 

grounds and forgotten stretches 

of singletrack tucked away in local 

quarries. These less-frequented 

sections of trail allow us to 

reminisce about times past when 

we sharpened our skills to become 

the riders we are today.

Tristan Tinn
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S T A R T  Y O U R  R I D E  H E R E

P R A C T I C E 
L O O K S 
P E R F E C T  
Nant yr Arian's new skills sharpener could eclipse the 

trails it serves for sheer scale, quality and ambition

Edited by Jamie Darlow

I
n the heart of Wales, a stone's throw from 

Aberystwyth, Nant yr Arian has a newly built 

skills area. Not exactly groundbreaking in concept, 

but this one stands out for its sheer size. It's huge; 

nearly 3,000 square metres in area, featuring tables, 

step-ups, rollers, berms, and with three separate lines 

to choose from. 

The big idea is to boost the skills of local riders and 

help get people airborne, but inadvertently they've 

probably created a destination that will draw riders 

from across the UK.

It's a long way to come, mind. Sadly, Nant yr Arian 

Forest is just about the hardest place in Wales to 

reach. Make the trek, though, and you'll be amply 

rewarded for your efforts with three mountainous 

trails and now this, the mother of all skills zones. 

Built by Trailcraft, which has built and revamped trails 

and skills areas across Wales and England, the three 

new lines make up the bulk of the 2,800 square metre 

site. They feature a combination of jump and fl ow 

trails with a big focus on developing good technique 

— each line progresses onto the next with bigger 

features to challenge the brave. 

B L A C K ,  R E D  A N D  B L U E  
“We had a clear vision from the get-go, to create 

something that fl owed and pushed riders' abilities in 

terms of getting airborne,” Nikki Whiles from Trailcraft 

said. “It was a diffi cult site to make our ideas fi t into, but 

we made it work.”

Tables, step-ups, rollers and berms are all typical 

features found on most trails, therefore your overall 

trail experience will improve after a visit to Nant yr 

Arian, Nikki reckons. And when you get bored of the 

skills lines, there’s also a tarmacked pump-track to play 

on, or use as a serious winter training tool.

So what about the full-length trails? The ones you’re 

practising your skills for? According to Nant yr Arian 

there are big plans to add a completely new blue trail 

next year; great news for new and inexperienced riders 

who don’t want to tackle the fearsome black trail 

or tricky reds, which all feature brutal climbs and 

proper mountainous descents. Also in the pipeline 

are new sections for the existing red loops and the 

one black-graded trail. 

There’s something of a trend going on at the 

moment for building bigger and better skills zones. 

Coed y Brenin started this new arms race with the 

excellent Yi Ffowndri, complete with freeride and 

drop zone, before the Forest of Dean took up the 

mantle with an expansive new skills area. It’s brand 

spanking new, having opened on April 8 with multiple 

lines to practise your jumping on. We’ll bring you the 

full story in the summer.

We like the look of the new pump track at Nant yr 

Arian, which was opened by none other than Rachel 

Atherton. It’s more than your normal warm-up loop, the 

tables and berms look perfectly sculpted (Nikki Whiles 

knows his stuff) and it should mature into a beautiful 

spot when the trees grow up.

4 0
kilometres of existing trail

2 , 8 0 0
square metres of 
new skills lines

N A N T  Y R 
A R I A N  I N 
N U M B E R S 

1
tarmac pump track

3 0 , 0 0 0
pounds invested 
building the zone
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G E A R

T H E  C O I L  R E B O U N D S
Specialized has released an Öhlins Enduro, signalling a return to coil springs

Air springs are almost as ubiquitous as 

air-filled tyres on today’s mountain bikes, 

which makes it surprising that Specialized 

has just released a fully coil-sprung special 

edition. The newly revamped Enduro is now 

available with Öhlins suspension front and 

rear, making it one of only two trail bikes 

we can think of that doesn’t come with 

air-sprung suspension. Check out Evil’s The 

Wreckoning for the other, which offers a 

Push Industries Elevensix shock option.

Back to the Enduro, and perhaps it’s 

not such a surprising move given that 

Specialized has been dabbling with Swedish 

suspension brand Öhlins for a few years 

now — most recently, in 2016 it added 

the air-sprung Öhlins shock to the Enduro 

range. This year the Specialized Gravity 

downhill team, including 2015 world champ 

Loïc Bruni, has switched to Öhlins, while 

EWS racer Curtis Keene is now running this 

Öhlins Enduro bike for the 2017 season.

T H E  R E B O U N D  E F F E C T
So what’s going on, what advantage does 

coil bring? It’s simple really: coil beats air 

in terms of pure suspension performance, 

according to experts TF Tuned. “You’re 

much more in control on the bike because 

the suspension is more responsive to the 

terrain,” explains Paul Byrom. “So in the 

middle of a berm you lose that flat tyre feel 

you get with air, and the back end of the 

bike will sit up and hold you up ready for 

the next hit.”

Keene agrees: “Öhlins coil front and 

rear has been next level for me. The way it 

tracks the small stuff is unreal — you feel 

everything on the trail but it completely 

erases all the square edges, and gives you 

just the positive feedback.”

So what’s changed now to bring coil 

back to the shorter travel masses? “It’s 

logical progression,” Byrom says. “Trail 

bikes now can have nearly the same travel 

as downhill bikes, they’ve got similar 

geometry, they’re comparably stiff. So now 

people are thinking, let’s go for the coil 

spring too.”

Add that to the increased availability of 

uplifting, the gnarlier tracks we’re riding 

and the enduro race scene, maybe it’s time 

to consider coils again. On the other hand, 

air shocks feel more like coil springs than 

ever before, and 

metal will never be 

lighter than air, so 

unless you’re riding 

wild descents that go 

on for ages, we’re not 

entirely convinced 

they’re worth the 

extra weight. 

Carbon-fibre frame is built 
for 29er wheels but it’s also 
designed to take 27.5 Plus 
(6Fattie in Specialized speak) 
which results in a 5mm BB drop

Internal routing means the bike 
has clean lines that are only broken 
by the clever SWAT storage door, 
designed to take things like your 
tube, jacket or sarnies

SRAM GX 11-speed 
drivetrain is a competent 
if relatively low-spec 
choice on a top-end bike
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R A P I D  R U B B E R
Want the fastest rolling tyre on the 

market? That'll be Continental’s 

Race King then, which is now 

offi cially the speediest rubber 

money can buy. That's according to 

the Swiss national mtb squad, who 

conducted the very fi rst verifi able 

scientifi c experiments, ahead of the 

Rio Olympics in 2016.

The knowledge was deemed 

so sensitive that only now can 

the results be revealed. And 

although the test was far from 

comprehensive, it shows which 

of the nine tyres tested uses the 

smallest amount of energy when 

they fl atten into that tiny but crucial 

contact patch between wheel 

and ground. It’s your energy the 

squashable tyres are absorbing, so 

the lower their rolling resistance, 

the more oomph is available for 

moving you forward.

FA S T  I S  K I N G
Continental’s Race King consistently 

performed the best. Although the 

Hutchinson Black Mamba nicked 

it in one trial, over all fi ve tests it 

proved fractionally slower than the 

Conti. Schwalbe’s Racing Ralph 

made it onto the lowest step of 

the podium, just edging out the 

Specialized Renegade. The middle 

rankers include the Maxxis Ikon 

and a couple of specialist Dugast 

models, with the Bontrager XR1 

and the Ritchey Shield bringing up 

the rear.

To be fair, some of the fi gures 

were so close that it’s hard to put 

anything between them. In stark 

numbers, the Conti’s coeffi cient of 

rolling resistance average over fi ve 

tests was shown to be 0.0205 and 

that of the Ritchey 0.0236. Yet the 

scientists say that choosing a tyre 

with the lowest rolling resistance 

will boost your speed on a XC 

course by up to 3.2 per cent. So, 

instead of taking 100 minutes to 

fi nish a race, you could expect 

to cross the fi nish line in under 

97 minutes, depending on the 

gradients and your power output.

Of course, to compare the tyres 

scientifi cally, the keen mountain 

biking scientists at the Swiss 

Federal Institute of Sport had 

to standardise everything. They 

used a Colnago C29 Team Edition 

hardtail. All tubeless tyres were the 

manufacturers’ top of the range 

models, fi tted to XR 1501 Spline One 

wheels and run with 100ml of Stan’s 

sealant. They followed advice from 

national level riders and always set 

the tyre pressure by multiplying 

the total weight of the bike, 

rider and accessories 

(in kilos) by 

0.28psi. The 

fl attish 

500m test course was 40 per cent 

grass, 30 per cent mud and 30 per 

cent gravel.

W H A T  I T  M E A N S  F O R 
T R A I L  R I D I N G . . .
Not a lot... yet. Part of the study was 

to fi gure out the reliability of this 

testing method, so you can expect 

more tyres to be assessed over 

the years. We’re eagerly awaiting 

the Maxxis High Roller II versus the 

Schwalbe Magic Mary, for instance, 

although we can probably guess 

the result.

Rolling resistance is only one 

factor to consider when choosing 

tyres, obviously. Grip and puncture 

resistance are signifi cant qualities, 

and far more important for trail 

riding, we’d say. And unless you’re 

lucky enough to be sponsored and 

receive free tyres, durability will 

also play an important part in 

your decision.

Citation: po.st/FastTyre

The Swiss mtb squad has been testing the hottest tyres on the trail

Öhlins RXF 36 fork has 
a coil spring delivering 
160mm travel, and 
adjustable high and low 
speed compression

Specialized Enduro 
Öhlins Coil 29/
6Fattie costs £5,400

P U T  A  S P R I N G  I N  Y O U R  R I D I N G
Best for huge descents where air shocks overheat

Ö H L I N S  T T X  2 2
£649, öhlins.eu
When it was fi rst launched in 2013 

the TTX 22 would only fi t in the 

Specialized Enduro. 

Thankfully, the 

Swedish suspension 

experts now make it 

in loads of lengths or 

strokes so everyone 

can sample the twin 

tube design.

P U S H  I N D U S T R I E S 
E L E V E N S I X
£1,150, tftuned.com
The Elevensix 

is individually 

assembled for you 

and your bike… 

we should think so 

too, when you’re 

spending over 

£1,000 on a shock. 

Made in Colorado, the shock has 

something called Dual Overhead 

Valve technology — basically a 

pedal platform lever.

R O C K S H O X  S U P E R 
D E L U X E  C O I L
£OEM only (for now), 
zyrofi sher.co.uk
Just released this month, 

RockShox has made a 

coil version of its Metric 

Super Deluxe. There’s 

an option to get a bar-

mounted two-position 

threshold adjustment 

too if you’re a serious 

enduro racer.
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ABOUT THIS MONTH

H O T 
S T U F F

M O S T 
W A N T E D

All-in-one toolkits are often eye-catching, but like 

a cheap Christmas selection box, most only contain 

disappointment with poor quality tools that you’d 

be mad to use on an expensive trail bike. However, 

Unior’s Pro Home toolkit bucks the trend with a 

well-considered selection of relevant and up-to-

date tools that also happen to be excellent quality.

There are 18 in total, all laid out in foam cutaways, 

so if one goes go missing you’ll know it instantly. 

Essentials include a solid pair of wire cutters, a chain 

tool with a second gate for loosening stiff 

links, and a replaceable pin. Two decent length 

screwdrivers let you reach the parts others don't, 

and an innovative three-pin freewheel removal tool 

replaces a standard chain whip. 

There are also some tools that you don’t see in a 

standard toolbox such as a disc rotor truing tool and 

brake pad spreader, master link pliers for splitting 

SRAM PowerLinks, a chain-wear indicator and a little 

truing jig that fastens to the frame.

Our only criticism is the lack of an Allen key 

cluster, and the fact that Unior includes Y-shaped 

hex and Torx wrenches rather than the more 

versatile T-shaped tools. Then again, if you’ve 

been doing DIY on your own bike for a while, 

chances are you may already have a couple of 

these in your armoury.

At just under £300, the Pro Home tool kit isn’t 

cheap, but it’s top spec, fully loaded and the 

perfect gift for any garage tinkerer. 2pure.co.uk.

U N I O R  P R O  H O M E  T O O L K I T  £ 2 9 9 . 9 9

G E A R

18 mbr MAY 2017
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C R A S H  P A N T S
Royal Racing’s new Impact baggy doesn’t come 

with a liner short but it’s made from four-way 

stretch fabric, is long in the leg — to cover knee 

pads — and comes in three colours and a ton of 

sizes. £89.99. royalracing.com

B R E A K D O W N  S E R V I C E S 
Like the proverbial kitchen sink, the Topeak Ratchet 

Rocket Lite NTX has everything you need to make 

repairs and adjustments on the trail — Torx bits, 

Allen keys and tyre levers — all in a handy stash. 

£72.99. extrauk.co.uk

T I N K E R  B E L L
Timber’s Mountain Bike bell jingles as you’re riding 

along, which could be mildly annoying but it does 

warn other trail users that you’re there — a calming 

presence to avoid heated altercations. £22.99. 
cyclorise.com

S A D D L E  S O R E 
2Toms Buttshield does what it says on the roll-

on applicator; it stops saddle rash and soreness. 

It’s less messy than cream, waterproof and 

should easily last a full day of hard grinding. 

£15. 2tomsuk.com

B I R D ’ S  E Y E  V I E W
Nikon’s new KeyMission 360 head cam features 

two fi sh-eye lenses, allowing it to record 360° 

footage in full 4k quality. You can then customise 

the view points for truly stunning fi lm work. 

£419.99. nikon.co.uk

S O L E  T R A D E R 
Slot a pair of Ergon’s IP3 Solestar extra supportive 

inserts in your shoes and you’ll be able to lay 

down the power like an Olympic sprinter. They 

also add cushioning and comfort, especially to 

stiff carbon race shoes. £39.99. extrauk.co.uk

B R A I N  B U C K E T
The new Status full-face from 100% is a cheaper, 

fi breglass version of the company’s carbon/Kevlar 

Aircraft downhill helmet. It gets emergency release 

cheek pads for safe helmet removal. £199.99. 
decade-europe.com

G A S  T O  F L A T
The RideAir is a refi llable air canister (think 

Airshot) for infl ating tyres, and fi tting tubeless, 

that’s also small enough to fi t inside a standard 

bottle cage so you can take it with you. £59.99. 
cookecomponents.co.uk

C L E A N  L I V I N G
Bendy plastic mudguards are ten a penny, but 

RideGuard’s PF1 MTB Guard is a little bit different 

— it comes in 19 unique designs, all made from 

recycled polypropylene.

£8.99. rideguard.co.uk
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G L A T T I N G  B E A C O N
2 3 k m ( 1 3  m i l e s )

This little clover-leaf shaped loop out 

of Amberley offers big skies, big ups 

and big downs. You can start from the 

station, or if travelling by car, there’s a 

car park on the hill W of this (Landranger 

197/TQ008112). If you start climbing from 

here, you can follow a bridleway W to 

the A29 and cross this to hook up with 

another BW leading N to join the South 

Downs Way. Now follow this W to the car 

park at SU973129, break NW to Glatting 

Beacon and continue N over Barlavington 

Down then W, across the A285, to climb 

to the SDW again. Cross this and drop 

S then SW, back across the A285, to a 

junction with Stane Street. Take this NE 

to the Glatting Beacon car park and then 

drop SE on the Dentures, following the 

Monarch’s Way markers to the fi nish. 

GPS download: po.st/Glatting

D O R K I N G ,  S U R R E Y 
4 1 k m ( 2 5  m i l e s )

The best riding destination in the south? Very probably, and made all the better because it’s 

accessible by train, making it perfect for real urbanites without private motorised transport. 

Start from Dorking train station, cross the dual carriageway and head up the hill past the 

school, before joining the A25 heading west. Don’t worry, the road section is over soon and 

you’re climbing up to Leith Hill on the Greensand Way — climaxing with a techie climb to Leith 

Hill Tower, the second highest point in South-East England. A fast descent drops you to the 

bottom of Holmbury Hill, where you climb up past the King’s Head pub and crawl to the top of 

the hill, a Neolithic fort. From there, the brilliant Barry Knows Best singletrack drops you into 

the village of Peaslake for tea and cheese straws. The return leg covers the same hills but with 

decent singletrack popping up. The fi nal hurrah is now superb from Leith Hill, taking in the new 

Summer Lightning trail from the National Trust tower, right down to join the Greensand Way 

again and the A25.

GPS download: po.st/Dorking

SINGLE-
TRACK

C A P I TA L 
S I N G L E T R A C K
Escape from London with five easy-to-reach rides

TREES

TREES

20 mbr MAY 2017

BIG 
CLIMB

BOGGY

R I D E S
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N O R T H  O F  T H E  T H A M E S
3 3 k m  ( 2 0  m i l e s )

Bags of fun, and in easy reach of the 

capital, on the outskirts of Reading. 

Pangbourne makes a good starting place 

— it’s easy to reach and has plenty of 

parking. River Meadows is probably the 

best bet (Landranger 175/SU635766). 

Cross the river and break L along the 

riverside bridleway that leads NW to 

Gatehampton Manor. Follow lanes and 

BWs NE to Coldharbour, then head W 

on more BWs, cutting back E on a lane, 

then NW on more BWs to Wroxhill 

Woods. Head E into Woodcote, sneak 

around the village then follow BWs SE 

from Greenmoor Hill to Cross Lanes. 

Head NW to Goring Heath and loop 

around to come back SW on lanes and 

BWs that lead to Mapledurham. Cruise 

back W to the bridge and the fi nish.  

GPS download: po.st/Thames

S O U T H  O F  T H E  H O G ’ S  B A C K
3 6 k m  ( 2 2  m i l e s )

We’re always blown away by how much 

fun the trails to the west of the Surrey 

Hills are. From the car park (Landranger 

186/SU920463), head N then E on BW 

then NE to reach the North Downs Way in 

Puttenham. Follow this E under the A286 

then follow lane NE to a BW that drops S. 

At Compton Common, further BWs lead 

SW through Hurtmore and on to Eashing. 

Lanes lead S to Mousehill, where a bridge 

hurdles the A286 and leads onto BWs 

that continue SW to Warren Mere, then 

W through Truxford to a X-roads of trails. 

Loop S over Houndown to Pitch Place, 

then N over Kettlebury Hill and Hankley 

Common to Tilford, via Stockbridge 

Pond. Lanes and BWs now lead NE 

through Charleshill, Fullbrook Farm and 

Rodsall Manor to return to the fi nish. 

GPS download: po.st/HogsBack

W E N D O V E R  A N D  T H E 
I C K N I E L D  WAY 
2 2 k m  ( 1 3  m i l e s )

The Chiltern Hills are jam-full of fun 

wooded trails that make the short drive 

or train ride out of London a complete 

no-brainer. This one kicks off at 

Wendover. From the station, (Landranger 

165/SP865077), head down South Street 

to a roundabout on the A413. Now follow 

the Icknield Way through Dunsmore to 

Little Hampden. Head S to Hampden 

Bottom, SW towards Great Hampden, 

then at Hampden House, head NW along 

the drive. At Green Hailey, head N to 

rejoin the Icknield Way and follow it up 

onto Pulpit Hill. Head NW to drop to the 

A4010 and turn R and R again to climb 

back up, heading roughly W to Buckmore 

End, then N to Low Scrubs. Here, drop N 

then NE to descend back to Wendover. 

GPS download: po.st/Wendover

TREES

TREES
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R I D E S

Mountain bikers are one step closer to improved 

access in Wales, after the Welsh government 

agreed with Trails 4 Wales’s call for a fairer  

rights-of-way system.

Back in 2015, the government put out a green 

paper asking people what they wanted to change 

about access to the outdoors for recreation. 

With the help of Trails 4 Wales, formed by 

mtb advocacy group OpenMTB and Cycling UK, 

thousands of mountain bikers responded to the 

W E L C O M E  T O  
Better land access for mountain bikers could be just around the trail

call, and now it seems like we’ve actually been 

listened to.

“Wales needs a better and fairer approach 

to public access for outdoor recreation,” the 

Welsh government said in a statement. “There is 

unnecessary inconsistency in the way paths and 

places open to the public are currently recorded, 

changed, and restricted.” Most excitingly though, 

the government hinted at potential legislation to 

do something about it: “The law needs to reflect 

current recreational needs.”

Improved access really could be close, and our 

best guess is that paths in ‘open country’ areas, 

defined in the Countryside and Rights of Way Act, 

could be opened up to bikes and horses too. But 

what can we do as riders to promote the cause?

Y O U R  T R A I L S  N E E D  Y O U

1
JOIN YOUR LOCAL ACCESS FORUM: Every local 

authority or National Park has some kind of 

forum. Their role is to advise decision makers on 

local access issues. 
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 WA L E S 
W H A T  H A S  T R A I L 

A D V O C A C Y  E V E R 

D O N E  F O R  U S ?
Yes, advocacy really does work...

S N O W D O N
Some time ago, cycling was threatened 

with a total ban on Snowdon. The voluntary 

agreement (not ban) prevented this, and 

has shown the Snowdonia National Park that 

mtbers can keep their house in order. More 

gains will follow. eryri-npa.gov.uk 

M O E L  FA M A U  C O U N T R Y 
P A R K ,  C L W Y D I A N  H I L L S
Typically vague upland bridleways were 

leading mtbers into potential conflict with 

the very rare and protected black grouse. 

Denbighshire County Council worked with 

the local club to create permissive bridleways 

that helped create some quality moorland 

loops. ridenorthwales.co.uk

E A S T E R N  M O O R S ,  
P E A K  D I S T R I C T
By promoting responsible riding and offering 

volunteer labour, advocacy group Ride 

Sheffield was able to work alongside land 

managers and create a series of permissive 

bridleways. ridesheffield.org.uk

T H E  S A N D S T O N E  WAY, 
N O R T H U M B E R L A N D
This 120-mile long distance mtb route across 

Northumberland was the result of a lot of 

hard work by Ted Liddle and the Tyne Valley 

MTB Cycling Club, in this instance producing 

both an excellent multi-day route and a 

much-needed tourism boost for the area. 

sandstoneway.co.uk

T H E  E X  E N D U R O 
Relationship building with local landowners 

has led to the creation of a radical new  

three-day enduro event in a little-known 

corner of the country. the-ex.co.uk 

2
JOIN CYCLING UK: CTC has refocused and 

is now championing recreational riders. It 

was behind the Rides of Way survey and it’s also 

created two new positions to campaign for greater 

off-road access. 

3
SUPPORT OPENMTB: This small advocacy group 

is creating a network of local trail organisations 

and clubs and has acted as an advisory body for 

both Cycling UK and British Cycling.

4
JOIN OR FORM A LOCAL TRAIL GROUP: These 

are springing up everywhere and usually 

care for local trails and form relationships with 

local authorities and landowners, with the aim of 

improving access for mountain bikers. OpenMTB’s 

new website will include information on how to 

join or create a group.

5
MAKE FRIENDS AND INFLUENCE PEOPLE: Ride 

responsibly — Scotland doesn’t actually have 

Open Access, it has a Responsible Access Code — 

quite different. If we want the same thing, we need 

to act responsibly. See this Scottish guide: po.st/

ScotAccess — it’s about interaction with other trail 

users, showing people we’re just ordinary human 

beings on bikes, advice on moderating your speed 

around people, dogs and horses, and avoiding 

riding on trails when it’s too busy or likely to chew 

up the ground.
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I N S P I R A T I O N

T R AV E L S  W I T H  Y O U R  B I K E
Riding abroad this summer? Here’s our top gear for dusty, overseas singletrack

E V O C  T R AV E L  B A G  P R O
Keep your bike safe and in one cycle-shaped 

piece by investing in a Travel Bag Pro. It’s expensive, 

but it's also the best bike bag on the market for its 

blend of protection, light weight and ease of use. 

The Pro version weighs 8kg, boasts separate wheel 

compartments and even has a clip-on third wheel so 

you can push the whole thing like a trolley. If that's 

out of your budget, try a cardboard box from your 

local bike shop as it actually does a really good job 

of protection, and it weighs less too.

£469, silverfi sh-uk.com

E V O C  T R A N S I T I O N  B A G
The Transition has really useful 

compartments — one for your shoes, one for 

your helmet and a main section that can be split 

into two for wet or dry gear. There’s also a pull-out, 

foldaway changing mat. 

£109.95, silverfi sh-uk.com

H O P E  S L I C K  C H A I N  D E V I C E
The latest chainring designs have all but 

eliminated the dreaded chain drop, but rough 

alpine descents push them to the limit. Get the 

added security of a chain device — they needn’t be 

big or cause drag, this Hope device doesn’t even 

touch the chain, unless it bounces off the teeth.

£50, hopetech.com

G I A N T  F L U X X  M T B  S H O E S
Rocky, alpine terrain is tough on the feet, so 

keep yours well protected and fi rmly anchored with 

Giant’s newest shoe, the Fluxx. Some of us here 

at mbr prefer to ride in SPDs on rough terrain, 

ditching the fashionable fl at pedals, because it stops 

us bouncing off the pedals on really rough descents. 

The Fluxx shoe has loads of protection around the 

heel and toe to fend off rocks and Giant boasts it’s a 

comfortable enough shoe for all-day riding. 

£69.99, giant-bicycles.com

L A Z E R  P H O E N I X +  H E L M E T
The latest crop of helmets with 

detachable chin bars (like Lazer’s Revolution) 

are the perfect choice if you’re racing enduros 

with huge climbs and rocky descents. But if 

you’re just riding for fun, can cruise up the hills 

or you’re getting an uplift, full-face lids still give 

the best protection. The new Phoenix+ here has 

loads of top-end features — sub 1,000g weight, 

D-ring chinstrap, 16 cooling vents — but with 

a low-end price tag.

£79.99, madison.co.uk

S O M B R I O  S H O R T S /J E R S E Y
Because you’ve got to look good on your bike. 

And if you can’t go fast, look shiny. £39.99 jersey/
£79.99 shorts, cyclingsportsgroup.com

C A M E L B A K  K U D U
The Kudu is the hardiest pack 

Camelbak makes, designed to protect your 

spine if you take a tumble with a foam back 

protector. It’s functional too, with a three-litre 

reservoir and the superlative Camelbak bite 

valve, and storage for that full-face helmet 

and your armour.

£149.99, zyrofi sher.co.uk

O ’ N E A L  B 2  R L  G O G G L E S
Ideal for riding at speed, goggles keep 

wind, mud and insects out of your eyes. The B2 

RL goggles have a great, unimpeded view thanks 

to their part-frameless design, something that 

also makes them well-ventilated. 

£53.99, oneal.eu

R A C E  FA C E  F L A N K  P A D S
Kneepads are great for regular UK riding, but 

when the speeds pick up you need to look 

after your shins and protect them from rock strikes 

and pedal slips. The Flank stretches far enough 

down the shin to offer decent protection, which 

comes from two D3O pads on the patella and just 

below the knee. They’re comfy and easy to put 

on too, thanks to an open back that makes shoe 

removal unnecessary.

£69.95, silverfi sh-uk.com
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G E T  S T A R T E D

S E R V I C E  Y O U R  D T  S W I S S  F R E E H U B
Keep your star rachet freehub running like Swiss clockwork

Remove the end cap from 

the driveside of the hub. 

This should just pull free, but 

they can be stubborn.

Slide the body from the axle 

and remove the two star ratchet 

rings, springs and spacer. Lay them 

out in order and orientation to ease 

assembly. If you have 18-tooth star 

ratchets, consider upgrading to 36 

tooth (code: HWDXXX00N2884S) as 

this will halve the engagement time.

Thoroughly clean each 

component — alcohol and a 

toothbrush work well here. Take 

care not to saturate the bearings in 

the solvent but ensure everything 

is spotlessly clean.

Apply a very fi ne layer of DT 

Swiss Special Grease (code: 

HXTXXX00NSG20S) to each 

component — do not over-grease. 

Assemble the hub. Grease the O-ring 

in the end cap to ease disassembly.
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X
A R E  Y O U  T H E  N E X T 
N I N O  ( O R  R I S S V E D S ) ?
How to predict your XC race potential... without actually racing

Ever wondered how you might 

perform at an XC race? According 

to a new study you can predict your 

ability without pinning on a number.

Sports scientists have combined 

results from a suite of tests to 

predict how a rider will do in a 

100-minute XC course, and they 

are surprisingly accurate. Despite 

all the variables over such a long 

and complex event, their forecast 

is spot-on to within two minutes. 

Here’s our DIY assessment — let us 

know how well it works for you.

T H E  M B R  X C
P R E D I C T I O N  G A M E
1. DECISION-MAKING Choosing the 

right line at speed is crucial. The 

scientists use a special video app 

to test reactions, but you can try 

your hand at a crude one online at 

po.st/ReactionTime. Or you could 

turn photos of mtb trails into fl ash 

cards and see how quickly you can 

fl ick through them, spotting the 

best route.

2. GET A GRIP A strong hold on 

the bars will optimise bike control 

— elite riders can squeeze just 

over 50kg in three seconds. You’ve 

certainly got Popeye arms if you can 

crush a can of Red Bull — unopened.

3. RAMP IT UP If you’ve got a 

turbo-trainer you should increase 

your workload by 40W every four 

minutes until you collapse, or your 

cadence falls below 70, whichever 

happens soonest. To get a sense 

of your body’s effi ciency at using 

oxygen — known as VO2 max —

without directly measuring it, keep 

a record of your times and your 

breathing up your least favourite 

really, REALLY long, steep climb.

4. POWER PROFILE The scientists 

had a lab with a high-end 

turbo-trainer. You can use a bike 

computer to record how you do 

when sprinting to the absolute 

max over six, 15 and 

30 seconds.

The best predictor of how you’re 

going to do in a 100-minute XC race 

is your VO2 max compared to your 

weight (plus the weight of your 

bike), the scientists confi rm. The 

higher that fi gure, the faster you’ll 

race. Your power profi le in sprints 

is also pretty helpful in refi ning the 

forecast. Finally, throw in a fi gure 

for how good you are at choosing 

the fastest line. Now, enter that race 

to verify your experiment!

Citation: po.st/XCPrediction
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Clip in for ripping 

power and smooth

control

28 mbr MAY 2017

FA S T  &  F I T

B AT T L E 
O F  T H E

For years now, the pros and cons of both have 

been going head-to-head and kicking up a fuss 

— it’s the Fury v Klitschko of mountain biking. 

Thanks to our cool new test, clipless has thrown 

the knockout punch, which pinpoints how 

important they are when we need to put the 

power down.

C Y C L E  S C I E N C E
Whether it’s climbing or negotiating slick 

roots, so much of our ride relies on controlled 

pedal power. According to sports scientist Will 

Harrison, “the type of pedal we use will alter 

technique and the lines we choose. Clipless 

can knock our confi dence at fi rst; however, 

they can help us with better power, control 

and effi ciency.” That’s exactly what we wanted 

to test — do clipless really affect power that 

much? We jumped onto the Wattbike and 

found a big difference.

So what does this show? Will explains the 

results: “Mountain biking is about being as 

effortless and smooth as we can be. A lot of 

our bike control comes through our pedals and 

how we get the power down. Clipless pedals 

mean we’re connected to the bike. It means our 

cadence can be more fl uid, the power transfer 

in each revolution can be smoother and the 

combined push/pull gives us more immediate 

acceleration. This shows in our results.”

We can’t forget that fl ats have their own 

benefi ts though — most importantly they help us 

build confi dence and skill on technical sections. 

As for fun factor, we all know fl ats clinch that 

as they allow us to throw our weight around 

the bike. Of course our test doesn’t account for 

everything on the trail but we should look at it in 

broader terms. “If we want to be more effi cient 

and explosive then clipless pedals are defi nitely 

the way forward,” Will says.

CLIPLESS FLATS

Peak power 978 watts 921 watts

Average power 757 watts 694 watts

0-5 second average 915 watts 864 watts

Distance 503m 487m

H E AV Y W E I G
Clipless or fl at pedals: can 

science tip the balance?



FA S T  F O O D 
R E C O V E R Y
Stuck for food at the services? Fast food is now 

offi cially a (relatively) good option

Motivational images to get you riding
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Y O U R 
E X P E R T

ALAN 

MURCHISON
Alan Murchison 
(performance
chef .com) held 
a Michelin star 
for a decade and 
now provides 
nutritional advice 
to elite athletes.

Prepare for your mind to be boggled — fast food like McDonald’s or KFC could 

actually be good for post-ride refuelling. Researchers from the US have found that 

the body doesn’t really care where it gets its post-ride recovery carbs from, as long 

as it gets them in suffi cient quantities (po.st/FoodStudy). Of course that doesn’t 

mean greasy fried food and burgers are actually good for your long-term health, so 

we sent award-winning nutritionist, trainer and chef Alan Murchison off to fi nd the 

best bad food to guzzle post-ride.

S A N D Y ’ S  T I P S
Rider, racer and coach 
Sandy Plenty is on hand 
to give us some tips on 
pedal set-up

1. How can you say you 

don’t like them if you 

haven’t been tried? 

Clipless pedals feel awkward at fi rst and 

everyone’s slower to start with. Do at least 

fi ve rides before deciding if they’re for you.

2. It’s all about muscle memory! Spend 

time setting up cleats so there is less of 

a difference between fl ats. Try and get 

your feet in the same comfortable position 

you’re used to normally.

3. Although you can’t move around as 

freely in clipless, a great bonus is that 

they’re easy to adjust. Don’t have the ‘it 

will do’ attitude once comfortable. Be sure 

to try changing pedal grip and alter the 

mechanism tension to hold you in better.

M C D O N A L D ’ S 

G R I L L E D  C H I C K E N 

S A L A D ,  S E M I - S K I M M E D 

M I L K ,  A N D  A P P L E  A N D 

G R A P E F R U I T  B A G  £ 5 . 2 8

304 calories

8g fat

26g carbs

30g protein

K F C  O R I G I N A L  R E C I P E

R I C E B O X  M E A L ,  B B Q 

B E A N S ,  A N D  L A T T E 

C O F F E E  £ 5 . 4 9

690 calories

18g fat

91g carbs

38g protein

S U B WAY  C H I C K E N 

B R E A S T  S U B , 

WA L K E R ’ S  B A K E D 

C R I S P S ,  A N D  O R A N G E 

J U I C E  £ 5 . 3 0

460 calories

6.8g fat

72.3g carbs

27.7g protein

McDonald’s actually offers really good food now, 

Alan reckons, sourcing the healthy alternatives like 

milk, salads and grilled chicken. “We’ve tried to be 

too clever here though, because 300 calories is 

not enough food after a ride,” Alan says. “You’ll be 

hungry and you’ll probably grab whatever comes 

closest to hand, like a chocolate bar. So it’s good for 

a really gentle ride but not much more.”

Next on our fast-food stop was Subway, which 

Alan reckoned was the worst here. “For 

starters it doesn’t taste very good, it’s 

pretty unappetising,” he said. “What looks 

to us like reformed chicken breaks up into 

paste and so does the bread.” The orange juice is 

better because it’s just a portion of fruit, and for a 

treat the baked crisps are relatively fat-free too.

Our surprise “winner, winner, chicken dinner” is 

KFC. “We’ve pitched a swerve ball in there, pairing 

the ricebox chicken with beans and a coffee,” he 

said. It’s part of the meal deal, meaning the cost 

is kept low, and beans are just another form of 

protein, which will repair muscle after a ride. It’s the 

best tasting chicken of the lot, Alan says, and 

the calories and fat are higher too — no bad 

thing when you’ve been riding and need 

them to recover.

T H E  V E R D I C T

H T S

Watch 
the video 
at Po.st/

FoodRecovery

I N S T A  I N S P I R A T I O N

Who wants to see a constant feed of inspirational images and 

jaw-dropping scenes? Everyone I guess, which is why we’ve 

pulled together the 18 must-follows on Instagram. 

po.st/InstagramMTB



First rides

O
range’s iconic Five gets a facelift 

for 2017 that doesn’t stray too far 

from its tried-and-tested formula, 

but the Devil is in the detail, and 

the end result is much greater than 

the sum of its parts. 

Orange retains the same suspension 

design and 27.5in wheels as before, but 

look closely and you’ll see the shock and 

pivot location have moved. Removing the 

front mech and making the bike 1x specifi c 

has freed up space and allowed the Orange 

engineers to get playful and make the 

suspension more progressive. 

Pretty much all the tubing — bar the 

seat tube — has been reshaped or slimmed 

down too, and all the machined parts have 

been made lighter, while the back end is 

now Boost 148mm. And then there’s new, 

neater internal cable routing that cuts in 

just behind the head tube with fi tted rubber 

seals to plug the frame.

We selected the frame and shock option 

(and a custom Mountain Mint paintjob for 

£100) and added the latest Shimano SLX 

drivetrain, but of course Orange offers 

complete bikes too. Choose from four spec 

levels — basic S up to superlative Factory — 

and fi ve sizes, plus a range of colour options. 

You can also choose to go a little à la carte 

and upgrade various bits, such as the fork, 

brakes, wheels or fi nishing kit. There’s almost 

too much shock choice though; four feels too 

broad, and we’d rather this was narrowed 

down to a couple of units really optimised 

to the frame. The geometry is now designed 

around a 150mm fork, but it will easily 

accommodate a 160mm travel Fox Float 36 

without raising the bottom bracket too much 

or making the front end feel vague.

NEED TO 
KNOW
O�New slimmed 

down, Boosted 

version of the 

venerable Five

O�Tweaked shock 

position for more 

progressive 

suspension feel

O�27.5in wheels, 

140mm travel 

and optimised for 

150mm fork

O�Four builds 

to choose from, 

dozens of colours 

and scores of 

upgrade options

The venerable Five has been slimmed down, 
facelifted and Boosted for 2017 — but is it 
enough to keep it in the game?

SWINGING A LEG OVER WHAT’S HOT THIS MONTH

Revised internal cable

routing is neater than

on previous versions

ORANGE FIVE
£ 1 , 6 5 0  ( f r a m e  a n d  s h o c k )  /  2 7. 5 i n  /  o r a n g e b i k e s . c o . u k

N E W  B I K E S
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Now that we’re onto geometry then, 

the Five has never been lower or slacker. 

Orange has dropped the bottom bracket 

height, stretched the front of the bike to 

give you more room in the cockpit and 

raked the fork out to make it slacker.  

The sizing has grown too, increasing the 

effective top tube length by around 20mm 

on all sizes. 

The result is a bike that’s very impressive 

to ride, and not just going downhill. All 

the fettling, slimming down tubes and 

new pivot chopped about 400g off the 

weight of the old bike; a modest saving, 

but still appreciable. The bike pedals well 

without much in the way of bobbing, 

something I really wasn’t expecting after 

riding previous incarnations of the bike, 

and I didn’t even feel the need to flick the 

Monarch’s lever to firm up the suspension. 

Descending is where the Five really 

came into its own though. Shifting the 

shock and pivot location has resulted in a 

more supportive ride that somehow also 

feels more playful, letting you load the bike 

more effectively to spring out of a berm or 

boost off jumps. The lower bottom bracket 

means it corners better than ever, and it’s 

still got that distinctive Five feel, dropping 

down into pocket berms and instantly 

finding grip. It’s a cracking trail bike, and 

in old age it’s somehow burlier, stiffer and 

more fun than ever. 

Jamie Darlow

HIGHS
Digging the new progressive 

suspension feel and updated geometry, 

mixed with the old Five feel of grip  

and balance.

LOWS
The high price gets higher if you want 

to add posh colours or useful components 

(like a headset or upgraded shock). There’s 

no space for a bottle, of course.

1 S T  I M P R E S S I O N

�

�

The logo that’s still

synonymous with

hardcore trail riders

There’s a choice of 

four shocks for fussy

rear end fetishists

Single-pivot design

may be old but it’s

definitely gold

SPECIFICATION
Frame 6061-T6 

aluminium,  

140mm travel 

Shock RockShox 

Monarch DB RT3

Fork Fox 36 Factory 

Float FIT4, 160mm 

travel

Wheels Shimano SLX 

hubs, DT Swiss 512 rims, 

Schwalbe Magic Mary/

Bontrager SE4 XX 

27.5x2.4/2.3in tyres

Drivetrain
Shimano SLX

Brakes Shimano SLX, 

180mm rotors

Components Renthal 

800mm bar and 

35mm stem, Shimano 

Pro Koryak post, Pro 

Vulture saddle

Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL

Weight 14.86kg (32.7lb)

GEOMETRY
Size ridden XL

Rider height 6ft 2in

Head angle 65.4°

Seat angle 71.1°

BB height 343mm

Chainstay 426mm

Front centre 795mm

Wheelbase 1,221mm

Down tube 722mm

Top tube 655mm

Reach 474mm

MAY 2017 mbr 31



I
t was only last year that Giant 

introduced its redesign of 

the Full-E+ range. Since then, 

competition in the e-bike world 

has become incredibly fi erce, 

with development moving at an 

accelerated pace. As such, Giant has 

added an SX version for 2017 with 

more travel up front and a brand 

new motor, display and control 

system, dubbed the SyncDrive Pro.

Yes, it’s still a Yamaha motor, 

but that’s where the similarities 

over last year’s inner workings end. 

Giant has spent countless hours 

perfecting the system around this 

powerful motor, to achieve what it 

feels is necessary from an e-bike. The outcome is a unit 

that is now 380g lighter and 13 per cent smaller in size 

to increase ground clearance.

Inside the motor, a larger freewheel engages three 

times faster than before, and there’s a matching 

increase in processor speed too. What does that mean 

in real terms? Basically you get much earlier pick-up of 

electric power when you turn the cranks. Even better, 

any effort you put in is boosted by up to 360 per cent 

(in Power mode) at the rear wheel. It’ll do this almost 

instantly, providing a whopping 80Nm of torque.

Gone are the square-taper crankarms, replaced 

instead by the stiffer and more reliable ISIS interface. 

The cranks use a regular sized Praxis Works 36t 

chainring so there’s less chance of it clogging with mud 

than the Bosch system with its small drive sprocket. 

At the opposite end of the drivetrain, the SX Pro gets 

SRAM’s EX1 8-speed drivetrain, with its reduced chain 

angle and complex timing gates that put less strain on 

the chain.

Giant is aiming the Full-E+ SX Pro at the trail/enduro 

end of the spectrum, highlighted by its slack 66.5° head 

angle and 800mm wide handlebars. I still found the 

60mm stem a touch long, but there’s no faulting the 

rest of the build kit. And while opinions are very much 

divided over e-bikes there’s no denying that they are 

a lot of fun, whether ‘enduro touring’, or knocking out 

laps in the woods. 

Charlie Collins

NEED TO 
KNOW
O�Full suspension 

e-bike with 

140mm travel 

and 2.6in tyres

O�Redesigned 

Yamaha motor 

with increased 

power and faster 

engagement

O�Dedicated SRAM 

E-bike 8-speed 

drivetrain 

O�SX tag sees fork 

travel jump to 

160mm with bar 

width increasing 

from 730mm to 

800mm

Totally revised for 2017, could Giant’s top-spec e-bike 
be the most satisfying way to boost your leccy bill?

HIGHS
Power delivery is almost instantaneous. 

Bombproof specifi cation.

LOWS
Stem is still a bit too long at 60mm and the 

reach too short on the size Large.  

1 S T  I M P R E S S I O N

�

�

GIANT FULL-E+ 0 SX PRO 
£ 5 , 2 0 0  /  2 7. 5 i n  /  g i a n t - b i c y c l e s . c o m

More power, less weight...

and a Giant step forward

SPECIFICATION
Frame ALUXX SL-grade 

aluminum, 140mm

Shock RockShox 

SuperDeluxe RCT

Fork RockShox Lyrik 

RCT3 Boost, 130-

160mm travel

Motor Giant SyncDrive 

Pro by Yamaha

Battery EnergyPak500 

lithium-ion

Wheels Giant eTracker 

hubs, Giant GE35 rims, 

Maxxis Rekon 27.5x2.6in 

tyres, 3C front, dual 

compound rear

Drivetrain Custom 

chainset, SRAM EX1 

r-mech and shifter

Brakes SRAM Guide 

RE, 200mm

Components Giant 

Contact DH 800mm 

bar, Contact 60mm 

stem, Contact Switch 

SL Trail dropper post, 

Contact saddle

Weight N/A  

Sizes S, M, L, XL

GEOMETRY
Size ridden L

Rider height 5ft 10in

Head angle 66.5° 

Seat angle 73° 

BB drop 5mm

Chainstay 463mm 

Front centre 739mm 

Wheelbase 1,202mm 

Top tube 610mm 

Reach 407mm

N E W  B I K E S
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B
est known for its rugged adventure 

bikes, Salsa is probably not the 

fi rst brand that springs to mind 

when considering a carbon-fi bre 

150mm travel aggressive trail bike. 

But that’s exactly what the Redpoint is.

Quietly, the US manufacturer has 

assembled an arsenal of totally on-point 

(on paper at least) long, low and modern 

trail bikes across both wheel sizes, with 

this 27.5in model targeted squarely at the 

“roughest all-mountain terrain”.

The sleek carbon frame uses high-modulus 

fi bre for the front end and seatstays. Only the 

asymmetric chainstays employ aluminium 

and are of the wider Boost spacing. Ample 

mud clearance means there’s room for 2.5in 

tyres (or even 26 Plus tyres up to 3.0in wide 

— and, yes, this really is a ‘thing’ now). 

Travel is fi xed at 150mm and Salsa uses 

a Split Pivot suspension design where the 

seatstays act as a fl oating brake mount. 

Damping is care of a standard two-position 

RockShox Monarch RT shock, and it gets 

the Debonair air can for increased small 

bump sensitivity. Granted, the Salsa isn’t 

sporting the latest Metric shock with 

Trunnion bearing mounts, but a lower 

shock extender with bearing fi tted achieves 

the same supple-off-the-top effect, while 

the RockShox unit perfectly matches the 

frame’s progressive leverage rate. 

Keeping it in the SRAM camp is the 

Eagle 12-speed drivetrain with its massive 

10-50t cassette. This is fi tting of any dream 

build, but there’s also a GX version with 

exactly the same frame that’ll save you a 

whopping £2.5k. 

NEED TO 
KNOW
O�Salsa uses Dave 

Weagle’s Split Pivot 

suspension design

O�High modulus 

carbon is used to 

save weight and 

tune ride feel

O�Maximum bling 

components extend 

to SRAM Roam 60 

carbon wheels and 

full 12-speed Eagle 

X01 drivetrain

O�Generous sizing 

and good standover 

means there’s 

plenty of room 

to manoeuvre 

— there’s also a 

proper XL with 

482mm reach 

measurement

American brand Salsa dances down the trail bike 
route with promises of all-mountain capability 
from its aggressive 150mm travel Redpoint

Alloy chainstays are 

the only diversion

from carbon-fi bre

SALSA REDPOINT 
CARBON EAGLE X01
£ 6 , 5 0 0  / 2 7. 5 i n / s a l s a c y c l e s . c o m

N E W  B I K E S
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Even with 150mm travel, the seriously 

lightweight Redpoint is extremely adept at 

injecting bursts of trail speed. Pump a turn 

or stomp on the pedals and there’s a direct 

equation: put energy in and the Redpoint 

gives it all back. Combine this with the wide 

range, smooth-pedalling, Eagle drivetrain 

and climbing steep nadgery sections 

couldn’t be easier or more efficient. It’s 

much more than just the high-spec build kit 

too — the neutral, efficient vibe appears to 

be in the frame’s DNA. 

Salsa’s carbon chassis is well damped, 

yet tight and direct. Chucking it down flowy 

twisty trails there’s plenty of agility and 

directness, with the suspension balanced 

for stability without impacting negatively 

on grip when ripping. The back end stays 

stable over rough ground and absorbs 

square edge impacts well too, so it’s 

relatively easy to maintain a good pace 

when things get hectic.

In terms of steering, a 67° head angle is 

definitely on the steep side for a modern 

long-travel trail bike, but the Redpoint 

surprised me and really shone in turns 

and berms when the gradient isn’t fall-line 

steep. Whether it’s this reactive steering 

geometry defining the ride, or that the 

travel simply doesn’t feel that deep, the 

Salsa always comes over much more trail 

bike than full-on enduro rig, and that’s a 

good thing.

Not having ridden a Salsa before, I was 

thrown by just how impressively well-

rounded the Redpoint is. It touts 20mm 

HIGHS
Nimble, playful and poppy. Loves 

to turn on a sixpence. Super efficient at 

climbing, and also excellent under braking. 

Great range of sizes too. 

LOWS
For full-on enduro domination, 

slacker bikes with more specific downhill 

focus offer increased capability and 

stability at high speeds.

1 S T  I M P R E S S I O N

�

�It comes over more 
trail bike than full-
on enduro rig and 
that’s a good thing

SPECIFICATION
Frame Redpoint Hi-

Mod carbon w/ Split 

Pivot, 150mm travel

Shock RockShox 

Monarch RT

Fork RockShox Pike 

RCT3 Boost, 150mm 

travel

Wheels SRAM Roam 

60 Carbon, Schwalbe 

Nobby Nic II 27.5x 

2.35in Trailstar tyres.

Drivetrain SRAM Eagle 

XO1 Carbon

Brakes SRAM Guide 

Ultimate, 180mm

Components Salsa 

Carbon Rustler bar 

750mm, RSP 40mm 

stem, RockShox Reverb 

Stealth, WTB Volt 

saddle

Sizes: S, M, L, XL

Weight: 12.3kg (27.1lb)

GEOMETRY
Size ridden M

Rider height 5ft 9in

Head angle 66.9°

Seat angle 73.2°

BB height 335mm

Chainstay 430mm

Front centre 763mm

Wheelbase 1,193mm

Down tube 721mm

Top tube 630mm

Reach 446mm

more travel and a steeper head angle, but 

it instantly brought to mind the ride quality 

of the Whyte T-130 (our 2016 Bike Of The 

Year), and that’s a huge compliment. It’s 

absolutely ideal for UK trail centre terrain, 

flowy trails or big days out, and a fully legit 

curveball option. 

Mick Kirkman

Saucy Salsa is dripping

with bling — GX

version saves £2.5k!

Suspension design 

results in superb

rear end stability

External cable routing 

makes for easy

component swaps 
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mbr magazine,

Pinehurst 2,

Farnborough 

Business Park, 

GU14 7BF 

mbr@timeinc.com

DIY HARDTAIL

PHOENIX RIDING
So, spring last year I got my fi rst full-sus 

(Transition Patrol, amazing bike!!) after 

riding only hardtails for many years. As 

soon as I got on the new bike, every ride 

became faster, the jumps got bigger and 

the style was turned up!

This all culminated in an epic day at 

BikePark Wales last July that was the best 

I had ever ridden, but had a rather sour 

end. At the end of the day I had ‘one last 

lap’ of A470 and overshot the step up at the 

bottom. I pop up, dazed and in pain all over, 

before a trip to Cardiff A&E.

After three months of no work, sofa- 

bound and utterly fed-up, I was fi nally 

given the all-clear to start riding bikes 

again. I rode roads/fl at XC for a couple of 

weeks, then the blue at FoD, red trails, easy 

DH, small jumps, bigger ones and then 

doubles. It has been a journey to rebuild my 

wrist/arm strength, lose the fear and regain 

confi dence but my love for bikes and the 

camaraderie that exists in our wonderful 

community only grows stronger. May the 

jumps get bigger still — full moto and the 

50:01 line are next.

Rob Gardiner, Cirencester

LONGER = WRONGER?
I’ve enjoyed reading your magazine for a 

number of years and one trend that’s been 

hard to miss is that of bikes growing longer 

and longer each model year. Longer in 

reach and longer in wheelbase. I understand 

that a longer, lower bike will be more stable, 

which is great when you’re barrelling down 

gnarly rock gardens, but stability is at the 

opposite end of the spectrum to agility. 

You can’t be both stable and agile.

I started looking at what size bikes 

the top EWS riders were riding and was 

surprised to fi nd that the vast majority are 

winning or fi nishing on the podium on bikes 

that, going by the current trend, are far too 

small for them.

Sam Hill (5ft 10in) blasted into the EWS 

world last year on a medium Nukeproof 

Mega 275 with a reach of 435mm. Richie 

Rude, 5ft 11in, is winning multiple events 

on a medium Yeti SB6 with a tiny reach of 

426mm. They both said in interviews that, 

after a lot of testing, they settled on the 

smaller bikes. There are many others too.

I know that there are a number of 

companies championing the longer bike, 

but if they really are as good as these 

companies say, why are these top pro riders 

shying away from larger bikes and winning 

EWS Championships on bikes that have a 

shorter reach than the average 130-160mm 

trail bike? Is longer really wronger!?

Ben W

Ed — Funnily enough, Roo has been 

pondering the same questions about his 

Mojo Nicolai G13, which has some of the 

most extreme geometry out there (p90). 

Remember that with their extra skills, the 

pros can have a less stable ride and muscle 

it through without crashing. 
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WINS 
a Madison Zenith 

waterproof jacket

WORTH 
£99.99

I have been restoring and selling older bikes for a 

couple of years, and now I’ve made the leap into 

designing and building my own mtb. The design is a 

7005 aluminium hardcore hardtail: 65° head angle, 

72° seat tube and short chainstays… oh, and old 

school 26in wheels with a Pike 140mm fork. It 

should be a complete animal (hopefully).

I’ve been reading the magazine for a couple 

of years and fi nd it really interesting, but I was 

wondering if you could do some features on UK-made 

custom bike builds, because it’s an area that is getting 

more popular. You could highlight the skills it takes 

to create a custom bike 

without the budget of a large 

manufacturing company.

When my bike is complete I’ll 

send you some pictures — you never know, you might 

be doing a feature on my bike.

Gary Francis

Ed — Glad to hear DIY engineering is still alive 

and well, maybe it is time we looked at UK 

frame builders again — last time, we visited BTR 

Fabrications, then living and working out of a garden 

shed near Shoreham. 

Roo’s G13’s got some 

crazy angles
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NEW ISSUE ON SALE WEDS 3 MAY 

MORE TRAILSRETURN OF OUR KILLER 
LOOP COMPETITION
Find the buried treasure and win 
fantastic prizes from SRAM

5 rides around Yorkshire

Disc brakes on test
PLUS

of the

2 0 1 7

THE ULTIMATE HARDTAIL TEST
18 bikes ridden and rated at

£500, £750 and £1,000

NEXT 
MONTH
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■ 2017’S MOST IMPORTANT TEST
■ 12 FULL-SUS BIKES FROM £2K

■ 3 DIFFERENT WHEEL SIZES
Words Alan Muldoon, Paul Burwell, Danny Milner

Photos: Roo Fowler, Daniel Gould

B I K E  T E S T
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ay the words “trail bike” and so 

many different images spring 

to mind. For some, it will be a 

160mm enduro bike, for others,  

a hardcore hardtail. Terrain,  

skill level, affordability and even 

fashion play a big part in how each 

rider defines a trail bike. Boiled 

down to its very essence, it’s 

nothing more than a bike you 

ride trails on. 

That would be far too broad 

a church for our 2017 Trail 

Bike of the Year test, though. 

And given that we have our annual hardtail bonanza 

coming up next month, and we’ve covered enduro bikes 

extensively this year, we decided to concentrate on the 

middle ground. 

Even then, there’s a broad spectrum of mid-travel 

full-suspension bikes to choose from. After much 

deliberation and chin rubbing we decided to split it  

into three distinct categories, each defined by wheel 

size. Yep, that’s right, travel takes a back seat in this 

test. We have 12 bikes in total, all capable trail bikes: 

four with 27.5in wheels, four 29ers and four 27.5 Plus 

bikes rounding out our dirty dozen. 

To minimise overlap, as lots of models are available 

in multiple wheel sizes, and to cover the widest ground 

possible, each category is focused on a different price 

point too. The 27.5in bikes hit the £2.5k sweet-spot, the 

29ers are all around the £3k mark, while the Plus bikes 

push the budget all the way up to £4K. Something for 

every pocket and riding style, then.

Testing 12 bikes in one issue is no small undertaking, 

so to ensure that we maintain our exacting standards, 

we’ve adopted the same approach we’ve used with 

great success for our Hardtail of the Year test. By 

allocating a specific tester to each category, not only 

does it make the testing more focused, it also means 

that the bikes can be ordered in the correct sizes for 

each rider. So, in many ways, our Trail Bike of the Year 

test is three regular tests in one issue, rather than a 

single bumper shootout. 

That’s why we have three distinct winners, one for 

each category. But that’s enough about the why and 

how, what you really want to know is which bikes came 

out on top. So without further ado, welcome to our 2017 

Trail Bike of the Year test. 

THE BIKES
27.5in
Q�Canyon Spectral AL 6.0 EX £2,346.98

Q�Commençal Meta TR V4.2  

Essential €2,899

Q�Giant Trance 2 £2,399

Q�Whyte T-130 S £2,550

29in
Q�Cube Stereo 140 C:62 SL 29 £3,299

Q�Specialized Stumpjumper FSR Comp  

Carbon 29 £3,400

Q�Whyte T-129 RS £2,999

Q�YT Jeffsy CF Pro 29 £3,399

27.5 PLUS
Q�Santa Cruz Hightower C £4,399

Q�Scott Spark 710 Plus £3,899

Q�Specialized Stumpjumper FSR Expert  

Carbon 6Fattie £4,450

Q�Trek Fuel EX 9.8 Plus £4,100

B I K E  T E S T
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£ 2 , 3 4 6 . 9 8

The 35mm-diameter Race 
Face cockpit gives a direct 
steering response, while the 
Ergon grips boost the bar 
width to 770mm

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

With slick shifting and a wide 
gear range, it’s easy to see 
why SRAM GX is the go-to 
drivetrain at this price point

VERDICT
When Canyon launched the Spectral it 

was a truly cutting-edge bike. It also 

underscored Canyon’s transition from a 

value-focused, direct-sales brand to one 

that delivers hi-tech bikes.

Father Time has caught up the 

Spectral, however. Hub standards have 

changed, geometry has progressed and 

Giant, Commençal and Whyte all have 

the edge in terms of frame shape. 

You can’t ride a frame down the trail 

on its own however, and out of the box, 

the specification on the 

Canyon means it still 

gives the Giant a run 

for its money. 

CANYON SPECTRAL AL 6.0 EX

SPECIFICATION
Frame Spectral 

aluminium,  

140mm travel

Shock RockShox 

Monarch RT

Fork RockShox Pike RC, 

150mm travel

Wheels DT Swiss 

M1700 Spline II 

wheels, Maxxis High 

Roller II 3C/Minion SS 

27.5x2.3in tyres

Drivetrain Race 

Face Turbine DM 30t 

chainset, SRAM GX 

r-mech and shifter

Brakes SRAM Guide R, 

200/180mm

Components Race Face 

Aeffect 760mm bar and 

60mm stem, RockShox 

Reverb Stealth 125mm, 

SDG Circuit saddle

Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL

Weight 13.14kg 

(28.97lb)

Contact canyon.com

GEOMETRY 
Size tested L

Head angle 66.1°

Seat angle 71°

BB height 340mm

Chainstay 432mm

Front centre 761mm

Wheelbase 1,193mm

Down tube 706mm

Top tube 610mm

Reach 455mm

I
f you’ve already researched the 

Spectral AL 6.0 EX online, and you 

are wondering why the price listed 

here doesn’t match up with the one on 

Canyon’s website, it’s because we’ve 

included the extra £32.99 for postage, and 

£14.99 for the Bikeguard box that it ships in.

Canyon’s direct-sales model means there’s 

simply no other way to buy this bike, so this 

is the real price you pay and Canyon is very 

transparent about the additional costs. Even 

with the extras, it’s still the cheapest bike in 

the 27.5in category. Not that you could tell, 

given the jaw-dropping specification. 

Buying a bike without having seen it in the 

metal won’t be for everyone, but by cutting 

out the middleman, your hard-earned really 

goes a long way. DT Swiss M1700 Spline II 

wheels, RockShox Reverb Stealth dropper, 

Maxxis tyres and Race Face finishing kit all 

belie the Spectral’s price tag. 

Canyon is more than just a brand built on 

good value though. It’s also innovative. The 

sizing on the Spectral is progressive, even 

though it’s now one of the older designs in 

the Canyon stable. And, with five sizes to 

choose from, getting one that fits won’t be 

an issue. In fact, the only real sign that the 

Spectral is getting long in the tooth, is that 

it's is the only bike in this category not to 

have Boost dropout spacing. 

SUSPENSION
Canyon’s four-bar suspension design 

delivers 140mm travel, and just like the 

longer-travel Strive it pedals like stink and 

retains a playful poppy ride quality. It’s 

noticeably less effective at ironing out 

square-edge hits than the Commençal 

though, and it’s almost as if the bike  

would benefit from a lighter touch to the 

damping on the Monarch RT shock.

There’s simply no faulting the 150mm 

travel RockShox Pike RC though, where 

the Charger damper’s ability to silence trail 

chatter makes it a superior product to the 

Yari RC found on the Whyte. The extra travel 

also helps slacken out the head angle, to the 

point where the Spectral is almost a degree 

slacker than the Strive we tested last year.

COMPONENTS
Tyres can make or break a ride, and 

Canyon’s choice of rubber manages to 

do both. Stick to armoured trails and the 

combination of the grippy Maxxis High 

Roller II 3C and fast-rolling Minion SS are 

unbeatable. Ride a natural trail after a 

deluge, however, and you’ll struggle for 

drive and traction while cursing the day the 

semi-slick rear tyre was born. Drive could 

also be an issue for more powerful riders, 

as the 30t chainring will find you way down 

the cassette if you like going downhill fast. 

Still, even if you run out of gears, there’ll be 

no issues getting stopped with the SRAM 

Guide brakes and 200mm rotor up front. 

PERFORMANCE
Being the lightest bike in the 27.5in 

category, the Spectral AL 6.0 EX simply 

rockets up climbs. And not just because it's 

carrying less ballast. The DT Swiss hubs spin 

effortlessly, the semi-slick rear tyre reduces 

drag and the suspension is steadfast under 

power. It helps too that the seat angle is 

steep enough to keep the rider’s weight 

forward and stop the front wheel from 

having a mind of its own.  

Swapping the Minion SS for our High Roller 

II control tyre instantly solved the traction 

issue, but it also meant that we could be 100 

per cent sure that the lack of rubber wasn’t 

the reason the Canyon felt harsher than 

the Commençal. The riding position isn’t as 

commanding either, and it’s largely the result 

of the 10mm higher bottom bracket and 

steeper head angle on the Canyon.

Given the BB height, it’s strange that 

Canyon fits shorter 170mm cranks for 

increased ground clearance. Still, it turns 

out to be a hidden bonus, as it means you 

can fit offset shock hardware to lower and 

slacken the bike without worrying about 

clipping pedals. What concerned us more, 

however, was the annoying creak the Canyon 

developed after a particularly wet, muddy 

ride. Maybe £14 for that cardboard box was 

money well spent after all?

27.5in TRAIL BIKES
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£ 2 , 3 9 9

Giant’s 150mm dropper 
post is cable-actuated 
and uses regular gear 
cable, so spares are 
easy to find

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

The range starts at 
£1,549 for the Trance 4 
and tops out at £3,449 
for the Trance 1

VERDICT
For a modern 140mm trail bike, Giant 

has nailed the geometry and sizing. 

The components, however, are at least 

five years behind the times. And while 

it’s relatively easy and inexpensive to 

change the bar, stem and tyres, Giant 

can’t afford to give anything away.

Giant had also left some untapped 

suspension performance on the table. 

If you know what you’re doing, it would 

be relatively easy to transform the Giant 

from a good bike into an amazing one. 

But why go to all that 

trouble, when brands 

like Commençal and 

Whyte take care of 

everything for you? 

GIANT TRANCE 2 
SPECIFICATION
Frame ALUXX SL-

Grade aluminium, 

140mm travel

Shock Fox Float 

Performance,  

Trunnion mount

Fork Fox 34 Rhythm 

FIT4, 150mm travel

Wheels Giant Tracker 

Boost hubs, Giant XC-1 

27.5 rims, Schwalbe 

Nobby Nic 27.5 

x2.35/2.25in tyres

Drivetrain Shimano 

SLX 32t chainset,  

SLX 11-speed r-mech 

and shifter

Brakes Shimano M615

Components Giant 

Connect Trail 730mm 

bar, Connect 70mm 

stem, Contact SL 

Switch-R dropper post, 

Contact Neutral saddle

Sizes S, M, L, XL 

Weight 13.63kg (30lb)

Contact giant- 

bicycles.com

GEOMETRY 
Size tested L

Head angle 65.6°

Seat angle 67.7°

BB height 330mm

Chainstay 436mm

Front centre 760mm

Wheelbase 1,196mm

Down tube 707mm

Top tube 623mm

Reach 448mm

W
hen we tested the less 

expensive Trance 3 in the 

February issue, it impressed 

us with its modern geometry 

and frame construction. It 

went on to win that test even though we 

criticised it for having a silly long stem, a 

narrow handlebar and sub-standard tyres.

Hopefully, by moving up one tier in the 

pecking order, Giant will have addressed 

these issues. But before we get to that, let’s 

take a closer look at the changes Giant has 

made to the Trance frame for 2017.

The most apparent revision is that Giant 

has switched to the new Trunnion-mounted 

Metric shock. It’s also tweaked the layout 

of its Maestro linkage suspension. Yes, it 

still delivers 140mm travel but it now has 

a lower leverage ratio and better range of 

rebound adjustment than before. Bearings 

where the shock mounts to the frame also 

minimise brake-away friction to ensure that 

the rear end is super-sensitive. 

To match the new suspension response, 

Giant has also updated the geometry. The 

reach measurement has been stretched by 

10mm, the BB is now 5mm lower and the 

same has been lopped off of the chainstay 

length without compromising tyre clearance.  

To keep abreast of the ever-changing 

standards, the frame now sports Boost 

148mm dropouts, where a blanked, rather 

than a quick-release, rear axle prevents the 

width of the rear end from creeping up. The 

only drawback is that you now need a 5mm 

Allen key to remove the rear wheel. 

SUSPENSION
The only Fox-equipped bike in the 27.5in 

category, the Trance 2 sports a Float shock, 

which gets a blacked-out finish. It’s super-

plush, but doesn’t quite have the same level 

of support as the RockShox-equipped bikes 

in this category. As such, it’s the only bike 

here where we found it necessary to use 

the compression lever to firm things up for 

climbing. The slack seat angle doesn’t help 

either, and even with the saddle pushed all of 

the way forward on the seatpost, it feels like 

you're hanging off the back of the bike when 

the gradient pitches up steeply. 

Up front, the Fox Rhythm 34 fork doesn’t 

get the sleek black coating, but it’s still silky 

smooth and perfectly damped in its delivery 

of the 150mm travel. It’s also every bit as stiff 

as the RockShox forks in this test, so steering 

precision and confidence aren’t undermined. 

COMPONENTS
It pains us to say it, but the Trance 2 also 

comes with a narrow 730mm handlebar  

and long 70mm stem. These are totally at 

odds with the geometry and attitude of  this 

bike. The stem also has a lot of rise, which 

makes it feel like you’re rowing the bike 

through corners, while pulling you too far 

onto the fork on the descents. Factor in the 

distinct lack of grip from the Performance 

Series Schwalbe tyres and all of the great 

work that Giant has done on the frame 

instantly unravels thanks to silly component 

choices. 

PERFORMANCE
Not wishing to throw Giant’s newborn 

out with the bathwater, we swapped 

in a 780mm Truvativ bar and a 50mm 

stem. These simple changes were akin 

to releasing the hand brake, but it wasn’t 

long before we reached the limit of the 

tyres. The open tread of the Nobby Nic 2 

is very effective in the mud, but the hard 

compound makes it incredibly difficult 

to navigate root or rock with confidence. 

Upgrading the rubber to our Maxxis control 

tyres gives the Trance another lease of 

life, but the extra speed and confidence 

just served to highlight that the rear shock 

wasn’t just lacking support on the climbs, 

it also felt too soft in the turns. We tried 

upping the compression damping by 

switching to the mid compressing setting 

that we’d been using on the climbs, but it 

robbed the back end of its pitter-patter 

sensitivity. A better option would be to add 

a volume reducer to the shock, to get the 

ramp-up to kick-in earlier in the travel. 
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£ 2 , 5 5 0

Offset spoke eyelets on the 
WTB STs i29 rims combine with 
Boost hub spacing to make for 
a bombproof wheelset

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

Whyte’s dedicated Single Chain 
Ring frame design means it’s 
optimised for SRAM’s excellent 
GX 1x11 groupset 

VERDICT
In a cut-throat market, Whyte  

should be commended for doing  

such a sterling job with the T-130 S.  

It’s incredibly difficult for brands  

that sell bikes through traditional 

bricks-and-mortar stores, so if you 

prefer doing business face-to-face, 

Whyte would be our first choice. 

Even with that price increase, it’s  

still one of the best short-travel rippers 

on the market, narrowly missing out  

to the Commençal by the slimmest of 

margins. With a RockShox 

Pike RC fork instead of  

the Yari RC, the  

tables could well  

have been turned. 

WHYTE T-130 S
SPECIFICATION
Frame 6061 T6 

aluminium,  

130mm travel

Shock RockShox 

Monarch RT 

Fork RockShox Yari RC, 

130mm travel

Wheels Cartridge 

bearing hubs, WTB 

STs i29rims, WTB 

Vigilante/Trail Boss 

27.5x2.3/2.4in tyres

Drivetrain SRAM GX 

30t chainset, GX  

r-mech and shifter

Brakes SRAM Level LT, 

180/160mm

Components Whyte 

760mm handlebar, 

50mm stem, RockShox 

Reverb 150mm, Whyte 

DD saddle

Sizes S, M, L, XL

Weight 14.21kg 

(31.33lb)

Contact whyte.bike

GEOMETRY 
Size tested L

Head angle 65.2°

Seat angle 68.8°

BB height 327mm

Chainstay 421mm

Front centre 773mm

Wheelbase 1,194mm

Down tube 709mm

Top tube 620mm

Reach 467mm

M
ultiple test winner, and our 

2016 Bike of the Year, the 

pedigree of the Whyte T-130 

S is beyond reproach. With so 

many accolades, it would be 

understandable if Whyte were to sit back 

and revel in the limelight while the sales 

rolled in… but it hasn't. 

Instead, Whyte has gone about doing 

what it does best, it has tweaked the 

T-130 to see if it could be made better 

still. The first thing that it has addressed is 

tyre clearance. With super-short 421mm 

chainstays, it was always a tight squeeze 

behind the bottom bracket, so this area has 

been opened up to make space for up to a 

2.6in tyre. It’s also now much easier to get 

the rear wheel in and out. 

The revised chainstay yoke isn't simply 

about mud clearance though. Whyte also 

wanted to take advantage of the huge 

increase in traction and comfort afforded 

by fatter tyres. As such, the 2017 T-130 S 

gets a 2.4in WTB Trail Boss rear tyre, which 

is a much better match for the Vigilante up 

front than the 2.25in version fitted last year. 

To pump up the volume of the tyres 

further, Whyte has also switched to WTB STs 

i29 rims, that’s more than a 25 per cent width 

increase over last year. The wheels also come 

tubeless ready, so there’s no need to buy 

additional rim strips or valve stems. 

A less welcome change is that the price 

has gone up £250, and we suspect this is 

more to do with currency fluctuations than 

changes to the specification.  

SUSPENSION
When RockShox introduced the Yari, the 

spindly Revelation on the Whyte T-130 S 

was instantly upgraded. Boasting the same 

stiffness as a Pike, the fork was no longer 

the limiting factor. That’s not to say the inner 

workings of the RC dampers are the same on 

both forks though. More on this later...

Whyte keeps travel balanced with 130mm 

front and rear. The RockShox Monarch RT 

shock has external rebound adjustment and a 

two-position compression lever for toggling 

between Open and Pedal modes. Set-up was 

easy, and we never felt the need to reach for 

the firmer pedal setting on the shock. 

COMPONENTS
One key change to the frame that we 

haven’t mentioned is that Whyte has 

reduced the height of the seat tube. It 

did this so that it could take advantage 

of longer dropper posts without having 

to compromise the fit of the bike. And 

there’s no better dropper than the 150mm 

RockShox Reverb on the T-130 S.

Whyte’s generous reach measurements 

means it can lead the way in terms of stem 

length too; the Small and Medium sizes get 

stubby 40mm tillers, while the L and XL 

come with 50mm units. One area where 

Whyte could improve the T-130 S though,  

is the handlebar. The 760mm width is fine, 

but the bar sweeps back too much and  

it could do with more rise to help increase 

the height of the front end. If we’re really 

being picky, we’d also like fatter grips for 

more cushioning.  

PERFORMANCE
First run down our test track and it was  

clear that the 2017 Whyte T-130 S has lost 

none of its magic. Eye-wateringly fast and a 

total riot to ride, we could hit all of our lines 

with confidence and get creative with new 

ones too. 

With the super-short chainstays it’s easy to 

pop the front end up and slam the rear wheel 

into tight turns. The flip side is that the T-130 

never felt as composed as the Commençal 

when really trying to push the limits. And 

with cutting-edge geometry on both of these 

rippers, it’s more about finding your own 

limits, rather than those of the bike. 

As the test progressed, we fitted our 

2.3in Maxxis High Roller control tyres, and it 

instantly became evident that the RockShox 

Yari RC gave a harsher ride than the Pike 

when diving into to rock gardens or slicing 

across roots. This was enough to clinch 

it for the Commençal, as the bikes are so 

evenly matched in every other respect.
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€ 2 , 8 9 9

2017 sees Commençal 
raise the stakes on the 
Meta TR V4.2, with new 
geometry and more travel

Boost dropouts increase wheel 
stiffness and strength, but 
there’s a downside on the Meta: 
your heels rub on the stays 

VERDICT
Back in black, the Commençal Meta 

TR V4.2 Essential is anything but dull. 

With a sharp profile, killer angles and 

suspension that can handle anything, 

it’s a total trailblazer. 

Commençal’s Essential component 

selection leaves nothing wanting either. 

The sizing is comprehensive and the 

suspension is a breeze to set up. It’s 

everything a 130mm bike should be:  

it’s tight, it’s reactive and it’s very 

effective. It’s no slouch on the climbs 

either; you never feel like 

you’re over-biked. 

It’s been a long time 

coming but the Meta 

is back where it needs 

to be.

COMMENCAL META TR V4.2 ESSENTIAL 
SPECIFICATION
Frame 6066 aluminium, 

130mm travel

Shock RockShox 

Deluxe RT

Fork RockShox Pike RC, 

140mm travel

Wheels Formula hubs, 

Mavic 424 rims, Maxxis 

Minion DHR II/Ardent 

27.5x2.3/2.25in tyres

Drivetrain SRAM GX 

32t chainset, SRAM GX 

r-mech, NX shifter

Brakes SRAM Level  

LT, 180mm

Components Ride 

Alpha 780mm bar, 

Ride Alpha 50mm 

stem, RockShox Reverb 

Stealth 150mm, Ride 

Alpha saddle

Sizes S, M, L, XL

Weight 14.06kg 

(30.99lb)

Contact commencal-

store.co.uk

GEOMETRY 
Size tested L

Head angle 65.5°

Seat angle 72.1°

BB height 327mm

Chainstay 437mm

Front centre 766mm

Wheelbase 1,203mm

Down tube 709mm

Top tube 620mm

Reach 460mm

O
ver 10 years ago, the Commençal 

Meta was one of a handful of bikes 

that helped define the modern 

trail bike category. It was slack, the 

suspension felt amazing and you 

could ride it flat-out everywhere. 

Then Commençal seemed to drop off 

the map, but it appears to have found its 

bearings again as the Meta is back and it 

looks better than ever. Available in two 

distinct flavours, there’s the AM version with 

160mm travel, or the TR with 130mm out 

back. It’s the latter that we’re testing here. 

Both platforms share a similar frame 

layout, where the underside of the top tube 

has a cut-away to house the shock. Not only 

does this look sleek, it allows Commençal 

to lower the top tube to improve standover 

clearance without compromising the 

suspension layout. 

The area around the shock linkage looks 

straightforward, but hidden behind the 

seatstays are two short links that connect 

the stays to the rocker link. By beefing 

up the rocker link and stays, Commençal 

has also eliminated the seatstay bridge to 

give amazing tyre clearance. It's similar to 

the ManFu link found on the Specialized 

Stumpy and Enduro.

SUSPENSION
Commençal may have changed the layout 

of its current suspension platform beyond 

recognition, but the concept remains the 

same as the original Meta: a single pivot 

with a progressive-rate linkage. As such, 

it’s got stacks of traction, without ever 

feeling too soft or lethargic. And, unlike 

some designs, the progression isn’t so fierce 

as to feel like you're hitting a wall before 

bottoming out the Metric-size Monarch 

Deluxe RT shock. So you still get the full 

measure of the 130mm travel, but only 

when you need it. 

The RockShox Pike RC gives the Meta 

10mm more firepower up front, but it’s 

actually the Charger damper that lets you 

shoot down the roughest trails faster and 

with less kickback than the Yari. Yep, this 

bike’s a weapon, and it effortlessly switches 

from a point and shoot scattergun, to 

the pinpoint accuracy of a sniper's rifle, 

depending on how you ride it. 

COMPONENTS
SRAM 1x11 GX drivetrain, check. RockShox 

Reverb Stealth with 150mm drop and under 

bar remote on the left, check. High-rise 

780mm bar and 50mm stem, check. Comfy 

grips and saddle, check. SRAM Level brakes 

with 180mm rotors, check. This bike isn’t 

called the Essential model for nothing. 

In fact, the only aspect of the specification 

that we’d change is the 60a Maxxis DHR II 

front tyre for the gripper 3C version. But 

that’s about it.

PERFORMANCE
Testing the Commençal was more like 

catching up with an old friend than trying 

to suss out a new acquaintance. No 

polite pleasantries were exchanged and 

there were no uncomfortable pauses in 

proceedings; we just picked up where we 

left off over a decade ago and let ‘er rip. 

The shape of the bike is nigh on perfect, 

and with a 460mm reach on the size L, 

combined with sensible 437mm chainstays, 

you always feel perfectly centred on the bike. 

We set the suspension up in the car park 

and the only adjustment we made after that 

was to lower the stem by 5mm to better 

load up the front tyre on flat turns. With so 

little set-up we were somewhat surprised 

that the rear end never bounced, even 

when we wrote checks that our skill levels 

couldn’t cash. It really is that good. It’s silent 

too, so the only sound you hear is that of 

the tyres on the trail. 

Sounds too good to be true, doesn’t it? 

And as always there’s a catch. In this case 

it’s your heels catching the stays. Basically 

the 148mm rear end and inboard location 

of the rear brake caliper makes for a pretty 

wide back end. With size nine feet you’ll 

only clip them occasionally, so it is easy 

to live with, given how good the Meta TR 

V4.2 is. If, however, you have size 10 feet or 

bigger, this bike probably isn’t for you… 
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Watch your heels on 

the wide back end

RockShox Deluxe RT

with 130mm of perfectly

poised travel

Single-pivot 

suspension keeps

the Meta planted

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H
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£ 2 , 9 9 9

Internal seat collar is 
sleek but tighten it too 
much and it can cause the 
dropper post to bind

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

Quick rolling Maxxis 
tubeless tyres come 
pre-fitted with sealant 
and valve stems

VERDICT
The Whyte T-129 RS really comes into its 

own on smooth, flowing trails where it 

has a turn of speed only bettered by the 

YT Jeffsy. 

But with only 120mm of travel, there’s 

not a lot in reserve when the going gets 

steep and rough. Factor in the way the 

low front end pitches you forward, and 

the distinct lack of braking traction from 

the tyres, and it quickly escalates into a 

white-knuckle ride. 

Increasing the fork 

travel would definitely 

help, but given the 

T-129’s age, we 

suspect Whyte has 

something new up its 

sleeve… T-149 anyone?

WHYTE T-129 RS

SPECIFICATION
Frame 6061 T6 alloy, 

120mm travel

Shock Fox Float DPS 

Performance

Fork Fox 34 Float 

Performance Grip, 

120mm travel

Wheels Alloy front/ 

Hope Pro 4 rear 

hubs, Race Face 

ARC-27 rims, Maxxis 

Tomahawk/ Crossmark 

II 29x2.3/2.25in tyres

Drivetrain Race Face 

Turbine Cinch 30t 

chainset, Shimano XT 

r-mech and shifter

Brakes Shimano XT 

180/160mm

Components Whyte 

760mm bar, Gravity 

40mm stem, RockShox 

Reverb Stealth 150mm 

dropper post, Whyte 

DD saddle

Sizes M, L, XL

Weight 13.86kg (30.5lb)

Contact whyte.bike

GEOMETRY 
Size tested L

Head angle 67°

Seat angle 73.8°

BB height 330mm

Chainstay 430mm

Front centre 780mm

Wheelbase 1,210mm

Down tube 735mm

Top tube 633mm

Reach 471mm

W
e’ve tested Whyte’s T-129 a 

couple of times in its various 

guises over the last few 

years and it’s also spent a 

season getting battered in 

our longtermer test fleet. This year, the 

T-129 range consists of two models — the 

‘S’ for £2,450 and the ‘RS’ tested here. 

Both use the same single ring specific, SCR 

aluminium frame, but with different priced 

build kits and suspension components. 

For £3K, the spec on the Whyte T-129 

RS is good quality, but the key difference 

between it and the other bikes in the 29er 

category is the frame material — they’re 

carbon, the T-129 RS is alloy. Usually this 

would negatively impact the overall weight, 

but check the spec table and you’ll see the 

Whyte T-129 RS is nearly 1kg lighter than the 

Specialized Stumpjumper.

With around 20mm less travel front and 

rear, you could argue the Whyte T-129 is 

the odd one out in the travel stakes too, but 

take a couple of measurements and you’ll 

see it has a slacker head angle, shorter 

chainstays, longer wheelbase and greater 

reach than the Cube, Specialized and YT.  

So while the lack of travel does indicate that 

it’s not as capable, it actually has the most 

up-to-date geometry, which is why we’ve 

included it in this test. 

SUSPENSION
With less travel and 110mm Boost hub 

spacing, the Fox 34 Float on the Whyte 

T-129 RS is noticeably stiffer than the more 

expensive Factory 34 we included in our 

group test last month. There’s not a lot of 

adjustment with the fork though — the Grip 

damper only has compression, lockout and 

rebound — and it also felt a touch harsh on 

bigger, square-edge hits. To be fair to Fox 

though, we were running the fork pretty 

firm to make it more balanced with the  

rear suspension. 

In fact, the T-129 has always felt a 

little lacklustre on the rear, and the Fox 

Float DPS Performance shock on the RS 

version has not helped matters. It felt 

overdamped, which didn’t seem to be the 

case when we tested it previously with a 

RockShox damper.

COMPONENTS
Although the bigger 29er wheels and 

long/low geometry add stability on faster 

rougher trails, we’d like to see a slightly 

wider handlebar than the 760mm fitted 

for more controlled steering. We’d also like 

more rise too, due to the head tube on the 

Whyte being so short. While we’re at it, we’d 

also beef up the grip diameter to improve 

comfort and ditch the plastic end caps.

Whyte runs a Maxxis tyre combo on the 

T-129 RS — a Tomahawk on the front and a 

Crossmark II on the rear. Neither tyre was 

particularly good in sticky conditions — the 

Tomahawk has sharp, deep side knobs but 

the centre tread is very shallow and didn’t 

offer enough straight-line stability on wet 

trails. Yes, the Crossmark II rolls fast, but  

it also steps out too readily on slippery  

off-camber trails.

PERFORMANCE
It’s ironic that the Whyte T-129 RS is the 

oldest design here, but it has the most  

up-to-date geometry. The shape is excellent 

and, with the firm suspension, it’s an efficient 

climber and mile muncher. It doesn’t sport 

the plush, playful feel of the Stumpy, or the 

responsiveness of the Jeffsy though.

In an attempt to remedy that, we spent 

a lot of time playing around with the shock 

settings, experimenting with different 

amounts of sag and alternating between 

one and zero clicks of rebound. Even then, 

the Whyte T-129 RS didn’t feel as supple or 

as active as we remember. 

On steeper descents the low front end 

also comes into play, pushing rider weight 

too far forward. To counter this we ended 

up running the fork firmer, but even with  

it propped up we never felt as committed 

on the descents as we did on the other 

three bikes. To get the most from the 

Whyte T-129 RS we reckon you have to 

back off on the steep stuff and then get 

your kicks elsewhere.
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£ 3 , 2 9 9

The Stereo came set up 
tubeless but the sealant 
was way past its sell-by 
date and had congealed 
solid in both tyres.

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

To simplify the cable routing, 
the Stereo comes with a 
Direct Mount, Side Swing 
Shimano XT front derailleur.

VERDICT
Cube has made some positive changes 

to the geometry and handling of the 

Stereo 140 C:62 SL 29 for 2017. It’s 

also upgraded to a full carbon chassis, 

added a carbon bar and fitted better 

Schwalbe Nobby Nic tyres. However, 

the front end is too high and the build 

is a step down from the jaw-dropping 

specification we saw two years 

previously. The price has also gone up 

by £800 since then. The fact that the YT 

Jeffsy is a similar price to 

the Stereo, but gives 

you so much more 

bike for your money, 

also plays a part in 

the final rating.

CUBE STEREO 140 C:62 SL 29

SPECIFICATION
Frame Carbon-fibre 

monocoque,  

140mm travel

Shock Fox Float DPS 

Fork Fox 34 Float 

Performance Series 

Boost, 140mm travel

Wheels DT Swiss 

CSW AM 3.9 wheelset, 

Schwalbe Nobby Nic 

29x2.35in Trailstar tyres

Drivetrain Shimano XT 

34/24t chainset, f-mech, 

r-mech and shifters

Brakes Shimano XT, 

180mm

Components Cube 

Rise Trail Pro Carbon 

750mm bar, Cube 

performance 60mm 

stem, Cube 150mm 

dropper post, SDG Fly 

Mtn saddle, 

Sizes 16, 18, 20, 22in

Weight 12.78kg (28.18lb)

Contact cube.eu

GEOMETRY 
Size tested 20in

Head angle 68.5°

Seat angle 74.6°

BB height 330mm

Chainstay 450mm

Front centre 740mm

Wheelbase 1,190mm

Down tube 730mm

Top tube 608mm

Reach 436mm

 T
wo years ago we tested a Stereo 

140 HPC Race 29, and after sifting 

through Cube’s comprehensive 

range (there are 22 Stereos to go 

through) we’re confident the Stereo 

140 C:62 SL 29 is the 2017 version of this 

bike. Probably. It has the same travel, but 

there are a couple of improvements to the 

frame in terms of material and geometry.

The older model had a carbon front 

end with aluminium seat and chainstays, 

whereas the new Stereo is full carbon. Cube 

is using a new lighter carbon-fibre lay-up 

too, and while it’s vague about how much 

weight this actually saves, the complete 

bike is over a kilo lighter.

Geometry is evolving so rapidly it’s hard 

to keep track of current trends, but this bike 

is a much better shape than its predecessor. 

The main change is to the reach, which is 

12mm longer. It also has a longer top tube, 

wheelbase and more standover clearance. 

Some things remain the same, however — 

the 150mm-long head tube is still too tall, 

and it’s worse this year because, for some 

reason, Cube has fitted an FSA headset with 

a thick conical top cap. 

SUSPENSION
Instead of a RockShox Pike RC, Cube has 

swapped to a Performance series Fox 34 

Float fork on the Stereo 140 C:62 SL. It has 

Boost 110mm axle spacing, so feels similar 

in stiffness, but the damping doesn’t feel as 

sophisticated. It’s smooth off the top, but 

on high-speed impacts the fork felt harsher 

by comparison.

Rear suspension is taken care of by a 

Fox Float DPS, which has the EVOL (Extra 

Volume) air can. The idea behind the 

bigger air can is to increase the negative 

spring volume, which results in better small 

bump sensitivity. The rear suspension on 

the original Stereo did require quite a big 

impact to get it moving, then it would rip 

through the mid-stroke, so this is a welcome 

addition. However, the Stereo is still soft, 

so to get it to feel more positive when 

sprinting and climbing, we ran more air in 

the shock and did most of the climbs with 

the compression lever in the mid setting.

COMPONENTS
The Cube Stereo is the only 29er here with 

a 2x drivetrain. This does result in a wider 

spread of gears, but there are negatives 

— with an extra shifter, the cockpit is more 

congested, it’s heavier and the chain is  

less secure.

Cube fitted a RockShox Reverb last time 

round, but it’s now resorted to a cheaper, 

cable-operated Cube branded post. It has 

150mm drop, but is sluggish to return to 

full height and there’s quite a bit of play in 

the shaft.

Like the Whyte, the Schwalbe Nobby 

Nic Trailstar tyres on the Cube are set up 

tubeless. However, when we swapped the 

Nics for mud tyres, we noticed the sealant 

had dried out. Obviously it’s not going to seal 

punctures like this, so our advice is to get the 

dealer to check this, especially if it’s been on 

the shop floor for a couple of months.

PERFORMANCE
Like most 140mm 29ers, the Stereo feels 

solid and stable even when descending. 

This is improved by the high handlebar 

position, and it’s almost as good as the 

Stumpy, with the ability to hit more direct 

lines without feeling nervous or unstable. 

The longer reach measurement means 

we were a lot more centred on the Stereo, 

which is great for steeper terrain, but what 

works on the descents holds the bike back 

on flatter trails. 

With that long head tube and the conical 

spacer jammed under the stem, the steering 

is sky high. The long 60mm stem does help 

to push rider weight further forward, over 

the front tyre, but the steering is still way too 

light and hesitant, especially in loose turns.

At under 13kg, the Stereo is lightweight, 

and a confident climber, but again the lofty 

handlebar means that if you have to pilot 

the bike round an uphill hairpin — the sort 

of turn you often see at trail centres — the 

front end tends to push wide.
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£ 3 , 4 0 0

Specialized’s Command 
Post IRcc has 125mm drop, 
bite-size adjustment, rapid 
return speed and a compact 
under the bar remote

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

On bike SWAT storage — 
keeps your tools clean and 
to hand, for the inevitable 
trailside repair. 

VERDICT
The Stumpy and Jeffsy are similar in 

price, but being a direct-sales brand, 

YT trumps it on specification. This 

counts against the Stumpy on the 

scales, but it’s still a great trail bike — 

the suspension offers better grip, the 

Yari fork is marginally stiffer and it has 

unique features like Autosag and SWAT. 

If we were being picky — and we are 

allowed to be with this Trail Bike of the 

Year test — the Stumpy is just a little bit 

cramped compared to the 

YT. With a bit more 

length and a better 

spec, the Stumpy 

could easily be back 

where it belongs,  

in top spot.

SPECIALIZED STUMPY FSR COMP C 29

SPECIFICATION
Frame FACT 9M 

carbon-fibre, alloy 

stays, 135mm travel

Shock RockShox 

Monarch RT Autosag

Fork RockShox Yari RC, 

150mm travel

Wheels Roval Traverse 

29 wheels, Specialized 

Butcher/Slaughter Grid 

29x2.3in tyres

Drivetrain Race Face 

Aeffect 28t chainset, 

SRAM GX r-mech and 

shifter

Brakes SRAM Guide R

200/180mm

Components
Specialized alloy 

handlebar 750mm, 

Specialized trail stem 

60mm, Command 

Post IRcc 125mm, 

Body Geometry 

Henge Comp saddle

Sizes S, M, L, XL

Weight 14.32kg (31.5lb)

Contact specialized.com

GEOMETRY 
Size tested L

Head angle 67.5°

Seat angle 74°

BB height 335mm

Chainstay 440mm

Front centre 740mm

Wheelbase 1,180mm

Down tube 723mm

Top tube 616mm

Reach 431mm

W
hen we ordered the 29er 

bikes for this test, the Stumpy 

was joint-cheapest at £3k. 

Fast-forward two months, 

and with Specialized’s recent 

round of price hikes, it’s now joint most 

expensive. However, you do get a carbon 

front triangle, RockShox suspension, SRAM 

components and Specialized’s fabled 

buttery-smooth FSR ride.

It’s one of three carbon bikes in the 29er 

category, but most riders we talked to when 

testing the Stumpy weren’t interested in the 

material, or wheelsize, but rather the small 

SWAT compartment in the down tube. It's 

accessed via a little door under the bottle 

cage. Two small wraps are provided for 

storing a pump and an inner tube, but there’s 

plenty of space for a multi-tool, wallet, 

jacket, you name it. The latch on the door 

is a little stiff to open but it doesn’t detract 

from what is a truly amazing feature — in 

fact, we’ve talked to several bike companies 

about it and most are kicking themselves for 

not having thought of it themselves.

SUSPENSION
The RockShox fork on the Stumpy is a Yari RC 

Boost with 150mm of travel. It’s got SRAM’s 

oversized Torque Cap compatible dropouts 

and the Stumpy is one of only a handful of 

bikes we’ve seen this year with a front hub to 

match. Not only do they increase the surface 

area and stiffness between the dropouts and 

hub, they also make it way easier to locate 

the axle. Why more companies don’t fit them 

is a total mystery to us. 

Inside the Yari RC is an air spring and 

the cheaper Motion Control damper. On 

smooth, rolling terrain it feels great, but 

start pushing hard and it struggles to keep 

up. Square-edge hits caused the fork to 

choke, and in rocky terrain there’s a ton of 

feedback coming up through the handlebar 

into your hands. The 35mm chassis means 

the Yari is solid and direct, but the damper 

does limit the bike’s ability to really charge 

through the rough stuff.

Like most Specialized bikes, the Monarch 

rear shock on the Stumpy features Autosag, 

which is a feature that helps you get a good 

ballpark set-up. We think Specialized’s 

baseline setting is a little too firm however, 

and lowered the pressure by around 5-10 

per cent to improve grip.  

COMPONENTS
Specialized has been guilty of fitting narrow 

bars and long stems to its bikes in the past, 

and the Stumpy is still sitting in the dock 

on this count. It gets a 60mm Specialized 

Trail stem and 750mm alloy handlebar; if we 

could cut 20mm off the stem and add it to 

the bar we’d be home free.

Specialized mixes and matches the 

drivetrain on the Stumpy, running a 1x Race 

Face Aeffect crank with a SRAM mech and 

shifter. It also fits a diddy 28t chainring, the 

smallest on test. The resulting ultra-low 

gearing is great for long, steep hills, but we 

often ran out of gears on the descents, and 

because the ratios are closer at the bottom 

of the cassette, it takes longer to shift up to 

the correct gear when exiting a corner. 

PERFORMANCE
Like the YT Jeffsy, we were caught between 

sizes on the Stumpy, but we stuck with the 

large simply because the head tube on 

the XL frame is way too tall. The geometry 

on the Stumpy is also pretty close to the 

large size Jeffsy — it has virtually the 

same wheelbase, bottom bracket height, 

chainstay length and head angle, but the 

bikes couldn’t be more different. The Jeffsy 

feels nippy and lithe, the Stumpy is much 

more solid and planted — it almost has a 

big bike feel. This could also be down to the 

increased weight. At 14.32kg with pedals, 

the Stumpy is the heaviest 29er here. 

There’s quite a bit of weight in the back 

end, and the thicker casing Grid tyres and 

cheaper wheels also add to the gram count.

The riding positions are also different — 

you sit back on the Stumpy, ride with your 

heels down and get tons of grip from the 

135mm travel, whereas the Jeffsy is a lot 

more progressive and has tons of pop.
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Race Face cockpit is top 
notch, but the 35mm 
Turbine stem is the older, 
more flexible design

Integrated flip chip in the 
shock mount slackens the 
angles by three-quarters 
of a degree and lowers the 
bottom bracket by 8mm

VERDICT
The Jeffsy CF Pro is one of the fastest 

29er trail bikes we’ve tested with a turn 

of speed that literally takes your breath 

away. It’s also tons of fun and will 

flatter any rider, no matter their ability. 

With 140mm of travel it can get a bit 

out of shape on steeper, rougher tracks, 

the flip side being that it’s incredibly 

agile, and can still punch its way out of 

most skirmishes.

Mesh this stand-out ride quality with 

the parts adorning the 

Jeffsy CF Pro, and 

you literally have 

one of the best 

pound-for-pound 

29er trail bikes on 

the market today.

YT INDUSTRIES JEFFSY CF PRO 29

SPECIFICATION
Frame Carbon-fibre, 

140mm travel

Shock Fox Float DPS 

Performance Elite

Fork Fox 34 

Performance Elite, 

140mm travel

Wheels E13 TRS+ 

wheelset, Onza Ibex 

29x2.4in tyres

Drivetrain SRAM Eagle 

XO1 chainset, r-mech 

and shifter

Brakes SRAM Guide 

RSC 200/180mm

Components Race Face 

SIXC 780mm bar, Race 

Face Turbine 60mm 

stem, RockShox Reverb 

Stealth 150mm post, 

SDG Fly Mtn saddle

Sizes S, M, L, XL

Weight 12.96kg (28.57lb)

Contact
yt-industries.com

GEOMETRY 
Size Large (low setting)

Head angle 66.9°

Seat angle 74.5°

BB height 345mm

Chainstay 440mm

Front centre 735mm

Wheelbase 1,185mm

Down tube 720mm

Top tube 616mm

Reach 445mm

 J
ust over a year ago, YT launched the 

Jeffsy, and it has been one of the 

most talked about trail bikes ever 

since. And for good reason. The 

Jeffsy CF Pro 29 tested here costs 

£3,400, but for that you get a full carbon 

frame, Race Face carbon handlebar, 150mm 

RockShox Reverb dropper post, E13 wheels, 

Fox Elite suspension, Onza tyres, SRAM 

disc brakes, and the icing on what is already 

an incredible cake, a full SRAM Eagle XO1 

12-speed groupset. We could waffle on 

about the quality of the spec for most of this 

test, but the Jeffsy is more than the sum of 

its parts — the frame is a gem too. 

 The outline of the Jeffsy looks similar to 

YT’s enduro bike, the Capra, but it’s much 

sleeker. YT has saved weight by removing 

the ISCG mounts on the BB and the brace 

between the seat tube and the down 

tube, which also creates enough space to 

shoehorn in a cage and mini water bottle 

(called a Thirstmaster 3000); a handy 

addition in our book.

Where the shock mounts to the seatstays, 

YT uses flip chips for adjusting the geometry. 

There are two settings — low and slack, for 

shredding, or high and steep for getting up 

the hills quickly and riding tight trails where 

you need more ground clearance. The best 

thing is, you can flip the chips trailside with 

nothing more than a multi-tool.

There are four frame sizes, including 

an XL, and they all have proportional 

chainstays. This means the small and 

medium use 435mm stays, while the large 

and XL bikes are 5mm longer. Why go to 

such lengths? Because YT wanted to keep 

the handling balanced across the entire 

size range.

SUSPENSION
For the Jeffsy CF Pro, YT has selected Fox’s 

stealth black Performance Elite range — the 

rear shock is a Float DPS and the fork is a 

34 Float. The latter has a shorter 44mm 

offset, Fit4 damper and narrower, non-

Boost dropouts. Travel is fixed at 140mm 

front and rear.

COMPONENTS
The specification on the YT Jeffsy CF 

Pro  is truly stunning, and there are many 

highlights, but one that sticks out is the 

Race Face Six C 35mm bar. It’s the only 

handlebar on test that’s 780mm wide, and 

this really makes a massive difference to 

control and comfort — we wish it’d been 

fitted to all of the 29er test bikes.

PERFORMANCE
The first thing we noticed about the Jeffsy 

was its raw acceleration. In fact, it caught us 

out a few times, coming into a particularly 

steep rocky chute on our Surrey Hills test 

loop. So we were thankful the bike has a 

200mm rotor on the front, because there 

were more than a few occasions where we 

needed to scrub speed quickly. 

Away from the steeper trails, the Jeffsy 

is fast-rolling, but it’s also extremely 

playful. Thanks to its poppy, progressive 

suspension, it’s incredibly easy to get off 

the ground, and on trails littered with jumps 

and berms, it’s like an off-road version of a 

parkour runner, leaping from one obstacle 

to the next. It never gets too deep into 

the travel, like the Stumpy, but there’s still 

plenty of cushioning for smashing through 

rocky terrain.

To put the Jeffsy’s trail centre 

credentials to the test, we spent a couple 

of rides hammering around Swinley Forest. 

Normally, it’s a bit of effort bashing out 

loops on the Blue trail, but the Jeffsy 

was able to breathe a new lease of life 

into them. The only fly in the ointment 

was the Fox 34 fork; it just didn’t have 

the suppleness to deal with the small 

vibrations you get on typical trail centre 

singletrack. We couldn’t help feel a 

RockShox Pike, with its greater sensitivity, 

would have been a better fit.

Normally, we just want to get the climbs 

over with, so we can get to the fun bits 

quicker, and the Jeffsy allows you to do 

exactly that. With its upright riding position, 

supportive suspension and wide-range 

Eagle gearing, the Jeffsy is almost as quick 

uphill as it is on the singletrack.
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Quality carbon bar is 

a winning option but

we’d prefer a stiffer stem

Flip chip slackens the

head angle and drops

the bottom bracket 

12-speed SRAM Eagle X0

ensures there’s a gear 

for every gradient

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H
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SANTA CRUZ HIGHTOWER C 

VERDICT
In lustrous Sriracha red, you can’t fail 

to be won over by the stunning looks 

of the Santa Cruz Hightower C. The 

beauty goes beyond skin deep, too, with 

capable suspension, an assertive riding 

position and impeccable trail manners. 

We can’t fault the spec, either, and it’s 

tough to ignore the prestige of the Santa 

Cruz brand itself. There’s a lot to like 

then, but somehow we never really fell in 

love with the Hightower. It just seemed 

to lack that sprinkle of magic dust that 

makes the Bronson such 

an infectious bike to 

ride, and in this test 

it didn’t deliver the 

ultimate thrills of 

either the Spark  

or the Fuel EX.  

Don’t like red? Santa Cruz 
also offers the Hightower 
in a matt carbon and mint 
colour scheme 

L
aunched last spring, the Hightower 

is more than just Santa Cruz’s 

much-loved Tall Boy LT following 

a growth spurt. As well as 135mm 

of rear wheel travel, it gets the 

burlier Nomad-style swingarm and more 

aggressive geometry. You can buy it as 

a 29er or a Plus bike, with the tubby tyre 

option enjoying a slightly longer travel fork 

to help correct the geometry. 

You’re probably wondering what a full 

carbon bike from a boutique brand like Santa 

Cruz is doing at the same price point as more 

mainstream models with alloy back ends? 

Well, Santa Cruz uses two grades of carbon 

for its frames, this being the less expensive 

‘C’ version. Because more of the material 

needs to be used to achieve the same 

strength levels, frame weight is bumped up 

by around 230g. The flipside being that you 

save considerable coin at the checkout. 

While the Hightower may have been 

designed in California, details like the lower 

link grease port and threaded bottom 

bracket give it UK-friendly credentials. Only 

the cable routing is compromised as there’s 

no way of running the rear brake on the left 

without the hose rubbing on the frame.  

SUSPENSION
Santa Cruz refined its signature Virtual 

Pivot Point suspension when it introduced 

the current Nomad, and has been gradually 

trickling the new design through the rest of 

the range ever since. In a nutshell, the new 

kinematics are less quirky, much easier to set 

up and better suit both the smaller chainrings 

found on modern 1x drivetrains, and the latest 

crop of large-volume air shocks. Run it with 

Santa Cruz’s recommended 15-18mm of sag 

and the Hightower finds good grip, remains 

supportive when loaded up through turns 

and boasts excellent pedalling efficiency. 

But it’s not as supple as the other bikes 

on test and tends to get hung up on holes 

and square edges under braking. That said, 

the Plus tyres absorb so much trail chatter 

that the Hightower still boasts ample grip. 

COMPONENTS
There may not be much in the way of 

bling adorning this price point model, 

but the whole build kit is functional and 

well considered. The Race Face bar is a 

commanding 800mm and lets you really 

take the bike by the scruff of the neck on 

rough descents. In-house Palmdale grips 

and a WTB Volt Race saddle are superbly 

comfortable, and the mix of SRAM GX 

drivetrain with Shimano SLX brakes takes 

some beating for the price. There’s even a 

full-length 150mm Reverb dropper post on 

the large frame, and a whopping 170mm 

version on the XL. 

But the most crucial components on 

any Plus bike are the tyres, and Santa Cruz 

has not skimped here, plumping for the 

2.8in Maxxis Rekon EXO with a grippy 3C 

compound up front. Not only are these the 

best all-round Plus tyres on the market right 

now, they cost an arm and a leg to buy in  

the shops. 

PERFORMANCE
The Hightower uses a flip chip at the shock 

link to give two geometry settings. When 

fitted with 27.5 Plus, you’re supposed to 

run the high option, which is what we did 

to begin with. But we figured we’d try the 

bike in the low setting too, mindful that we 

might incur an increase in pedal strikes as 

a result. As it turned out, stubbed cranks 

weren’t a problem, so we left it in this 

position and enjoyed the resultant slacker 

head angle and lower bottom bracket. 

With sure-footed handling and a 

balanced, predictable ride, the Hightower 

always welcomed us aboard with open 

arms. Although the flipside of this composure 

was that it never felt particularly inspiring 

— the slightly inert response of the heavier 

carbon frame didn’t help either. So if 

you’re looking for wall-to-wall thrills, the 

Hightower won’t make your pulse race like 

a couple of the other bikes here. But, if you 

prefer a pace that leaves some headspace 

for the unexpected, the Hightower will 

make a great companion. 

SPECIFICATION
Frame Carbon C, 

135mm travel

Shock RockShox 

Monarch RT

Fork RockShox Pike RC, 

150mm travel

Wheels Novatec hubs, 

Race Face AR40 rims, 

Maxxis Rekon EXO 

27.5x2.8in tyres

Drivetrain Race 

Face Aeffect AL 30t 

chainset, SRAM GX 

r-mech and shifters

Brakes Shimano  

SLX, 180mm

Components Race  

Face Ride 800mm  

bar, Race Face Turbine 

60mm stem, RockShox 

Reverb Stealth 150mm 

dropper post, WTB Volt 

Race saddle 

Sizes M, L, XL

Weight 13.61kg (30lb)

Contact
santacruzbikes.co.uk

GEOMETRY
Size (low setting)
Large

Head angle 66°

Seat angle 67°

BB height 324mm

Chainstay 435mm

Front centre 760mm

Wheelbase 1,195mm

Down tube 725mm

Top tube 622mm

Reach 450mm

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

Grease ports let 
you maintain the 
pivot bearings 
with minimal fuss
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£ 4 , 4 5 0 S
uch is the pace of development 

with Plus bikes, that although 

the Stumpjumper 6Fattie was 

only launched two years ago, it’s 

already the oldest bike here. Even 

so, with sharp lines and clean internal cable 

routing, the FACT 9M carbon front end still 

manages to look fresh off the CAD screen. 

Specialized takes a subtly different 

approach to Plus than the other brands, 

plumping for bigger-volume 3.0in tyres on 

relatively narrow 29mm rims. Our experience 

points to the narrower 2.8in tyres on broader 

35-40mm rims as being the sweet spot, so 

after one ride on the stock Purgatory rubber, 

we swapped them out for our Maxxis Rekon 

control tyres. 

SUSPENSION
We wouldn’t recommend it, but you could 

probably ride a Stumpjumper 6Fattie 

blindfolded and instantly know it was a 

Specialized. Characterised by impressive 

sensitivity and liveliness and little in the way 

SPECIALIZED STUMPJUMPER 
FSR EXPERT CARBON 6FATTIE
SPECIFICATION
Frame FACT 9M 

Carbon, M5 alloy stays, 

135mm travel

Shock RockShox 

Monarch RT3  

with Autosag

Fork RockShox Pike RC, 

150mm travel

Wheels Roval Traverse 

wheels, Purgatory GRID 

27.5x3.0in tyres

Drivetrain Race Face 

Aeffect chainset 28t, 

SRAM X1 r-mech and 

GX shifters

Brakes SRAM Guide R, 

200/180mm

Components
Specialized Trail bar 

750mm, Specialized 

Trail stem 60mm, 

Specialized Command 

Post IRCC 125mm, BG 

Henge saddle

Sizes S, M, L, XL

Weight 13kg (28.7lb)

Contact specialized.com

GEOMETRY
Size tested Large

Head angle 66.7°

Seat angle 67.6°

BB height 319mm

Chainstay 437mm

Front centre 744mm

Wheelbase 1,181mm

Down tube 726mm

Top tube 616mm

Reach 431mm

VERDICT
Last year’s cheaper Stumpjumper Comp 

6Fattie won our Plus bike test, but it 

was up against weaker competition. 

Next to the more contemporary Scott 

Spark and Trek Fuel Ex, it feels its age. 

The geometry and sizing is behind the 

times and there’s no way to get around 

that by upsizing. And even if you could, 

we don’t think a rider of average height 

should require an XL frame. 

The familiar lack of suspension 

progression can be improved, but  

for £4.5K it should be sorted out of the 

box. There’s still a magic 

to the ride of the 

Specialized though, 

and a few updates 

would bring the 

6Fattie right back  

in the game.

of progression, the 6Fattie’s FSR suspension 

and RockShox Monarch RT3 shock offer 

amazing grip and the bike never feels 

lethargic, but quickly surrenders its 135mm 

of travel when things start getting rowdy. 

Most suspension tuners would be able 

to add progression to the shock relatively 

cheaply, so we’d recommend taking it to one 

from the get go, otherwise you’ll be stubbing 

toes and clipping pedals left, right and centre.

As much as the Autosag system makes 

initial suspension set-up a doddle, we 

think it has less of a place on a high-end 

model like this. A sag indicator, or simply a 

measurement in the manual, would suffice 

and make space for a Monarch shock with 

a twin sleeve air can so you could fine-tune 

the progressivity with volume tokens.

COMPONENTS
Specialized turns to its own extensive 

catalogue of parts to kit out the 6Fattie. 

The action of the Command Post IRCC is 

excellent and the underbar remote is always 

to hand. But with only 125mm of drop, it’s 

never fully out of the way on descents. 

We love the size-specific Sip grips with 

their extra cushioning, but it’s a shame 

they’re mounted to a high-rise 750mm bar 

that exacerbates the tall head tube, short 

reach and upright position.     

Specialized has nailed it with the SWAT 

system though, and the combination of a 

generous compartment in the down tube 

and a multi-tool recessed into the top tube, 

is pure genius. 

PERFORMANCE
The miniscule 28t front ring looks puny, 

but increases anti-squat on the 6Fattie, 

improving the pedalling efficiency. If you 

want to tame the energetic rear suspension 

further, a benefit of the shock position is that 

the compression lever is within easy reach. 

Some shock tuning and shorter 170mm 

cranks would probably solve the issue of 

pedal strikes, but there’s not much you can 

do about the lack of length in the frame. 

Not only does it feel upright when sat down, 

the short wheelbase and steep head angle 

make for a more hectic ride on descents 

than the other bikes, as everything is 

happening directly beneath you, giving little 

time to react. 

Fortunately there’s some flex in the 

sparsely-spoked Roval Traverse wheels, 

and the rounded profile of the tyre when 

mounted to those 29mm rims, that lets 

the bike find the path of least resistance 

through rocks and roots. 

The simple solution to the Stumpjumper’s 

lack of frame length would be to upsize, 

but the 20mm jumps between the 6Fattie’s 

already tall head tube means the front end 

quickly gets too high. 

That said, it remains a superbly fun  

bike to ride; we just wish it was about  

30-40mm longer!

SWAT compartment swallows 
spare tubes and a mini-pump, 
while there’s a multi-tool 
hidden beneath the top tube

High-rise bar is a  
strange choice given 
that the 6Fattie has the 
tallest head tube on test
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£ 4 , 1 0 0

Fox 34’s Grip cartridge 
damper uses a spring-loaded 
piston instead of a rubber 
bladder to accommodate 
changes in oil volume 

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

Shimano XT 2x11 
drivetrain provides a 
wide gear range, but adds 
weight and complexity

VERDICT
Beautiful to behold and a joy to ride, the 

Trek Fuel EX Plus 9.8 is a triumph. The 

geometry would put some enduro bikes 

to shame, the frame is a delight, with 

a first-class ride quality, and it’s good 

value for a bricks-and-mortar brand. 

Back-to-back with the Scott, the Trek’s 

extra travel makes it the more versatile 

option, and if it was a bit cheaper it 

could have easily ridden away with the 

win in this category. But by the time 

you factor in a Maxxis 

tyre upgrade, the 

Trek’s £200 premium 

doubles. And that’s 

enough for the Scott 

to shade it.

T
rek’s brand new Fuel EX Plus bristles 

with acronyms, clever trademarks 

and proprietary features. Familiar to 

many will be ABP, which combines 

the seatstay pivot, chainstay pivot 

and rear axle into a single part to save weight 

and improve suspension freedom under 

braking. Full Floater tethers the shock to 

both the Evo rocker link and the extended 

chainstay, while the two-position Mino Link 

lets you tinker with the BB height and head 

angle. Just make sure you Loctite the bolts, 

or run a zip-tie through them, as we’ve had 

them fall out on us before during a ride.

Added to the list for 2017 are the Straight 

Shot down tube and Knock Block steering 

lock. Flattening the old s-bend down tube 

adds stiffness and saves weight, while the 

integrated steering lock and rubber bumper 

protects the OCLV carbon from fork crown 

damage in a crash. 

SUSPENSION
Trek provides thorough guidance for setting 

up the suspension on its website. Just 

select the right bike and input your weight, 

fully kitted up, and the calculator gives 

you recommendations for air pressure and 

damping. It’s an excellent tool and gives a 

great ballpark set-up. 

Fox supplies the suspension on the Fuel 

EX Plus 9.8, namely a Float shock with extra 

volume EVOL can and RE:aktiv damper, 

paired with a 34 Float Performance fork. 

The RE:aktiv shock adopts motorsport 

technology with the aim of improving 

stability and support when pedalling, 

while still opening up when it encounters a 

bump. Does it work? Well, the suspension 

on the Fuel EX is exceptionally supple — at 

least the equal of the Specialized — so in 

that respect it’s class leading. Harder to 

detect is any additional stability, support 

or efficiency over a standard well-tuned 

shock, although we did notice a slight knock 

in the firmer platform modes. But keep the 

compression damping fully open and it’s 

super-compliant, nicely supportive, and 

easily taut enough when getting on the gas. 

The same can be said of the 34 

Performance fork too, even with its less 

expensive GRIP damper. It might slot into 

the Fox hierarchy below the FIT4 on the 

Scott, but in the real world it’s hard to 

detect any loss of performance. 

COMPONENTS
We can’t fault the full Shimano XT drivetrain 

for shift quality or gear range, but we’d 

much rather see a lighter, simpler 1x11 

system on the Trek. That said, it’s fairly easy 

to de-clutter the Fuel EX yourself — all you 

need is a chain-retaining single ring. 

Shimano’s XT brakes pack plenty of 

power, but the rear occasionally lacked a 

little consistency. 

Bontrager’s own Chupacabra 2.8in tyres 

grace the 40mm Sun Ringle Duroc rims. It’s 

not a bad summer combo, but the shallow 

treaded rubber is no match for Maxxis’s more 

aggressive Rekon in mixed conditions. 

PERFORMANCE
Trek deserves a rousing applause for its work 

on the Fuel EX Plus 9.8. Not only does it look 

menacing in its stealthy cloak, it rides like 

a total ninja too. The suspension is super-

sensitive, yet never suffers from the lack of 

progression that spoils the Specialized, and it 

displays a head-scratching momentum that 

trumps even the flighty Scott. 

There’s an exceptional balance to the 

geometry that’s mirrored by the suspension 

response, and this puts you in the position 

and mindset to scorch every trail. Helping 

matters further is one of the lowest bottom 

brackets we’ve ever encountered on a 

suspension trail bike. Yet, due to the slightly 

shorter travel and well-judged progression, 

we didn’t clip pedals anywhere near as 

often as we did on the Specialized. 

As the icing on the cake, the quality 

of the OCLV carbon front triangle and 

seatstays shone through, with a well-

damped, airy ride quality that’s the pick of 

the bunch. 

Trek only misses the full standing ovation 

by virtue of being under-gunned in the tyre 

department and touting a seat angle that’s 

slacker than we’d like for seated climbing.

TREK FUEL EX 9.8 PLUS
SPECIFICATION
Frame OCLV Mountain 

Carbon/alloy chainstay, 

130mm travel

Shock Fox Performance 

Float EVOL RE:aktiv

Fork Fox 34 Float GRIP,  

140mm travel

Wheels DT Swiss  

350 hubs, Sunringle 

Duroc 40 SL rims, 

Bontrager Chupacabra 

27.5x2.8in tyres

Drivetrain Shimano  

XT 36/26t chainset,  

XT f-mech, r-mech  

and shifters

Brakes Shimano XT 

180mm

Components Bontrager 

Line Pro bar 750mm, 

Line Pro Knock Block 

stem 60mm, RockShox 

Reverb Stealth dropper 

post 125mm, Bontrager 

Evoke 3 Ti saddle

Sizes 15.5-21.5in

Weight 12.83kg (28.3lb)

Contact trekbikes.com

GEOMETRY 
Size (low setting) 
19.5in 

Head angle 65.7° 

Seat angle 64.9°

BB height 315mm

Chainstay 433mm

Front centre 762mm

Wheelbase 1,195mm

Down tube 727mm

Top tube 632mm

Reach 465mm
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£ 3 , 8 9 9

Ignore the single 
chainring; this bike 
is sold with a 2x11 
XT drivetrain

Alloy swingarm uses 
material flex instead of a 
mechanical pivot to save 
weight and reduce costs

VERDICT
As you’d expect from a pumped-up 

XC race bike, the Spark isn’t intended 

for ploughing down trails and riding 

passively. You need to work your limbs 

to make up for the shortfall in travel, 

but the rewards for your efforts are 

spectacular. We were constantly in  

awe of what this bike can do. Yet  

unlike a highly-strung athlete, it’s 

neither nervous nor neurotic, and its 

confidence is infectious. 

Already it has been 

ridden to two Olympic 

gold medals; well 

now it can add our 

Trail Bike of the  

Year award to its  

glittering palmarès.  

SCOTT SPARK 710 PLUS
SPECIFICATION
Frame HMF carbon 

main frame/6011 alloy 

swingarm, 120mm travel

Shock Fox Nude 

Trunnion

Fork Fox 34 Float 

Performance Elite FIT4, 

130mm travel

Wheels Syncros TR2.0 

Plus wheels, Maxxis 

Rekon Exo TR 3C 

27.5x2.8in tyres

Drivetrain Shimano  

XT 34/24t chainset,  

XT f-mech, r-mech  

and shifters

Brakes Shimano XT, 

180mm

Components Syncros 

FL1.5 mini-riser bar 

760mm, Syncros  

FL1.5 stem 60mm,  

Fox Transfer dropper 

post 150mm, Syncros 

Ti saddle

Sizes S, M, L, XL

Weight 12.8kg (28.2lb)

Contact scott- 

sports.com

GEOMETRY 
Size tested Large

Head angle 66.1°

Seat angle 66.5°

BB height 318mm

Chainstay 438mm

Front centre 757mm

Wheelbase 1,195mm

Down tube 718mm

Top tube 637mm

Reach 454mm

S
cott has completely rewired the 

Spark for 2017, incorporating a 

seismic shift in engineering and 

attitude to broaden the bandwidth 

from its thoroughbred XC race bike 

roots. That’s not to say the new Spark has 

turned its back on speed though; before 

you could even buy one in the shops, it had 

been ridden to Olympic Gold at Rio in both 

the men’s and women’s mountain biking. 

Unlike the other bikes here, Scott’s Plus 

models get a unique version of its pivotless 

swingarm, paired up with a longer, 130mm-

travel fork, to make it more capable and stop 

the bottom bracket constantly sumping out. 

Every detail of the new Spark frame 

has been carefully considered, and all that 

engineering dedication has really paid off. 

It’s 200g lighter than the previous design, 

yet 36 per cent stiffer and, more importantly, 

the geometry and suspension has been 

revamped to bring it bang up-to-date. 

SUSPENSION
By shifting the shock in-line with the seat 

tube, turning it upside down, and adopting 

the new Trunnion mount, Scott has reduced 

the eye-to-eye length, which saves space, 

and yet increased the stroke, improving 

control. It’s now more integrated into the 

frame, and it has allowed Scott to lower the 

top tube and increase standover clearance. 

Scott has retained its signature TwinLoc 

system, which uses a fairly agricultural 

dual lever on the handlebar to close a 

secondary chamber in the shock and reduce 

the rear travel to 85mm. Simultaneously, 

compression damping gets firmed up 

at both ends, while a further click of the 

remote almost completely locks out the 

suspension for smooth fire-road climbing. 

This remote is hooked up to both the Fox 

34 Performance fork and the custom Fox 

Nude shock at the rear. As a result, only 

rebound damping is finely adjustable. 

COMPONENTS
Full marks to Scott for fitting Maxxis’s 

excellent Rekon 3C tyre to the Spark Plus. 

The lovechild of the fast-rolling Ardent and 

the grippy High Roller II, it’s a superb tyre in 

everything from loose, dry hardpack to moist, 

loamy dirt. It seems to have more puncture 

resistance than many other Plus tyres, and 

the sidewalls have good support considering 

the sub 800g weight. We approve of the 

choice of 35mm wide rims too, as this seems 

to provide the ideal balance between tyre 

profile and wheel weight.

Syncros supplies most of the 

components, which is hardly surprising as 

the brand is owned by Scott. The flat bar 

is a good width, the stem is a good length, 

and comes with an integrated Garmin 

mount, but the saddle and grips are verging 

on austere in terms of comfort. 

Don’t be fooled by the 1x Shimano 

drivetrain on our test bike; the Spark 710 

Plus is sold with a 2x11 system around the 

world, and our demo model just happened 

to have been converted to single-ring 

by Scott UK. It’s definitely a mod we’d 

advocate though, as the Spark is crying out 

for fewer cables and reduced complexity. 

PERFORMANCE
With the least travel of all the bikes here, 

and the lowest price, on paper the Spark 

is definitely the underdog in this test. 

However, get it on the trail and its pedigree 

surpasses its meagre stature in every way. 

Instead of just nipping at the heels of the 

competition, it’s regularly slipping the leash 

and leaving them in its dust.  

It was the most agile bike of the 

bunch; incredibly lively and playful and it 

properly danced down undulating, flowing 

singletrack. Yet it was also bewilderingly 

capable on steep, technical trails and rough 

enduro tracks. 

Then, on the way back up, its efficiency 

would rise to the surface, channelling every 

ounce of energy into forward momentum. 

With this level of zeal out of the box, the 

need for a gizmo that reduces travel and 

firms up the suspension couldn’t have been 

further from our mind. Sure, the TwinLoc 

makes sense on the RC race models, but 

we think the Spark Plus would be a lighter, 

sleeker, simpler, and better bike, without it. 

B I K E  T E S T
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Remote lever reduces 

travel and fi rms damping

Upside down Nude

shock features 

Trunnion mount

Maxxis Rekons boast a

hallowed pairing of

pace and grip
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ake a cursory glance at 

the ratings and it should 

be crystal clear that the trail 

bike segment is stronger than 

it’s ever been. So regardless 

of wheel size or price point, 

our 2017 Trail Bike of Year test 

offered up some real gems, 

and a rough diamond or two 

as well. 

It’s a mere coincidence that the spread 

of ratings are identical for each category, 

but it’s hardly surprising as they only offer 

a snapshot that helps establish the pecking 

order; they certainly don’t tell the whole 

story. In fact, without reading all 12 reviews, 

you’d be blissfully unaware that the 27.5in 

and Plus bikes were more closely contested 

than the 29ers. 

That could simply be because the YT 

Jeffsy is the new kid on the 29er block, 

and it quickly established its dominance, 

building on the shoulders of brands 

that have come before it. It’s similarity 

to the Stumpjumper is no coincidence, 

but we suspect the lull in 29in trail-bike 

development, as manufacturers switch 

their focus to Plus bikes, could also play a 

part. Either way, the YT Jeffsy CF Pro 29 is 

a truly amazing bike with a turn of speed 

that complements the rollover of the 29in 

wheels. Factor in the dream specifi cation, 

that’s unmatched in this entire test, and the 

Jeffsy has got to be a prime candidate for 

Bike of the Year. 

But we’re getting ahead of ourselves. In 

the 27.5in category, the Whyte T-130 S and 

the Commençal Meta V4.2 Essential were so 

closely matched that we didn’t uncover the 

subtle difference that separated them until 

we fi tted the same tyres to both bikes. In 

the end, it was the more balanced handling 

of theof the

2 7 . 5 i n

of theof the

2 9 i n

COMMENÇAL META 
TR V4.2 ESSENTIAL

YT JEFFSY 
CF PRO 29
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NEXT MONTH
It’s hard to believe that almost a year 

has passed since our last Hardtail 

of the Year test, but next month it’s 

time once again for the biggest test 

on the mbr calendar. We’ll have 

some previous winners to defend 

their titles, and a bunch of new bikes 

all keen to collect one of the most 

coveted awards in mountain biking. 

Once again, we will have three 

price points, covering everything 

from sub-£500 bikes all the way up 

to £1,000. If you’re in the market for 

a new hardtail, it’s the only test you’ll 

need. On sale Wednesday May 3, so 

don’t miss it. 

afforded by the longer chainstays and 

the superior performance of the Charger 

damper housed inside the RockShox Pike 

fork that gave the Commençal the edge it 

needed to clinch the win.

PLUS POINT
With no sales-direct brands in the Plus 

category, it had the most level playing fi eld 

of all. This wasn’t a conscious decision on 

our part though, it just refl ects the fact 

that it’s the older, more established brands 

that have the resources to invest in new 

technology and push things forward. In the 

introduction to the test we indicated that 

the amount of travel each bike had had 

taken a back seat in our selection process. 

Well, the amount of travel didn’t count 

for much in the results either, with Scott 

proving that it’s not how much you have, it’s 

what you do with it that really counts. The 

new 120mm Spark 710 Plus instantly ignited 

our imagination with its dual-fuel attitude 

that burns down trails just as quickly as it 

smokes up them. And just like in the 27.5in 

category, it was a very close call, with the 

Trek narrowly missing out on the title. Both 

bikes have nigh-on identical build kits, and 

ultimately it was the better tyre choice and 

lower price tag on the Scott that edged the 

Trek out.

On that note we wrap up our fi rst Trail 

Bike of the Year test in almost a decade. 

Three truly amazing bikes, all scoring top 

marks, and all unique in their own right. 

Needless to say, we’d be chuffed to bits to 

own any of them, and it’s been an absolute 

blast testing them. We hope you enjoyed 

it every bit as much as we did, and even 

though the mud has only just started to 

cake on the bikes, we’re already looking 

forward to doing it all again next year. 

of theof the
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SCOTT SPARK 
710 PLUS

Commençal won the

by 27.5in category by

the width of a tyre 
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Canyon Giant Whyte T-130 Commençal 

A Head angle 66.1° 65.6° 65.2° 65.5°

B Seat angle 71° 67.7° 68.8° 72.1°

C BB height 340mm 330mm 327mm 327mm

D Chainstay 432mm 436mm 421mm 437mm

E Front centre 761mm 760mm 773mm 766mm

F Wheelbase 1,193mm 1,196mm 1,194mm 1,203mm

G Down tube 706mm 707mm 709mm 709mm

H Top tube              610mm 623mm 620mm 620mm

I Reach 455mm 448mm 467mm 460mm

Make/model Canyon Spectral AL 6.0 EX Giant Trance 2 Whyte T-130 S
Commençal Meta TR V4.2 

Essential
Cube Stereo 140 C:62 SL 29

Price £2,346.98 £2,399 £2,550 €2,899 £3,299

Weight 13.14kg (28.97lb) 13.63kg (30.04lb) 14.21kg (31.33lb) 14.06kg (30.99lb) 12.78kg (28.18lb)

Contact canyon.com giant-bicycles.com whyte.bike commencal-store.co.uk cube.eu

FRAME

Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL S, M, L, XL S, M, L, XL S, M, L, XL 16, 18, 20, 22in

Size tested L L L L 20in

Frame material Spectral aluminium ALUXX SL-Grade aluminium 6061 T6 aluminium 6066 aluminium Carbon monocoque 

Suspension fork RockShox Pike RC Fox 34 Rhythm FIT4 RockShox Yari RC RockShox Pike RC Fox 34 Float Performance 

Rear shock RockShox Monarch RT Fox Float Performance TM RockShox Monarch RT RockShox Deluxe RT Fox Float Performace DPS

Front travel 150mm 150mm 130mm 140mm 140mm

Rear travel 140mm 140mm 130mm 130mm 140mm

WHEELS 

Hubs DT Swiss  100/142mm Giant Tracker 110/148mm
Cartridge bearing 

110/148mm
Formula 110/148mm DT Swiss 110/148mm

Rims DT Swiss M1700 Spline II Giant XC-1 WTB STs i29rims Mavic 424 DT Swiss CSW AM 3.9

Spokes Stainless steel Stainless steel Stainless steel Stainless steel Stainless steel

Tyres
Maxxis High Roller II C3/

Minion SS 27.5x2.3in

Schwalbe Nobby Nic 

27.5 x2.35/2.25in

WTB Vigilante/ Trail Boss 

27.5x2.3/2.4in

Maxxis Minion DHR II/Ardent 

27.5x2.3/2.25in

Schwalbe Nobby Nic Trailstar 

29x2.35in 

GROUPSET

Shifters  SRAM GX 1x11 Shimano SLX 1x11 SRAM GX 1x11 SRAM NX 1x11 Shimano XT 2x11

Front mech N/A N/A N/A N/A Shimano XT

Rear mech SRAM GX Shimano SLX Shadow Plus SRAM GX SRAM GX Shimano XT Shadow Plus

Crank Race Face Turbine DM 30t Shimano SLX 32t chainset SRAM GX 30t SRAM GX Shimano XT 34/32t

Bottom bracket SRAM GXP PFt Shimano PF SRAM GXP 73mm SRAM GXP PF Shimano 

Brakes SRAM Guide R Shimano Deore M615 SRAM Level LT SRAM Level LT Shimano XT

Rotor sizes 200/180mm 180mm 180/160mm 180mm 180mm

COMPONENTS

Saddle  SDG Circuit Contact Neutral Whyte Dual Density Ride Alpha SDG Fly Mtn 

Seatpost
RockShox Reverb Stealth 

125mm
Contact SL Switch-R 150mm

RockShox Reverb Stealth 

150mm

RockShox Reverb Stealth 

150mm
Cube 150mm drop

Handlebar Race Face Aeffect 760mm Connect Trail 730mm Whyte 760mm Ride Alpha 780mm Cube Trail Pro Carbon 750mm 

Stem Race Face Aeffect 60mm Connect 70mm Whyte Gravity 50mm Ride Alpha 50mm Cube Performance 60mm 

Rating

Specifi cation 
& geometry

 W
ith different wheel sizes 

and pricing, it’s diffi cult to 

draw direct comparisons 

between, say, the Specialized 

Stumpjumper 6Fattie and 

the Canyon Spectral, even though both 

are designed for trail riding. Still, it’s 

great to be able to see exactly what you 

get for your money, which is why we’ve 

compiled a bumper spec page so you have 

all the necessary info and ratings at your 

fi ngertips.

The data in the geometry chart has 

been painstakingly measured in the mbr

workshop so if you really want to drill down 

into the vital stats that infl uence handling, 

or simply compare the sizing of one bike to 

another, you won’t fi nd a better resource. 
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Cube Whyte T-129 Specialized 29 YT  (low) Santa Cruz (low) Specialized 6Fattie Trek (low) Scott

68.5° 67° 67.5° 66.9° 66° 66.7° 65.7° 66.1°

74.6° 73.8° 74° 74.5° 67° 67.6° 64.9° 66.5°

330mm 330mm 335mm 345mm 324mm 319mm 315mm 318mm

450mm 430mm 440mm 440mm 435mm 437mm 433mm 438mm

740mm 780mm 740mm 735mm 760mm 744mm 762mm 757mm

1,190mm 1,210mm 1,180mm 1,185mm 1,195mm 1,181mm 1,195mm 1,195mm

730mm 735mm 723mm 720mm 725mm 726mm 727mm 718mm

608mm 633mm 616mm 616mm 622mm 616mm 632mm 637mm

436mm 471mm 431mm 445mm 450mm 431mm 465mm 454mm

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

Whyte T-129 RS
Specialized SJ FSR 

Comp Carbon 29
YT Jeffsy CF Pro 29

Santa Cruz Hightower 

C

Specialized SJ FSR 

Expert Carbon 6Fattie
Trek Fuel EX 9.8 Plus Scott Spark 710 Plus

£2,999 £3,400 £3,399 £4,399 £4,450 £4,100 £3,899

13.86kg (30.55lb) 14.32kg (31.5lb) 12.96kg (28.57lb) 13.61kg (30lb) 13kg (28.7lb) 12.83kg (28.3lb) 12.8kg (28.2lb)

whyte.bike specialized.com yt-industries.com santacruzbikes.co.uk specialized.com trekbikes.com scott-sports.com

 M, L, XL S, M, L, XL S, M, L, XL M, L, XL S, M, L, XL
15.5, 17.5, 18.5, 19.5, 

21.5in
S, M, L, XL

L L L L L 19.5in L

6061 T6 aluminium
FACT 9M carbon/ M5 

alloy
Carbon SC Carbon C

FACT 9M carbon, M5 

alloy

OCLV Mtn Carbon /

alloy 
HMF carbon/6011 alloy

Fox 34 Float 

Performance Grip
RockShox Yari RC Fox 34 Float Perf Elite RockShox Pike RC RockShox Pike RC

Fox 34 Performance 

Float GRIP
Fox 34 Float Perf Elite

Fox Float Perf DPS
RockShox Monarch RT 

w/Autosag

Fox Float DPS Perf 

Elite 
RockShox Monarch RT

RockShox Monarch 

RT3 w/Autosag

Fox Float Perf EVOL 

RE:aktiv
Fox Nude Trunnion

120mm 150mm 140mm 150mm 150mm 140mm 130mm

120mm 135mm 140mm 135mm 135mm 130mm 120mm

Alloy/Hope Pro 4 

110/148mm
Specialized 110/148mm eThirteen 100/148mm Novatec  110/148mm Roval 110/148mm

DT Swiss 350  

110/148mm
Sycnros 110/148mm

Race Face ARC-27 Roval Traverse eThirteen TRS + Race Face AR40 Roval Traverse Sunringle Duroc 40 SL Syncros TR2.0

Stainless steel Stainless steel Stainless steel Stainless steel Stainless steel Stainless steel Stainless steel

Maxxis Tomahawk/ 

Crossmark II 

29x2.3/2.25in 

Specialized Butcher/ 

Slaughter GRID 

29x2.3in

Onza Ibex 29x2.4in
Maxxis Rekon EXO 

27.5x2.8in

Specialized Purgatory 

GRID 27.5x3.0in 

Bontrager Chupacabra 

27.5x2.8in 

Maxxis Rekon Exo TR 

3C 27.5x2.8in

Shimano XT 1x11 SRAM GX SRAM XO1 Eagle 1x12 SRAM GX 1x11 SRAM GX 1x11 Shimano XT 2x11 Shimano XT 2x11

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A Shimano XT Shimano XT

Shimano XT Shadow 

Plus
SRAM GX SRAM XO1Eagle SRAM GX SRAM X1

Shimano XT Shadow 

Plus

Shimano XT Shadow 

Plus

Race Face Turbine 

Cinch 30t 
Race Face Aeffect 28t SRAM XO1 Eagle 34t

Race Face Aeffect 

AL ??t
Race Face Aeffect 28t Shimano XT 36/26t Shimano XT 34/24t 

Race Face GXP Race Face PF30 SRAM BB92 Race Face GXP Race Face PF30 Shimano Shimano PF

Shimano XT SRAM Guide R SRAM Guide RSC Shimano SLX SRAM Guide R Shimano XT Shimano XT

180/160mm 200/180mm 200/180mm 180mm 200/180mm 180mm 180

Whyte Dual Density BG Henge Comp SDG FLY Mtn WTB Volt Race BG Henge Bontrager Evoke 3 Ti Syncros XM 1.5 Ti 

RockShox Reverb 

Stealth 150mm

Command Post IRcc 

125mm

Race Face Turbine 

150mm

RockShox Reverb 

Stealth 150mm

Command Post IRcc 

125mm

RockShox Reverb 

Stealth  125mm
Fox Transfer 150mm

Whyte alloy 760mm 
Specialized Trail 

750mm
Race Face SixC 780mm

Race Face Ride 

800mm 

Specialized Trail 

750mm

Line Pro Carbon 

750mm

Syncros FL1.5 mini-

riser 760mm

Whyte Gravity 40mm Specialized Trail 60mm
Race Face Turbine 

60mm

Race Face Turbine 

60mm 
Specialized Trail 60mm Line Pro KB 60mm Syncros FL1.5 60mm

Taking a quick look at the geometry side-

by-side, what really stands out is just how 

much most of the 29ers are lagging behind 

in terms of head angle and reach. It used to 

be a similar story with 29er enduro bikes, 

but as last month’s test highlighted, they 

have fi nally caught up with their 27.5in 

siblings. Hopefully 2018 will bring a similar 

shift in 29er trail bike geometry.
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Fit a cable-
operated 
dropper post 

P R O  T O O L

Tape measure
Don’t forget to me

fi rst, or you’ll end  

having to mess 

about tweaking it 

after. So get the 

tape measure out 

to begin with and 

save time later! 

A must-have for any self-respecting trail 
rider, here’s how to fi t a basic dropper post

W
ith a huge range of dropper posts now available on the 

market, there seems to be an option to suit everyone’s 

budget and needs. This month’s guide shows you how to fi t 

a cable-operated dropper post. 

In general, dropper posts come with either internal 

NEED TO 
KNOW
Q TIME TAKEN

30-45 minutes
Q�DIFFICULTY 

Moderate
Q�TOOLS REQUIRED

Allen keys, bent 
spoke, ruler, tape 
measure, wire 
cutters

WATCH THE 
VIDEO
Watch a video 
tutorial by visiting 
po.st/
DropperUpgrade

YOUR 
EXPERT
CHARLIE COLLINS

Charlie has been 
fi xing bikes since 
2005 — for the last 
couple of seasons, 
he has been 
working as a World 
Cup DH mechanic 
for the Pivot and 
Kona teams

CHARLIE 
SAYS...

“Some frames will be 

easier than others 

depending on the level 

of internal/external 

cable routing.”

H O W  T O

02
Remove the old 

seatpost and then 

unbolt the saddle 

(if being reused).

03
Fit dropper post 

remote in desired 

position, ensuring 

it doesn’t foul on the 

brake lever clamp 

when depressed.

05
Fit saddle 

to new 

seatpost.

01
Measure your 

maximum saddle 

height from the 

centre of the bottom 

bracket to the top of the 

saddle. Make a note of 

this fi gure.

04
Take new outer cable and thread 

through frame, routing through 

correct guides/holes for your post. 

If internally routed, an old bent spoke helps 

to guide the housing through the frame. 

Leave outer protruding from seat tube.

(aka stealth) or external routing but with almost 

all frame manufacturers now opting for the 

cleaner looking internal routing, we’ll focus on 

that here. The Brand-X post we’re using for this 

installation has a similar actuation design to a KS 

Lev Integra and Fox Transfer; most of the steps 

can be followed for installing other brands of 

dropper. The main variance will be the orientation 

of the cable — sometimes it’s clamped at the 

remote, other times via a barrel on the base of 

the post. If your post is the latter type, the key 

set-up tip is the correct measurement from the 

outer cable to the barrel. 

There’s a bit of give and take, but most 

manufacturers should have a precise 

measurement to help you fi t it correctly.

Fitting can be a little fi ddly, and may require 

some trial and error to achieve the optimum 

outer-cable length. Ideally you want it as short as 

possible, while still allowing full movement of the 

handlebars. You also need it to be long enough so 

the post can be fully removed from the frame for 

servicing, or should you wish to raise the saddle.

Most brands will have a barrel adjuster on 

the lever so that you can alter the cable tension 

— turning counter-clockwise will increase 

tension. You may need to adjust this as the cable 

stretches over time, or from a lack of tension at 

the initial set-up stage.
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07
Hold outer cable at lever end next to lever shroud and turn bars about 180°  

either way to check how much length is required for full steering clearance.  

Mark the length required.

08
Cut outer cable  

at observed length 

and fit cable ferrule.

09
Remove seatpost. Slide 

outer back up through seat 

tube until it protrudes 

around 30mm. Slide inner cable 

through lever and outer cable. Hold 

taut and ensure outer and inner 

cables are seated correctly in lever.

10
Slide barrel onto 

inner cable at 

seatpost end. With 

the inner cable still taut, 

ensure bottom of the 

barrel is 10mm from the 

outer cable end. Using a 

2mm Allen key, tighten 

grub screw.

12
Holding post 

slightly inverted, 

insert barrel into 

location on post. 

13
Slip inner cable 

through the slots 

and insert outer 

cable end into shroud.  

You will have to overcome 

the spring of the post 

mechanism.

14
Refit seatpost and secure at 

correct height, pulling 

through the excess cable 

from the lever end at the same time.

06
Fit ferrule (end cap) to seatpost 

end of outer cable. Insert outer 

cable end in to shroud at the 

bottom of post. Push seatpost down into 

seat tube to measured saddle height (see 

step 1). At the same time, pull gently on 

lever end of outer cable, being careful 

not to pull the outer cable from the 

seatpost shroud.

CHARLIE  
SAYS...

“Step 6 will give  

you the length of cable 

needed when the post is 

inserted and set at the 

normal riding 

position.”

CHARLIE  
SAYS...

“You will likely need  

to turn the bars to give  

the outer cable  

some slack.”

11
Cut excess inner cable 

above barrel as short  

as possible.
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This month’s routes
WHERE TO RIDE AND EXPLORE

 0 1  H A R D  R O U T E

COULAGS LOOP, TORRIDON
36km (22 miles)

 0 2  E A S Y  R O U T E

WATERSHIP DOWN, 
HAMPSHIRE
18km (11 miles)

There may well be rabbits living on the Hampshire 

hilltops they made famous, but we didn’t see any 

when we were there. We did have a blast though: 

enjoying a succession of stiff climbs and full-pelt 

descents that typify the downs of central England. 

It’s all totally rideable, though traction can be at a 

premium if the chalky clay gets at all wet. The final 

drop is probably the best of the bunch, but there’s 

some fun to be had all the way round. And it would 

be so easy to shorten or extend if you fancied more 

or less. 

 0 3  M E D I U M  R O U T E

QUANTOCK HILLS  
CLASSIC
20km (12 miles)

We never get bored of riding the Quantocks, and 

this little clover-leaf loop is definitely one of our 

favourites. There really is a dearth of top-notch 

riding in this pocket-sized collection of hills.  

Care is needed to make sure you follow the route 

in the right direction, it returns to a main hub a 

couple of times, but each climb is both challenging 

yet doable, and the descents are all delectable 

singletrack that are sure to make you smile. The 

trails work in most weathers, but choose a good  

day for the views. 

 0 4  H A R D  R O U T E

WINDY GYLE,  
CHEVIOT HILLS
36km (22 miles)

The Cheviot Hills don’t see a lot of mtb traffic 

compared to some of the upland areas of Britain, 

but there’s no shortage of quality trails straddling 

this lofty ridge of wild and remote hilltops, and 

solitude is almost guaranteed. This is the classic 

loop in the area, which uses a real mix of tracks and 

trails, clambers up to the England/Scotland border 

then traverses it before plummeting back into 

England in three distinct stages. Highlights include 

the 619m summit of Windy Gyle and some awesome 

riverside singletrack. 

01

03

04

LOCATOR

02

R I D E  G U I D E

 T
orridon has a network 

of fantastic trails, but 

there are no signposts or 

waymarkers here. This loop 

starts and finishes in the 

middle of nowhere, and it only  

gets more remote from there,  

so don’t underestimate the 

mountains. Expect stunning 

scenery, hike-a-bike sections, a 

blend of wind, rain and midges,  

but above all, some of the best  

riding on the British Isles.  

Once off the short road section  

it’s entirely singletrack, with  

the last and highest saddle of the 

ride at 680m, marking the start  

of one incredible stretch of trail.
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H I G H L A N D
S T I N G
Head to the Highlands and get swept away 

by Torridon’s torrent of untamed trails; just 
watch out for the flesh-eating midges...

Words and photos: Roo Fowler
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bove my desk, on the second  

shelf up, next to a stack of maps, 

sits a large triangular stone of 

white, pink and orange hues.  

I picked up that stone 10 years 

ago on a camping holiday with 

my dad and my brother. We 

had driven past an imposing 

mountain high up in the 

Scottish Highlands, a couple 

of miles from the village of 

Torridon. Its distinctive 

bright slopes of shattered 

quartzite, and triangular 

shapes, drew my gaze. 

The next time we drove 

past, I got my dad to drop 

me off at the bottom, and 

while he and my brother 

went off for the day, I began the steep scramble up 

to the summit. Halfway up, crossing a scree slope, 

I saw this triangular rock layered with colour and, 

for no particular reason, I picked it up. 

I had the mountain to myself at the summit, 

the knife-edge ridges of Beinn Eighe stretched 

out before me, with its triple buttresses forming 

the shape of an E. I sat down on the middle ridge 

with a vast valley dropping away either side, 

and munched my lunch in silence, watching the 

shadows of clouds drift across the landscape. 

Twisting, well-defined ribbons sprawled across 

the rocky valley floors; were they trails or rivers? 

Either way, they looked bizarrely clean and 

smooth, perhaps smooth enough to ride bikes 

along? Not today though. With no mobile phone, 

I was relying on meeting my dad at a certain time 

back at the bottom of the mountain. I tore myself 

away from the view, but vowed someday to return.

A decade later and I’m on the road, venturing 

past the access road to the Fort William World 

Cup downhill track, and then a further two 

hours north, with the sole aim of making good on 

that promise to myself. Of course Torridon has 

well and truly arrived on the mountain biking 

map since then, and I have only ever heard good 

things said about it. But hailing from South-East 

England, Torridon is a bit of a trek, so I'm really 

hoping that it's not one of those places 

Hike-a-bike extreme: 

negotiating Torridon’s

watery chasms
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that's been over-hyped. I mean, Geneva is a shorter 

drive for God's sake! 

Joining me is my friend Toby Pantling, who’s 

been there once before, and with our combined, 

but limited, knowledge of the area, we’ve 

allocated three days to get out and see what we 

fi nd. Our only concrete experience is a path from 

Achnashellach, heading North. It’s the one trail 

Toby has ridden; beyond that, we’re on our own. 

There are various guiding companies who offer 

their valuable knowledge and experience to make 

the most of the area, but for some reason —possibly 

stupidity — we opt out, and go old school with a 

big paper map and a hostel booked for the night. 

Parked up at the bottom of the trail, I hop out of 

the van to get that map from the back and ahh... 

midges. It’s June, prime midge season, and in our 

sheltered wooded parking spot they are out in 

force. Diving back into the cab we spread open 

the map and trace the route of this trail while 

randomly clapping our hands and slapping our 

heads to clear the midges. 

MIDGE IRE
The trail in question climbs up to a high valley and 

a crossroads, where unknown trails fan out to the 

left, to the right and straight ahead. All are crying 

out to be explored. With options there, we sit for 10 

minutes planning exactly what kit we need to put 

on, where it is in the van, and the minimum bike 

fettling we can get away with to limit our exposure 

time to the midges. We swing the doors open and 

all hell breaks loose. Bikes get pulled out, we swat 

the air, swat our faces, and swat our legs. We’re 

changed in record time, all interspersed with a few 

high speed sprints to try and shake off the midges 

before hopping on our bikes and getting riding. 

If you’ve never experienced Scottish midges 

at their worst, I’m warning you — they’re 

something else...

Out of the woods and the landscape becomes 

ours and ours alone. Patches of sunlight scud 

across the sky, our two tiny fi gures dwarfed by the 

scenery. As is typical in the Scottish Highlands, 

there's a mix of riding and pushing, but trail 

conditions are so good that I can already tell any 

hike-a-bike is going to be worth it. The ground is 

hardpacked, with a mix of eroded Torridonian 

sandstone that creates a hard but well-drained 

surface, and a moonscape of exposed rock slabs, all 

just begging to be ridden. 

It’s not too long before we hit the crossroads. 

Ahead looks like a pretty epic descent traversing 

towards us on our side of this valley. Scale is hard 

to judge; to the right, the trail looks fl at and vague, 

to the left a promising two foot-wide singletrack 

twists off into the distance, beckoning us forward. 

Time is tight, so we save the big descent ahead, 

and instead peel left and follow a singletrack down 

across a river, before heading up again with a mix 

of riding and pushing. 

We keep following it up until the up becomes 

a down, but hold back — letting gravity take us 

forward. Ahead is a deep valley, with rivers and 

paths winding their way along the fl oor. One path 

on the opposite slope looks immaculately smooth, 

with regular hairpins zig-zagging up the hill. 

Pulling out the map, we pick it out, and plot how 

to get across, and then how to get out of there. A 

logical route springs from the map; up along the 

valley below us past a bothy, then kick up the 

steep hairpin climb into the high zone, looping 

around a mountain, past a loch and back into the 

original valley before a climb and traverse taking 

us up into the start of the epic descent behind us. 

After scanning the map, we look up at the scenery 

around, and below us. We’re high enough to trace 

that route around the scenery like we’re plotting it 

on Google Earth. It looks like a big day out in itself 

— 40km in this landscape is not to be taken lightly.

The following day, with the weather looking 

fairly grey, we pedal up the fi rst section of the ride; 

it follows a river up the valley, but stays mostly 

rideable. It takes longer than we thought, so when 

a bothy appears ahead, we take the opportunity 

to get out of the drizzle, poke around the rooms, 

munch on some lunch and have a quick brew 

before plodding on. 

Next we hit that super-smooth hairpin track, 

visible yesterday from across the valley. As it 

turns out, it’s pretty steep, and that smoothness 

was just an optical illusion caused by the uniform 

colour of the rock. Riding is out of the question. 

Just a long hike-a-bike where conversation trickles 

dry, and all that can be heard is a plaintive howl 

from the wind blowing over the cable port on my 

down tube, and the static crackle of rain hitting 

my jacket. 

It’s a long climb, but we’re glad we approached 

it this way around — as a descent it would be 

pretty loose. Over the fi rst of fi ve saddles for 

the day, and into the alpine zone, everything 

is unknown. The path on the map could be 

anything; it could be a bog, or non-existent. 

But instead, a long, well-defi ned ribbon of 

singletrack stretches out before us surrounded by 

mountains disappearing into the mist. 

We pile in, clattering over loose rocks and 

railing turns as hard as we dare. Gradually the 

singletrack turns uphill, as we circle a mountain 

and pass a low saddle to reach a picturesque loch 

dotted with miniature islands. Across the water, 

a few fellow mountain bikers navigate their 

own stretch of foot-wide heaven; and I thought 

we were the only ones up here? Their bright 

colours and mechanical mules look somewhat 

out of place — is this a primeval landscape or big 

mountain bike park? I wonder how this area has 

built such a name for itself. In part it seems down 

to the number of paths that are actually ridable, 

especially considering the remote setting. Of 

course there are hike-a-bike sections, many of 

which go on for a long time, but every time the bike 

gets hitched up onto my shoulder, the gravity-fed 

reward that follows is more than worth it.

Towards the top of the next saddle, we see a 

path disappear off to the left. It looks like it links 

up to a path fi nishing not far from Torridon 

village. It’s very tempting to see where it goes, but 

WE’RE HIGH 
ENOUGH TO 
TRACE A ROUTE 
LIKE WE’RE 
PLOTTING IT ON 
GOGGLE MAPS

Ploughing a furrow 

through Torridon’s

craggiest pastures

F E A T U R E
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that’s for another day. Today we’re feeling it in our 

legs. After the fourth saddle, we reach a new valley 

which feels so far removed from where we started. 

The weather is closing in, and it’s getting to that 

point where our ever-diminishing energy levels 

are starting to drop off a cliff. 

BEST FOR LAST
Some flat singletrack leads us to the last, and 

highest, saddle of the day at just over 680m. As 

is always the case, the final proper bit of climbing 

is the steepest, and with tired legs, the hardest. 

It takes every last drop of remaining energy to 

top out, feeling like we have to duck our heads 

below the thick blanket of cloud smothering the 

surrounding summits. We shelter behind some 

rocks in the monochrome landscape. 

We dig through our packs looking for anything 

that might contain calories, luckily we have some 

emergency Jelly Babies to help power us along the 

final stretch. Jelly Babies have never tasted so good! 

Onwards, and as home straights go, do they 

honestly get any better than this 7km stretch laid 

out before us? Not that it’s a straight, nor that it 

leads home. With what feels like a storm bearing 

down on our shoulders and pressing us into the 

descent, Toby takes the lead into this rollercoaster 

of singletrack. From the saddle it negotiates a 

small loch before crossing sides over sketchy rock 

gardens, over crests and through compressions as 

we traverse the valley side on this truly three-

dimensional trail. The gradient eases for a while 

before taking us to the moonscape area we pushed 

up a few days before. Bright rock slabs litter the 

area, some providing kickers and landings when 

we can summon the energy. The trail flows and 

we succeed in outrunning the chasing storm. Now 

we’re on an enduro race stage, as we follow each 

other on max attack, draining our final reserves.

After just one afternoon and one day, all those 

hours on the motorway feel like time well spent. 

The scenery alone in the area is worth the journey, 

but to have so many amazing trails threading their 

way through the landscape is barely believable. 

Make plans; you won't regret it. And if you're 

on a tight schedule, speak to one of the guiding 

companies and save time looking at a map. If you 

can outrun the midges and dodge the rain, you’ll 

enjoy one of the best mountain bike experiences  

in the world.

Cloud-smudged peaks 

and verdant valleys are 

made for adventure

Handmade signs point 

the way to civilisation

A bothy’s the best way to 

get warm in a shot
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Y O U R  C O A C H
A N D Y  B A R L O W
Before joining Dirt School, Andy liked to win 

things — races like the Scottish XC Champs 

and the Scottish Downhill Championships. 

Since 2009, though, he’s coached some of 

the world’s best riders 

with Dirt School and 

helped bring on the 

BASE MTB course at 

Borders College in 

the Tweed Valley. 

But what Andy 

really likes to do is 

communicate 

those same pro 

techniques to 

everyday riders.

S P E E D  I T  U P
Employ Andy Barlow’s traffic light system to increase your pace and get 
maximum thrills from each and every trail you swoop into...

Words: Andy Barlow  Photos: Andy McCandlish

E
veryone wants to go faster, but 

when we try, most of us just end 

up either crashing or making a 

load of mistakes and actually going 

slower. So where do the top riders 

get their speed from, and how 

do many of them manage to make going 

fast look so effortless? To answer those 

questions, we’re going to look at a few key 

areas that will help you up your pace, as well 

as setting some clear goals for you to follow, 

and giving you an insight into the mind of an 

experienced racer. 

FITTER IS FASTER
There’s no avoiding it. If you want to go 

faster, then you have to get fi tter. There 

are some tricks of the trade that we’ll look 

at later, that will allow you to carry speed 

better, but the reality of the situation is that 

the fi tter you are, the more stress your body 

can handle. Whether it’s cardiovascular 

fi tness letting you ride further, or upper 

body strength allowing you to hang on for 

longer; if you’re in better shape, then you can 

push yourself further without overreaching 

your limits.

HAVE A PLAN & STICK TO IT
If your time is limited, and you’re serious 

about making the most of your summer, then 

you need to have a plan. Platforms like Strava 

and Training Peaks are great at letting you 

set out and record what you’re doing, but 

downloading a specifi c training schedule 

is the best and most effi cient way to make 

progress. Even two or three hours a week 

can make a huge difference to your fi tness. 

Whether it’s committing to commuting by 

bike a couple of days a week, or downloading 

a training plan from Dirt School’s Training 

Peaks page, you have to stick to it. It’s not 

really the volume that makes the difference; 

it’s the consistency.

T E C H N I Q U E
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T H E R E ’ S  A N 
A P P  F O R  T H A T !
Dirt School’s coaching 
app lets you see 
the right and wrong 
techniques in slo-mo. 

P A C E 
Y O U R S E L F
If you’ve been following these articles 

for a while, then you’ll know that we 

encourage you to break down your tracks 

into pacing zones. These are differentiated 

by gradient. If the track is wide and fl at, 

and you don’t really have to be on any line, 

then you can go hard. If the track is crazy 

steep, with roots and corners everywhere, 

then you have to back off and think about 

being smooth. The aim is to work on your 

perceived exertion. 

T R A F F I C  L I G H T S
RED

This is a steep section of trail where traction is limited 

and line choice is crucial. Back off! The goal here is to 

be as smooth as possible and to give yourself consistent traction 

and control. If something takes you by surprise, you should have 

ample time to react. It shouldn’t feel fast. Try and be as neat and 

tidy as you can. If you get through a red zone without taking a 

foot off, or locking a wheel, then you’re riding it well.

AMBER
This is a part of trail that is mildly technical. 

You can’t quite stay off the brakes fully, but 

it’s faster than a red zone. Get a pedal stroke in here or there, but 

don’t get carried away. You’re trying to carry speed by releasing 

your brakes and allowing the bike to roll unrestricted. Give 

yourself room to move and follow the trail.

GREEN
This is an open trail with very little gradient 

and no real lines as such. Think a fi re road 

between two technical parts of trail, or a wider section of track 

with good line of sight. This is where you can go crazy on the 

pedals. The harder you try here, the faster you’ll go. Remember to 

back off when you get to the next red or amber zone, or you’ll be 

carrying all that momentum into a section where you need to be 

going slower.

Splitting a trail like this means that you can have clear goals for 

each section — almost like gradient mapping. If it’s fl at, then you 

can burn a few matches by pedalling hard. If it’s technical and 

steep, then you back off, ride smoothly, and save your legs for 

the next pedal section.

L O O K 
F A S T E R
Being conscious of where you’re 

looking through corners, or technical 

sections, is the key to having control. 

Very often, when we brake suddenly, 

or feel stiff or tense on the trail, it’s 

because we’re looking at all the wrong 

things. Remember to look for the grip 

points in technical sections, and look 

round and out of the corners. If you’re 

staring at a gnarly tree stump in the 

middle of the trail then that’s what’s 

going to be going through your head. 

Look for smooth parts of a trail and 

you’ll feel a lot more confi dent. 

Looking where you want to 
go means that you’re always 
thinking about the positives.

Backing off and hitting your 
lines should give you time 
to react. If you’re going 
‘Green’ everywhere then 
you’ll end up exhausted and 
making silly mistakes.
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S T R O N G  N E U T R A L 
R I D I N G  P O S I T I O N
The basics of standing with your legs straight, 

your heels down, and your elbows bent, creates 

an excellent posture that you can use to reset your 

body position. No matter how technical a trail gets, 

you should be conscious that this strong stance 

is at the heart of your control over the bike. Try 

and keep your head centred over the bars and 

loosen your hips for balance above your saddle and 

frame. That way, as your bike starts moving around 

underneath you, you’ll have a strong neutral riding 

position with your head, arms and torso attached 

to your front end, and your hips, legs and rear 

wheel free to step out of line behind you. 

C H O O S E  Y O U R 
B A T T L E S
Going fast is as much about being patient as it is 

about pedalling harder. Most people try too hard 

in all the wrong places. Pedal out of every corner 

and you’ll be just as tired as everyone else when 

it comes to an actual fast section. An experienced 

rider doesn’t waste energy. He or she uses good 

technique to gain confidence and control through 

all the technical sections, and only ramps up the 

effort where the trail allows. This means that 

energy is saved for sections where burning it will 

have the most benefit. 

S L O W  I N ,  F A S T  O U T
That old chestnut. We’ve all heard it a million times, but how does it work in reality? Try splitting a corner 

up into three parts. You have the entrance, the middle, and the exit. Now let’s work backwards. The ultimate 

goal is always to carry speed out of the exit as this has the most impact on your overall pace. You can 

only do this if you ride the mid-corner with control. Braking in the middle, or going so fast that you end 

up sideways or running out of traction and sliding through, always feels fast, but the clock will tell you 

otherwise as it will affect your exit speed dramatically. You have to use the entrance to slow down, then 

come off the brakes and lean into the mid-corner with balance, and in control. That way you’ll build your 

speed through the corner, rather than losing it all the way round and having to spend a load of energy 

getting it back. You should have confidence mid-corner to be able to accelerate through the exit. You  

don’t want to have to drag the brakes because you’ve come in too hot.

B R A K E  I T  D O W N
The mistake a lot of riders make when they 

start to go fast is that they smash through 

all the easy sections of trail, then brake in 

all the wrong places when it starts getting 

twisty. Remember that you’ll have much 

better traction and control if you’re off the 

brakes. You can only do this if you’ve done all 

your slowing down on the way into a section. 

Come in with too much momentum and you’ll 

be slamming the brakes on right where you 

need the most grip. Brake where the trail is 

smoother, and you’ll be able to accelerate 

with confidence and control right through the 

sections that used to give you bother.

Letting go of the brakes lets the 
bike find better traction, but you 
can only do this if you’ve slowed 
up on the way into a section.

Recognising that you don’t 
have to go fast everywhere 
allows you to break the trail 
up into pacing zones. Here 
Andy changes his perceived 
exertion from Green to Red.

Going fast isn’t always about 
speed. Control is the secret to 
unlocking confidence.

T E C H N I Q U E
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Cou t ess ou s o  

th  l  k  h  

t e u t ate test o  

p f    

a  l b l y

Countless hours on 

the trails make this 

the ultimate test of 

performance as well 

as reliability

LONG 
TERMERS

W
e tested this 

bike’s sibling 

— the Blue 

Pig — in the 

March issue’s 

Hardcore Hardtails test. That 

bike walked away with the 

Best in Test rosette. Its truly 

progressive, slack, long and low 

geometry was simply awesome. 

We even said it was the best hardtail 

we’ve tested.

Yet, we still couldn’t help but wonder 

if the Blue Pig’s 4130 cro-mo frame really 

added much to the ride. It was harsher than 

two of the alloy bikes it was up against. 

The steel frame certainly added pounds 

— both sterling and lb. The Blue Pig costs 

£1,700 and weighs 30.8lb. This 6061-T6 

alloy framed Mmmbop costs £1,350 and 

weighs 28lb, even though the fi nishing kit 

on the two bikes is almost identical.

Fundamentally it was the excellent 

angles and sizing that gave the Blue Pig the 

test win, so given that both bikes share the 

same geometry, will this cheaper 

and lighter Ragley still offer up 

the same radical ride?

Well, the geometry really 

is something special: a 64° 

head angle, 450mm reach 

(19in) and 310mm bottom 

bracket height are numbers 

typically only ever found on 

forward-thinking aggressive 

full-sussers. There’s almost no other 

brand designing hardtails as progressive as 

Ragley, at least not at this price point.

If you’re coming from a modern 

full-suspension bike, getting to grips with 

the Mmmbop requires precious little 

in the way of body — or even attitude — 

adjustment. Even the on-paper relatively 

short reach measurement actually 

lengthens when you get on the bike, and 

that 150mm Mattoc fork sags into its 

travel. Basically, its ‘dynamic reach’ is 

longer than the ‘static’ reach measurement 

suggests; the head angle also steepens 

and the BB drops. 

Hop on the Mmmbop and ‘only’ the 

messages from the unsuspended rear end 

reminds you that you’re on a hardtail. You 

know what? You don’t get reminded all that 

often. It’s arguably on seated contouring 

linking trails where the hardtail-ness gets a 

MONTH 1: Can 29er-sized, full-sus addict Benji get to grips with this 27.5in 

wheeled hardcore hardtail? Hopefully he likes green…

BENJI’S RAGLEY MMMBOP
£ 1 , 3 4 9. 9 9  /  2 7. 5 i n  /  r a g l e y b i k e s . c o m

I N T R O D U C I N G

150mm Manitou Mattoc

Comp fork makes light

work of any surface 

WHY IT ’S HERE
We gave the Blue 

Pig a 10, will the 

cheaper Mmmbop 

turn it up 

to 11?

THE RIDER
BENJI HAWORTH

Position Deputy 

digital editor

Mostly rides The North

Height 6ft 1in

Weight 73kg

THE BIKE
■ Sports arguably 

the most progressive 

geometry you’ll fi nd 

outside of a full-sus 

enduro bike

■ Finishing kit is 

11-speed Shimano SLX 

paired with a 32t FSA 

chainset and Deore 

M506 disc brakes

■ A 150mm Manitou 

Mattoc Comp fork 

performs sterling work 

up front 
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IN THE 
SHED

Ragley Mmmbop £1,349.99

27.5in

Specialized Enduro Comp 650B £2,600

27.5in

Mojo/Nicolai G13 £3,550 frame kit

29in

Nukeproof Mega 290 Pro £3,399

29in

Transition Smuggler 4 £2,799.95

29in

Commençal Meta TR V4.2 Origin ¤2,099

Trek Fuel EX 8 Plus £2,600

27.5+

SPECIFICATION
Frame Custom butted 

6061-T6 aluminium

Fork Manitou Mattoc 

Comp, 150mm travel

Wheels Novatec hubs, 

WTB STP i23 rims, 

WTB Vigilante/Trail 

Boss 27.5x2.3/2.25in 

tyres, FSA Comet 32t 

chainset, Shimano SLX 

M7000 r-mech 

and shifter 

Brakes Shimano Deore 

M506, 180/160mm

Components Ragley 

Wiser Riser 760mm 

bar, Stubbing 50mm 

stem, Brand-X Ascend 

120mm dropper post, 

Ragley saddle

Weight 12.7kg (28lb)

Sizes 15in, 17in, 19in, 21in

Contact ragleybikes.com

GEOMETRY
Size tested L

Head angle 64°

Seat angle 73°

BB height 310mm

Chainstay 425mm

Front centre 774mm

Wheelbase 1,199mm

Down tube 730mm

Top tube 641mm

Reach 450mm

Benji was soon singing 

the Mmmbop’s praises 

when the trail got rowdy 

Alu frame combines

lightweight with killer

modern geometry

Dropper post adds

to the aggressive 

attitude

Big-bar lover Benji 

would spank his cash

on a Spank Spike...

27.5in

bit distracting. On descents, quite frankly 

you’re too busy laughing your tits off.

Spec-wise, so far the Mmmbop has 

been impressive. The 150mm Manitou 

Mattoc Comp fork is fabulously unfazed 

by anything. The Shimano SLX-based 

drivetrain works (how boringly brilliant 

are groupsets these days?). The Shimano 

Deore M506 disc brakes are powerful and 

offer impressive feel. The Brand-X Ascend 

dropper post has so far been lovely and its 

under-bar-remote is a delight to use.

The spec is not perfect for my tastes 

though. I’d like a fatter tyre on the rear for 

extra comfort, and a more open tread up 

front to clear mud faster. I also swapped 

out the 740mm wide, 15mm-rise Ragley bar 

for a set of whopping wide, high-rise Spank 

bars because I like big bars and I cannot lie.

Perhaps my favourite thing so far about 

this bike is that it’s a sub-£1.5k bike with 

a great stout fork, properly substantial 

tyres and a dropper seatpost and it weighs 

signifi cantly less than 30lb.

It’s reminded me that, for a surprisingly 

large proportion of riding, the extra weight 

of full-suspension is perhaps not a penalty 

worth paying. Get your geometry right, fi t a 

good fork and strong tyres and let rip.
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CHARLIE’S COMMENCAL 
META TR V4.2 ORIGIN 

SPECIFICATION
Frame NEC + Ultra 

SL triple-butted 

6066 aluminium, 

130mm travel

Shock RockShox 

Deluxe RT 

Fork RockShox Yari RC 

Boost, 140mm travel

Wheels Formula hubs, 

WTB STP i23 rims, 

Maxxis DHR II/Ardent 

27.5x2.3/2.25in tyres

Drivetrain SRAM NX 

32t chainset, SRAM NX 

r-mech and shifter

Brakes SRAM 

Level, 180mm

Components Ride 

Alpha 760mm bar, 

50mm stem, saddle 

and seatpost

Weight 14kg (30.8lb)

Sizes S, M, L, XL

Contact commencal-

store.co.uk

GEOMETRY
Size tested L

Head angle 66.5° 

Seat angle 74° 

BB height 326mm

Chainstay 437mm 

Front centre 756mm 

Wheelbase 1,193mm 

Down tube 713mm

Top tube 627mm 

Reach 460mm

€ 2 , 0 9 9  /  2 7. 5 i n  /  c o m m e n c a l - s t o r e . c o m

THE RIDER
CHARLIE COLLINS

Position Writer/tester

Mostly rides
South Wales

Height 5ft 10in

Weight 75kg

THE BIKE
■ Commençal’s classic 

trail bike gets updated 

frame geometry with 

more suspension 

muscle; making version 

4.2 better than ever

■ The entry-level 

model features SRAM 

components, including 

the excellent NX 1x11 

drivetrain and lesser-

known Level brakes

■ A 140mm RockShox 

Yari RC complements 

the 130mm-travel 

rear end

WHY IT ’S HERE
It could be the 

best sub-£2k trail 

bike currently on 

the market

W
ith a month already under its belt, the 

Meta just keeps delivering the goods. 

This meagre 130mm-travel trail bike is 

certainly punching well above its weight, 

taking on trails that some enduro bikes 

would struggle with. 

What makes it so darn capable? In a nutshell it’s 

the geometry. The slack 66.5° head angle, low bottom 

bracket height and 437mm chainstays combine 

with a 30mm rise handlebar to create an amazingly 

comfortable and neutral riding position. It helps too that 

the rear suspension has good progression, so you’re not 

ripping through its travel in the blink of an eye.

It’s not all rosy however, with an initial concern 

brought to light by bike test editor Muldoon when he 

said he had trouble with heel rub on the original AM 

version. As a clipped-in rider, I thought I’d have no 

issue with this, but it seems that the tell-tale signs are 

already appearing. In fact, one month in, and the paint 

is down to the undercoat on the chainstays. As muddy 

and gritty as most of my initial rides have been, that’s 

far from ideal.

With its newly boosted rear end, the 148mm hub 

spacing has naturally pushed everything wider than 

before. On top of this, the inboard rear brake 

caliper forces the chainstays to form a 

slightly wider arc. With that extra width, 

it’s hardly surprising that heels would 

catch the frame. 

In an attempt to remedy this, I’ve 

toyed with a couple of different pedal 

set-ups and settled on the Crank Brothers 

Mallet DH with its longer axles. I’ve also adjusted my 

cleats to sit as far in on the shoe as possible, pushing my 

feet out further. Even with these mods, I haven’t fully 

resolved the problem, so I think it’s going to be one that 

I have to live with. 

Also, as a left foot forward rider, another downside 

to this heel rub is that my back foot catches on 

the moulded chainstay protector. I can feel it 

trying to peel the protector off the frame, 

so time will tell just how well this plastic 

piece lasts. Needless to say, I’m stoked on 

every other aspect of the Commençal, so 

I’ll try some different shoes to see if I can 

get around this minor sticking point.  

MONTH 2: Charlie’s seriously impressed by the Commençal’s 

composure and learning to live with its heel strike issues

L O N G T E R M E R S

148mm Boost rear end 

means the chainstays

are taking a battering





I
’ve got to be honest, I’ve not 

had too much time to get out 

and ride the G13 since my last 

update. Just once in fact, so 

I’ll save my thoughts for next 

month on the modifi cations Chris 

Porter made to its set-up during my 

visit to Mojo HQ. 

Even on that single outing I had lots 

of people asking about the G13, and what I 

really thought about it. More specifi cally, they wanted to know 

if I would choose it over a more ‘conventional’ bike? It’s a hard 

question to answer, and still one I’m getting to grips with, as 

my position seems to ebb and fl ow on this one depending on 

the trail. 

There’s no doubt that for taller riders, the G13 makes more 

sense, just because it fi ts better than a conventional bike, 

but what about the super-slack head angle, the extreme 

wheelbase, the long chainstays etc? 

Well, there are inevitably some drawbacks, and the most 

evident to me is how the bike rides in tight corners. Sure you 

can nail them just as fast as on a shorter bike, but I do fi nd 

myself questioning if some of the fun has been lost. Actually, 

lost probably isn’t the right word; it’s more like the fun has 

shifted away from tight corners towards fast and/or steep 

riding, where this bike is unparalleled. 

That’s my current thinking anyway, but as I said, my 

opinion seems ever-changing. Maybe this new set-up will 

shift my focus once again, as I recently rode a track with 

some tight turns and messed up on two of the runs, then on 

the third attempt I felt like a total hero! Hopefully a little more 

saddle time will help to clear things up and not muddy the 

waters further.  
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MONTH 7: Trek’s 

steering limiter proves 

no cause for concern

DAVE’S TREK 
FUEL EX 8 PLUS 

THE RIDER
DAVE ARTHUR

Position Writer/tester

Mostly rides FoD/Wales

Height 5ft 11in

Weight 66kg

THE BIKE
■ The latest version of 

Trek’s Fuel EX goes up 

in travel and tyre size 

■ A 140mm Fox 34 

Rhythm fork is married 

to the Fox Float 

RE:aktiv 130mm 

rear suspension 

■ Boost dropouts 

front and rear increase 

wheel strength

■ 2.8in Bontrager 

27.5 Plus tyres on 

40mm wide 

tubeless-ready rims

■ Innovative Knock 

Block down-tube saver

THE RIDER
ROO FOWLER

Position Freelance 

photographer

Mostly rides Surrey Hills

Height 6ft 4in

Weight 86kg

THE BIKE
■ One of the largest 

29er trail bikes on 

the market

■ Custom set-up by 

Mojo for each rider

■ Handmade in 

Germany from 

aluminium

■ Progressive 

geometry with a super-

slack head angle and 

steep seat angle

ROO’S MOJO/
NICOLAI G13

MONTH 6: Not much riding but 

a lot of head scratching

WHY IT ’S HERE
Can a bike ever 

be too long, low 

and slack?

£ 2 , 6 0 0  /  2 7. 5  P l u s  /  t r e k b i k e s . c o m

£ 3 , 5 5 0  ( f r a m e ,  f o r k ,  s h o c k  &  s e a t p o s t )  / 

2 9 i n  /  g e o m e t r o n . m o j o . c o . u k

L O N G T E R M E R S

O
ne of the unique features of the 

new Fuel EX is also one of its most 

divisive, and a major concern 

for potential customers. It’s the 

Knock Block steering lock. To 

increase frame stiffness, Trek straightened 

and oversized the down tube, but this led 

to another problem: the fork crown could 

now spin around and smash into the frame. 

So Trek limited the steering with a neat 

steering lock. It feels a bit like having a dual 

crown fork, but instead of the bump stops 

on the stanchions stopping on the frame, 

a keyed headset top cap with a similarly 

keyed Bontrager stem limit the steering. 

I’ve fi elded a fair few questions about 

the Knock Block, most people asking if 

it inhibits steering limit when riding. I’ve 

not found that to be the case at all. On the 

trail I’ve not yet encountered a corner so 

tight that the Knock Block has prevented 

adequate turning radius, and if anything it 

could be an advantage as it prevents the 

front tucking under and stalling on really 

tight turns. The limited steering range has 

only become apparent when manoeuvring 

the bike in or out of my garage. 

Compatibility is another key concern, 

but it needn’t be, as Bontrager produces 

a range of stems that are compatible with 

the Knock Block system. Swapping 

stems is just like any other bike, 

and Trek also offers a keyed 

spacer that lets you fi t any 

stem you want, so you’re 

not locked into using 

Bontrager products. 

WHY IT ’S HERE
Because 27.5 

Plus is here 

to stay
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L O N G T E R M E R S

MONTH 7: JD strips down the Smuggler to see how it’s coped 

with a gritty winter and a less than subtle cleaning regime

A
nyone ever woken up the morning after a 

wet ride to feel grit still in their eyes? I have. 

Routinely, in fact. There was one three-month 

period where I didn’t have a dry ride, every 

time I went out it was either lashing with rain, 

had just rained, or it was sleeting. My eyeballs are just 

about OK, but how about the Transition, I thought? 

Time for a strip down and an MOT test.

First up, the suspension. Transition uses collet-style 

hardware for the main pivot, which basically means 

there are two bolts to tighten — the fi rst is a big, 

hollow axle bolt that is torqued up hard to 

19Nm. Then there’s a taper screw that slides 

through that axle bolt and gets nipped 

up to a modest 7Nm. The logic is that it’s 

easier to get the right bearing preload 

as you’re tightening it up, and Transition 

says this big hardware also makes the 

back end stiffer. It also helps prevent the 

bolts working loose because the two bolts 

are holding each other tight — a system that 

has worked perfectly on my Smuggler.

The Monarch shock was next. It looked in good nick, 

held air, didn’t dribble oil and I was getting full travel… 

that said, I decided it was probably time for a service 

because the RockShox guidelines suggest it should 

be stripped down every 100 hours. Likewise the Yari 

fork, although it had fewer hours on the bike because 

I fi tted a different fork last month. Suspension tuning 

experts TF Tuned will do both for £188, or you can do 

it yourself by following our How To videos (po.st/Fork 

and po.st/AirCan).

Bikes are full of bearings and it pays 

to keep a close eye on them to make sure 

there’s no water ingress. I’ve not done 

this, and worse still, I’ve pressure washed 

the bike three times a week for six months. 

It’s pretty amazing, then, that the headset, bottom 

bracket, hubs and mech were all perfectly smooth, 

with clean grease where it should be. The mech had 

unscrewed itself slightly from the hanger though, so 

I dabbed on Loctite and retightened it. 

The Smuggler needed new brake pads (interestingly, 

you need the old Avid Elixir pads that look totally 

different to the pads the bike comes with), a new gear 

outer where it had worn on the ISCG tabs, and a bit of 

a clean. I think that’s pretty good for a winter of cruddy 

riding and general bike neglect.

JAMIE’S TRANSITION SMUGGLER 4 
£ 2 , 7 9 9. 9 5  /  2 9 i n  /  w i n d w a v e . c o . u k

SPECIFICATION
Frame Aluminium, 

115mm travel

Shock RockShox 

Monarch RT Debonair

Fork RockShox Yari RC 

Solo Air, 130mm travel 

Wheels SRAM MTH 

hubs, WTB STP i25 

rims, Maxxis Minion 

DHF/DHR II EXO Dual 

29x2.3in tyres

Drivetrain SRAM NX 

11-speed

Brakes SRAM DB5, 

180mm rotors

Components Race 

Face Ride 760mm bar, 

Aeffect 50mm stem, 

KS eTen Integra 

100mm dropper post

Weight 15.8kg (34.8lb)

Sizes S, M, L, XL

GEOMETRY
Size tested XL

Head angle 67.5°

Seat angle 74.5°

BB height 334mm

Chainstay 435mm

Front centre 784mm

Wheelbase 1,219mm

Down tube 736mm

Top tube 647mm

Reach 483mm

THE RIDER
JAMIE DARLOW

Position Buzz editor

Mostly rides
Surrey Hills

Height 6ft 1in

Weight 75kg

THE BIKE
■ Short-travel 29er trail 

bike meets low, long 

and slack geometry

■ Mismatched travel, 

with 130mm RockShox 

Yari fork and 115mm 

back end

■ Featuring SRAM’s 

new NX drivetrain — 

1x11 on a budget

■ Internal routing, 

dropper post, ISCG 

tabs, 2.3in High 

Roller tyres… built 

for bombing

WHY IT ’S HERE
Because why 

should long-travel 

bikes get all the 

fun geometry?

Shock treatment: 

the Monarch gets 

dethroned
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MONTH 4: Danny nails his suspension 

set-up thanks to an ingenious gadget

H
aving relaxed the Mega 29’s 

geometry, my focus this month 

turned to the suspension set-up. 

To help me in my quest to find the 

best balance between efficiency 

and capability, I turned to Shock Wiz, the 

latest tuning gizmo from SRAM. It connects 

to the air valve on your fork or shock and, 

once calibrated, measures the change in 

air pressure 100 times a second. From this 

data it works out how much travel you’re 

using and how fast you’re using it. After 

riding around for a bit, you can Bluetooth 

the findings to an app on your phone and 

work through any recommendations. It’s 

like having your own personal suspension 

tuning expert buzzing your back tyre, in a 

good way. 

Using the ‘Playful’ mode — which is 

skewed to a livelier feel — I began by setting 

up the sag. This is easily done because the 

app gives a live reading as you stand on 

the bike. Settling on 20 per cent front and 

25 per cent rear, I then went out and did a 

lap of my test circuit, using the roughest, 

steepest tracks I could find. 

I’d like to think it was expertise on my 

part, although it was probably pure fluke, 

my dynamic sag was calculated at 20 per 

cent front and 22 per cent rear. Spot on. As 

to why the dynamic sag was less than the 

static sag, I can only think that the lighter 

rebound damping recommended by the 

Playful mode lets the bike ride 

higher. Now I have a base tune, 

I’m going to follow the same 

process with a few of the 

other riding styles to see how 

the settings differ and how 

that translates to the ride  

and handling. 

MONTH 6: Jason rues a boost in 

price and blames Brexit

O
n a recent photo shoot I got 

chatting to technical editor 

PB about the Enduro. He’d 

been riding a Specialized 

Stumpjumper for the Trail 

Bike of the Year test in this issue, and 

the conversation inevitably got round 

to sizing.

PB is 5ft 10in, and as soon as he swung a leg over my XL 

Enduro I could immediately see that it fitted him well. So 

you can imagine my frustration that, at over 6ft, the biggest 

Enduro Specialized produces is actually too small for me.  

This gripe — albeit a very important one — aside, the bike 

has been great. Really great. 

Now, sadly I have to bring a bit of politics into the 

longtermer pages. Specialized recently announced a round 

of price increases due to currency fluctuations, which sees 

the price of my Enduro Comp increase by 11.5 per cent from 

£2,600 to £2,900. It seems that the weak pound following 

the Brexit vote has really started to take effect. So when next 

out riding trails funded by the EU, make sure you know how 

your riding buddies voted last summer. If nothing else it’ll 

help inform your decision as to who to give the flick.

JASON’S SPECIALIZED 
ENDURO COMP 650B
£ 2 , 6 0 0  /  2 7. 5 i n  /  s p e c i a l i z e d . c o m

THE RIDER
JASON HARDY

Position
Picture editor

Mostly rides Surrey Hills

Height 6ft 2in

Weight 101kg

THE BIKE
■ Ground up redesign 

with revised geometry 

for 2017

■ 170mm-travel with 

Yari fork and RockShox 

Monarch Plus shock

■ ‘Base’ model in the 

range with alloy frame

■ Slacker front end, 

longer top tube, shorter 

chainstays, lower BB

WHY IT ’S HERE
Does the new 

Enduro go 

far enough?

DANNY’S  
NUKEPROOF 
MEGA 290 PRO

£ 3 , 3 9 9  /  2 9 i n  /  n u k e p r o o f . c o m

THE RIDER
DANNY MILNER

Position Editor

Mostly rides Surrey Hills

Height 5ft 10in

Weight 72kg

THE BIKE
■ Aggressive,  

150mm-travel 29er 

■ Top model in a  

three-bike range  

that starts at £2,299

■ Also available with 

27.5in wheels and 

170/160mm travel 

WHY IT ’S HERE
Is a 150mm-travel 

29er too much 

bike for trail 

riding?
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F
ox’s 32 series of forks has been 

overshadowed recently by the 

success of the 34 and 36 models, 

but to coincide with the Olympics 

last summer Fox gave the platform 

a major redesign, and introduced the new 

Step-Cast chassis. 

Step-cast refers to the distinctive lower 

leg design, which retains its slim, lightweight 

stance, but creates more real estate to 

accommodate wider 110x15mm Boost hubs, 

as well as standard 100x15mm axles. The 

fork is available with the usual QR15 axle, 

or the new Kabolt axle, which helps to 

reduce weight by 40g but takes away some 

practicality, as it requires the use of a 6mm 

Allen key.

The main purpose of the step-cast design 

is to reduce weight without compromising 

stiffness, and at 1,372g for this test fork, it’s 

a good 150g lighter than the normal version, 

although travel is limited to 100mm with the 

stepped design. With that in mind, it’s clear 

this fork is designed for out-and-out racers, or 

those ruthlessly dedicated to saving weight.

The Float air spring remains much the 

same, and it’s possible to adjust the air 

volume with up to four spacers. There are 

three different damper options, including 

the top of the range FIT4 tested here, as 

well as the FIT iRD — giving remote control 

of the damper — and the new GRIP sealed 

cartridge at £629. 

The fi rst thing I noticed about riding 

this fork was the low weight; the front end 

pops up without hesitation. In theory that 

weight saving should come at the expense 

of stiffness, but any loss 

of solidity is hard to detect, 

and at 6ft 1in I’m not exactly 

built like an XC racer. In fact, 

considering how narrow and 

skinny the fork looks from behind 

the bars, it’s impressively stiff, even 

when pitching into rough terrain. 

Despite the excellent damping, and 

tunability of the air spring, the ultimate 

limiting factor is the travel. With only 

100mm on offer, it’s not long before it gets 

out of its comfort zone. So for trail riding 

you’d be far better off with the standard 34. 

As far as race forks go though, this is 

one of the best out there; the noticeable 

reduction in weight has come at minimal 

cost in terms of performance. It feels 

light, taut and fast, as well 

as looking the part. Fast 

and light never means 

cheap though, and this 

particular model comes in 

at nearly £900.

Roo Fowler

Tested

YOUR 
TESTERS

PAUL BURWELL
Offi ce quinquagenarian, hanging 

onto the last remnants of his hair, 

teeth, and skill

ROO FOWLER
Lurch-a-like mbr super snapper. 

Tall, sullen, rides a gigantic 

Mojo  Geometron

MICK KIRKMAN
Recovering from scald after a 

winter in the trenches or what 

passes for trails up North

ROB HOYLES
Likes anything with two wheels, 

a girl in every port, and Alan 

Partridge jokes

FOX FLOAT 32 
STEP-CAST FIT4 29
 £ 8 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 1,372g • Wheel size: 27.5in and 29in • QR15 or Kabolt 15mm axle • 100mm 
travel • Standard or Boost spacing • Colour: Black, White or Orange • Contact: mojostore.co.uk

Compression adjustment

makes set-up a cinch
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What mbr
ratings mean
Our grading 

system explained

S C O R E S  O N  T H E  D O O R S

DAINESE TRAIL SKINS 2 KNEEPAD  
£ 6 9. 9 5

SPECIFICATION Sizes: S-XL • Contact: windwave.co.uk 

1-4 5-6Something’s wrong. It’s rare, but sometimes 
a product will have a design fl aw or some 
other weakness that means we can’t 
recommend it. Steer clear. 

OK — one or two 
faults but it has 
potential.

7Good — 
worth 

considering.
8Very 

good 
— for the 
money, 
we’d buy it.

10 Simply 
the best 

— we couldn’t 
fault it.

9Excellent 
— a slight 

mod or two 
and it might 
be perfect.

The Trail Skins 2 is a new version of the Trail Skins knee guard, 

a product we rated 10 out of 10 when we tested it a year ago. 

The main difference is the honeycomb kneepad is no longer a 

two-piece design but rather a single formed matrix pad, which is 

bonded to a highly breathable mesh body. It looks rigid but it’s 

totally mouldable to the shape of your knee, creating a tighter 

fi t and better overall comfort. According to Dainese, the pad 

material also offers a 14 per cent increase in protection, and with 

the new cutaways, a 15 per cent improvement in breathability. 

My only issue with the fractal design is that mud can collect in 

the lattice during a wet ride, which means they will need more 

regular cleaning.

To add some further protection, the Trail Skins 2 features 

Crash Absorb (smart material) side pads and a new double 

elastic lower hem, which actually stops the whole thing slipping 

down as you’re riding and exposing the top of the knee. This 

double elastic also means you don’t have to constantly pull the 

pad up, something that was common with the original.

All the tweaks and improvements do add £20 

to the price, but the Trail Skin 2 is still very 

good value because it’s such great quality. 

It’s also comfortable, breathable and has 

the right level of on-trail protection for risk 

takers and the accident-prone. 

Paul Burwell

This new cold-weather short from Vaude is something a little different 

from the norm. The German brand has partnered with American 

outdoor kit specialists Primaloft to add a front padded thigh section 

for extra warmth and insulation, alongside a more typical waterproof 

back. The rear panels use thick fabric to resist splashes and mud 

abrasion, and the waistband is soft inside, cut higher at the spine and 

has an elasticated central stretch insert. The quilted legs zip open for 

extra ventilation and knee holes are cut slightly longer at the front for 

better freedom of movement.

All these features work exactly as advertised too; the front padding 

effectively takes the chill off and the waterproof rear is very tough and 

great at keeping your bum dry. Overall fi t is stretchy in all the right 

places and the material doesn’t wriggle around or bunch up anywhere. 

Vaude also has a strong commitment to environmentally friendly 

production that will be important to some riders too. 

The Minaki is pretty sorted then, but two small 

niggles are that the waistband could be higher at 

the front and the leg length is a tad short, so you 

might occasionally fl ash a bit of thigh, whether you 

want to or not, in kneepads.

Mick Kirkman

VAUDE MINAKI SHORT II
 £ 9 9. 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 262g • Colours: Black, Blue, Pistachio • Sizes: XS – XXL • Contact: vaude.com
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Evans Cycles makes three multi-tools 

under the FWE house brand. This 

18-bit multi is a middle model and has 

most of the required bits for trailside 

tuning — highlights include the handy 

disc pad spreader and chain breaker. 

Unfortunately, the latter lacks the 

second position or gate used to loosen 

a stiff link, which is commonly needed 

after joining the chain. 

To get the numbers up, FWE 

includes a couple of spoke keys on a 

fold-out arm, but the best spoke keys 

are those that are completely separate 

from the tool.

This feels like a tool straight out of 

a catalogue, but it’s a solid unit and 

incredible value; it just needs a better 

chain splitter to get that top rating.

Paul Burwell

FWE 18-IN-1 FT MULTI-TOOL
 £ 1 7. 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 185g • 18 tools: 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8mm hex, T10 and T25 Torx, Phillips and fl at-head 
screwdrivers, chain tool, spoke keys, 8/10mm spanner, pad spreader • Contact: evanscycles.com

BONTRAGER DROP LINE 
150mm DROPPER POST
£ 2 3 9. 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 509g • Remote: 46g • Diameter: 31.6mm • Drop: 150mm 
Contact: trekbikes.com

Bontrager’s Drop Line seatpost 

is new to the market, with cable 

actuation and a 150mm drop. It suits 

bikes with internal cable routing 

and a 31.6mm seat tube. Everything 

you need to get up and running 

quickly and easily is in the box, 

with a generous length of good 

quality Jagwire inner and outer 

cable, end caps and a remote lever 

that’s optimised for 1x drivetrains. A 

‘universal’ remote is also available 

for those running a left-hand shifter 

for just £14.99. Both remotes 

feature fully opening clamps, so 

they can be fi tted without removing 

the grips or brake levers.

Installation couldn’t be easier: 

with the nipple end of the cable 

connecting at the post, it’s simply 

a case of feeding the inner cable 

through the outer then into the 

shifter-style remote, pulling it taut, 

nipping up the 2.5mm Allen grub 

screw and snipping off any excess. 

Any free play can be taken up by 

way of a neat in-line adjuster, that 

also angles the cable to sit naturally 

under the bar.

I’ve been running the Drop Line 

post in a carbon frame. The Reverb 

post I took out required plenty of 

Fiber Grip to stop it slipping, but 

not so with the Drop Line — the 

matt fi nish at the base of the post 

grips the seat tube really well, so 

there’s less mess and no fear of 

overtightening the seat clamp bolt. 

The collar is also low-profi le, so 

the Drop Line sits a full 11mm 

lower than the Reverb when fully 

slammed — useful if you want to 

run a long drop on a big frame.

Previous 125mm examples we’ve 

ridden were sticky and rattled, but 

this version has been superseded by 

the improved 150mm model we’ve 

tested here. The lever feel is light 

and super-smooth, thanks in part 

to the simple run of the cable, but 

also to the clever roller actuator that 

reduces friction. The post itself felt a 

little rough at fi rst, but after several 

rides and a few squirts of silicone 

spray it has bedded in well and 

without developing any unwanted 

play. The return speed is good too — 

fast but not with such violence that 

it’ll ruin your chance of having kids. 

The Drop Line is typical of 

the vast majority of Bontrager’s 

products — good value, well made 

and easy to use. It’s also fully 

servicable and low-

profi le — 

if only it was 

available in 

30.9mm as well 

as 31.6mm.  

Rob Hoyles

Remote is neat

and ergonomic

TRIED & 
TESTED
Crank 
Brothers 
Highline 
£274.99
“Crank Brothers has 

fi nally cracked 

the dropper 

post”
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RENTHAL FATBAR 35
£ 6 9. 9 5

SPECIFICATION Weight: 307g (10mm) • Rises: 10, 20, 30, 40mm • Width: 800mm • Contact: ison-distribution.com

Renthal introduced its 35mm handlebar 

range last year. The width increased 

by 20mm to 800mm compared to its 

original 31.8mm Fatbars, and the new 

alloy version here is also a considerable 

50g lighter. This weight saving comes 

without any apparent loss of strength or 

stiffness, and the brand has specifi cally 

tuned the fl ex characteristics to match 

the thinner bars, so it isn’t overly harsh 

on the hands either.

Using a durable shot-peened fi nish, 

the 7-series aluminium 35mm version 

retains Renthal’s classic 7° and 5° 

upsweep numbers. I’ve always found 

this puts wrists in just about the perfect 

position for attacking riding stood on 

the pedals, and the shape feels neutral 

across a broad range of bar ‘roll’ angles. 

Stiffness and ride feel is pretty rock 

solid, meaning very responsive steering 

and immediate direction changes leant 

over. Some trail riders (including others 

here at mbr) might fi nd the feel a bit 

unyielding, but it’s reassuring in the 

roughest sections, without ever being 

twangy or transmitting overly harsh 

vibrational feedback. I used the 35 bar 

as a control to help highlight any fl ex 

or softness in a recent stem grouptest 

and ended up liking the precise control 

and shape so much it’s stayed fi rmly 

attached to my own bike. 

Renthal also offers a 35mm carbon 

Fatbar that’s 80g lighter (but almost 

twice the price), but it seems less 

comfortable, dull and damped, so for 

the £70 asking price, this alloy version is 

good value and the one for me.

Mick Kirkman

SCOTT FR10 SHOE
 £ 6 4 . 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 390g • Sizes: 38-48 (5-12.5) • Contact: scott-sports.com

Compared to the £90 Five Ten Freerider, the Scott looks 

amazing value at £65, but unfortunately it fails to deliver where 

it matters most. The outsole is covered with the company’s 

in-house Sticki rubber, which is formed into small open 

hexagons at the pedal area, and a closed design at the heel 

and toe. I’m assuming this is to help grip when walking. Micro 

treads like this offer space for the pins to lock into, but the 

Sticki rubber isn’t really that sticky. It’s hard-wearing, yes, but 

the shoe tends to slide back off the pedal when riding with 

heels down on rough descents. I could also feel the rubber lugs 

pinging about every time I used a bit of body movement in a 

corner, or when shifting my weight around on the bike.

When I compare fl at-pedal shoes, I always use Five Ten as 

the benchmark and, while the FR10 is a good quality shoe with 

a comfortable insole, it’s quite narrow, pinches slightly at the 

front, and doesn’t boast the same grip levels. It’s great value, 

but I’ve used some regular trainers with more grip.

It’s a shame Scott hasn’t used the expertise 

of one of its sponsored athletes, Brendan 

Fairclough, as he happens to know a thing 

or two about fl at pedals and shoes and has 

helped design both for other brands.

Paul Burwell

ARMADILLO APOLLO 
RAPTOR BASE LAYER
 £ 5 9. 9 9

SPECIFICATION Sizes: XS-XXL • Contact: armadillomerino.com

Modern synthetic fabrics 

are great at wicking 

sweat, but if I was 

only going to wear 

a single garment 

underneath a 

waterproof 

(careful, you 

can get arrested 

for that — Ed) 

in the winter I’d 

pick a merino base 

layer, something like 

Armadillo’s Apollo 

Raptor long-sleeve. 

Merino doesn’t wick as 

well, and moisture can 

collect on the material’s 

surface, but it feels nicer 

against the skin and it’s also 

much warmer.  

To keep out draughts, the Apollo Raptor has a fi gure-hugging 

cut, hangs low at the back and has extra length in the sleeves. To 

stop irritation, all the seams are Flatlock stitched and there are no 

annoying edges, especially around the neck. 

You’d usually pay a premium for 100 per cent 

merino of this quality, but Armadillo has dropped 

the price of the Apollo Raptor recently from £75 

to a more manageable £59.99, making it great 

value for a toasty winter base layer.

Paul Burwell

TRIED & TESTED

Five Ten Sam Hill 
Impact 3 £110 
“Perfect 

grip levels”





Trail helmets
How we test
As most helmets conform to the current CE safety 

certifi cation, it’s a given that they are going to do their job 

in a crash. However, there’s currently no test for fi t, venting 

or adjustability, which is why we’ve focused on these areas. 

All helmets need to be fi ne-tuneable for fi t so they grip your 

head fi rmly, but without creating hot spots or discomfort. 

You also don’t want to boil in the bag while riding, but 

often manufacturers will prioritise protection over heat 

management and reduce the number, or size, of the vents, so 

striking the right balance between the two is key. 

U S E D  A N D  A B U S E D

We give you a heads up on 12 of the toughest lids for today’s trail riding

Words: Paul Burwell Pics: Roo Fowler & Daniel Gould

T
rail helmets have changed — 

they’re no longer based on 

lightweight XC designs with 

multiple vents, fl imsy visors and 

minimal protection. They now 

feature extended coverage, impact-

defl ecting liners — such as MIPs — and 

visors that are adjustable and secure. 

To refl ect the higher speeds, jumps and 

general risk-taking amongst modern trail 

riders, these helmets are tougher, but still 

come with the ventilation required to keep 

you cool on a hard ride. To make it easier 

to fi lm your exploits, some trail helmets 

also get clip-on accessories for head cams, 

and a few even double as light mounts. 

With these mounts, protective liners and 

additional coverage comes extra weight 

and cost, but you are getting a helmet that 

is tougher, more comfortable and offers a 

level of protection better suited to modern 

trail antics.

We collected 12 of the latest trail 

helmets from most of the leading 

manufacturers for this test, including 

two hot out of the mould — the brand 

new Troy Lee A2 and Giro Chronicle. 

Our test dozen also covers a price 

spectrum from £65 for the Specialized 

Tactic II, right up to £175 for the high-

quality Poc Tectal, so there should be 

a helmet to suit every budget. 

G R O U P  T E S T
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Know your trail helmet
EPS
EPS, or expanded polystyrene foam, 

is at the core of the helmet. It’s 

lightweight, inexpensive and works 

by crumpling and dispersing the 

force of the impact.

VENTS
Front cooling ports, 

rear exhaust ports and a 

combination of internal 

shaping to encourage 

airfl ow are typical 

ways of reducing heat 

build-up.

BOTTOM WRAPPING 
To add extra protection in this vulnerable 

area, the shell often wraps 

under the bottom of 

the helmet.

RETENTION DEVICE
A retention device allows 

you to adjust the size and 

fi t of the helmet. Most use a 

rotating dial, which allows you 

to tweak the fi t on the move 

with one hand. The very best 

retention devices have height 

adjustment, allowing you to 

get them snug against the 

back of your skull.

GOGGLE PARKING
On some helmets the visor can be 

adjusted so far up that you can park 

your goggles underneath. This allows 

you to push them out of the way on a 

climb and pull them back down again 

for the descent.

PADDING
Padding thickness and density 

has a signifi cant effect on sweat 

absorption as well as comfort. 

Helmets with thicker internal 

padding may run a little hotter 

but you’re less likely to get sweat 

running down your neck. Some 

pads are impregnated with metallic 

particles to reduce odour.

MICRO SHELL
EPS can dent easily and degrade 

in sunlight, so to protect it from 

damage it’s covered by a thin plastic 

micro-shell. 

MIPS
AKA a Multi-

directional 

Impact 

Protection 

System, this 

is an internal 

plastic liner 

that slides over 

the inner shell 

at the moment of 

impact, helping reduce rotational 

brain injuries from glancing blows. 

VISOR/PEAK
The best designs can be tilted up and 

down, so they’re out of your eyeline 

when riding downhill, but there’s 

no point tilting it out of the way if 

it falls down again. It needs a solid 

adjustment system — either via a 

ratchet or screws.

MAY 2017 mbr 101



TEST 
WINNER!BELL SUPER 3 MIPS

 £ 1 3 9. 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 431g • Sizes: S, M, L • Contact: zyrofi sher.co.uk

We awarded the Super 2 a test-winning score the last time out, but Bell has 

made a couple of revisions to the new Super 3. It’s a lot thinner at the sides, with 

reduced overhang, and those uncomfortable plastic plates inside the helmet 

over the temple area are gone. Bell has also included a MIPS liner this year and 

a new off-road specifi c Float Fit system. This has a sticky rubber dial that works 

well even with wet or muddy hands/gloves, but we found once we pulled the 

device down (it has three positions) it was hard to get it back up again.

The price and weight have gone up on the Super 3, but 

it still features extended rear protection, a Goggle Guide 

adjustable visor, light and camera mounts and can still 

convert to a full-face by fi tting Bell’s universal chin bar. 

The exposed EPS on the base can get tatty, but the new 

Super 3 looks sleeker, fi ts better and is the most versatile 

helmet on test.

BONTRAGER LITHOS MIPS
 £ 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 494g • Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Contact: bontrager.com

Like the best lids, the Lithos is fi tted with the MIPS Brain Protection System. 

This adds around 30-40g in weight but the Lithos is still 100g heavier than 

average due to the slightly burlier construction. It’s in-moulded, bottom 

wrapped on the lower edge, and also gets reinforced forehead vents with 

integrated sweat drainage. 

It has an adjustable peak which swings right out of the way, so you can 

easily park your goggles underneath, but you do need to loosen the fi xing 

screws to do this, and they’re a little hard to access with the helmet on. 

A Headmaster retention device uses a one-handed dial to adjust the fi t 

and can also be adjusted for height, albeit across a narrow 

range. You can attach a GoPro, or one of Bontrager’s Mini 

Ion lights, to the helmet using a clip-in mount.

Venting is average, but the Lithos is super snug and 

secure. It’s also incredibly tough, and to back this up 

Bontrager offers a free Crash Replacement Guarantee 

for the fi rst year of ownership.

GIRO CHRONICLE MIPS
 £ 9 9. 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 385g • Sizes: S, M, L • Contact: zyrofi sher.co.uk

Giro’s Chronicle MIPS is a bit of a halfway house between the 

Montaro and the now discontinued Sequence. It’s one of the 

biggest and deepest helmets on test, and has a three-position 

Roc Loc 5 retention device that really cradles the back of your 

head, and stays put even without the straps fastened, although 

the strap buckle on our sample was a little fi ddly to open.

Unfortunately, the Chronicle isn’t bottom-wrapped, so it is starting 

to cut up a little bit in this area, but the shell and P.O.V. Plus visor feel 

totally solid. The visor is one of the biggest on test, but only 

has two positions compared to four on the Montaro. It does lift 

up just enough to allow you to park your goggles underneath, 

although, like the Montaro, it can sit at a wonky angle. 

With 14 vents, the Chronicle runs a little hot, but it’s 

the perfect helmet for harder trail riding — it’s also killer 

value, has tons of protection and fi ts like a glove.
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KALI PROTECTIVES 
INTERCEPTOR
 £ 1 4 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 398g • Sizes: S/M, L/XL • Contact: kaliprotectives.com

The Interceptor is a brand-new trail lid from US fi rm Kali Protectives. It’s 

in-moulded using multi-density EPS with an acrylic self-healing foam layer 

called Nano Core over strategic impact areas.

Stuck to the inside of the shell are 14 LDL (Low Density Layer) pads. These work 

in the same way as a MIPS layer, reducing the rotational impact to the brain during 

a crash, but they also compress, so work with lower speed impacts too.

Only two head sizes are available, but to adjust the fi t, the Interceptor comes 

with a Boa dial. This is a little plastic-feeling, and could use a rubber 

grip, and there’s also no height adjustment on the device.

Included with the helmet are two mounts for attaching 

a light or GoPro, and a three-position peak, which allows 

goggles to be stashed underneath. 

The shape is a little XC, and it’s not the most stable, but if 

protection is a priority it’s defi nitely worth considering.

LOUIS GARNEAU RAID MIPS
 £ 6 9. 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 360g • Sizes: S, M, L • Contact: evanscycles.com

For a £70 helmet with MIPS, the Louis Garneau Raid is incredible value. 

Although it is a little odd that the brand charges more for larger sizes — the 

medium and large are £5 more expensive than the small — they’re still great 

value, especially for an in-mould helmet with this level of protection. 

The Raid doesn’t quite extend down the back compared to most, but the Raid 

does feature Super MSB technology, which is basically a protective ring round 

the base of the helmet. 

The Spiderlock 4D retention device moves up and down as you adjust it, but 

we found it often slipped over the occipital bun (the part of the 

skull that sticks out at the back) causing the helmet to feel 

perched. The one-piece X-Static pad reduces odour, and 

there’s also a thicker option included, for tweaking the fi t. 

The peak has three positions, and we could just about get a 

set of goggles underneath in the highest position. A bit 

XC-focused but a cracking value lid.

MAVIC CROSSMAX PRO
 £ 1 1 4 . 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 375g • Sizes: S, M, L, XL • Contact: mavic.co.uk

The CrossMax Pro ticks all the boxes as an enduro lid, with extended rear 

coverage, an adjustable peak — that fl ips up to stash goggles underneath — and 

a deep groove in the back for the goggle strap.

Set within the interior of the shell, above the brow, is a thick band of memory 

foam. Called Live Fit, this moulds to the exact shape of your head, creating a fully 

custom fi t. It does work, but we found it also began to stink after a few months’ 

riding and, since it’s glued permanently in place, you can’t remove it for cleaning.

The large peak has a wide range of adjustment, but to stop it fl opping around 

and rattling, you have keep the bolts tightened. 

Mavic uses a dialled retention device, with three-

position height adjustment via press-studs that clip 

into the EPS. The detents are widely spaced on this 

girth adjustment, so it doesn’t feel that positive, but 

the overall fi t is excellent with zero pressure points or 

hot spots.

BEST 
VALUE!
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POC TECTAL
 £ 1 5 9. 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 364g • Sizes: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL • Contact: 2pure.co.uk

Unlike previous Poc helmets we’ve tested, which had a rounded fi t, the Tectal 

is better suited to oval heads. It sat up a little bit, and we could feel a couple 

of hot spots inside the back of the helmet, so our advice is to defi nitely try 

this helmet on before buying.

Poc helmets are expensive, but the Tectal is fantastic quality with a sleek 

in-mould construction, internal Aramid fi bre grid, bottom-wrapping and 

metal visor screws. The visor is adjustable, but doesn’t tilt enough to run a 

set of goggles underneath.

To fi ne-tune sizing, the Tectal comes with a dial-operated fi t 

system, but the dial is pretty hard to turn simply because it 

sits too far up inside the bottom of the helmet. Attention 

to detail is fi rst rate on the Poc Tectal, which someway 

justifi es the high price tag, but it’s a little narrow, it’s not 

goggle-friendly and there’s no height adjustment on the 

retention device.

SEVEN IDP M2
 £ 6 4 . 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 336g • Sizes: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL • Contact: decade-europe.com

Internally, Seven iDP’s M2 uses a dual-density foam construction, which the 

company dubs Conehead technology. We’re not sure if this features the 

same interlocking cone shapes we’ve seen inside Kali’s downhill helmets, 

but either way, by compressing easily, the softer material deals with smaller 

impacts and the harder stuff kicks in when things get really serious. 

To maximise airfl ow, the M2 has 10 forward vents to suck in air, and 

nine exhaust ports to push it out again. A handy insect screen is built 

into the front sweat pad, and this is also a large single piece, so can be 

laundered easily. 

Up top there’s a matching peak, attached using low-profi le 

metal screws. It’s not really adjustable though; more 

tweakable, with just over an inch of movement.

The M2 extends down at the back, but feels perched 

on the head compared to the Giro and Bell helmets. We 

also had to crank up the dial to stop it rocking side to side, 

which caused quite a bit of tightness across the brow.

661 EVO AM MIPS
 £ 1 3 4 . 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 382g • Sizes: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL • Contact: hotlines-uk.com

For 2017, the Evo AM is now available with a MIPS liner, which offers 

greater protection against angular impacts. However, the liner has affected 

the sizing, and our medium/large sample was a little tight, especially at the 

back, causing it to feel perched. To get it to sit lower, we removed the whole 

rear sweat pad, and this is not a bad fi x as most helmets don’t have them. 

Like 7iDP and others, the Evo AM uses a dual density EPS foam, 

which absorbs a wider range of impacts. To reduce wear, the 

helmet is bottom-wrapped, gets 15 oversized vents and a neat 

magnetic buckle that doesn’t nip your chin. The BOA FS360 

retention device is the same as the one in the Kali helmet 

— it offers precise micro-adjustability, but again, there’s 

no height adjustment.

The gloss fi nish looks amazing, but the Evo AM is let 

down by its peak; it offers two fi xed positions, but the 

range of adjustment is barely worth it.  
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SPECIALIZED TACTIC II
 £ 6 5

SPECIFICATION Weight: 363g • Sizes: S, M, L • Contact: specialized.com

The Tactic II doesn’t quite have the aggressive looks of the others on test, nor 

is it as durable, since the lower edge of the EPS core is exposed — this area 

is already starting to show a few dings. It doesn’t extend as deep at the back 

compared to the Giro or Bell, so has less protection in this area, and there’s no 

MIPS liner. The peak is also fi xed permanently in place, which means you can’t 

park goggles on the front.

However, it is one of the lightest helmets on test, and the 4th Dimension 

Cooling System means it’s pretty well vented, especially with that 

open rear section. The Headset SL fi t system has a micro-

adjustable dial and six height positions, so grips like a limpet. 

Both straps route through fi xed web splitters, so there’s no 

mucking about with little clamps.

The Tactic isn’t as stable or as secure as some helmets 

here, but it’s lightweight, great value and well vented.

TROY LEE DESIGNS A2
 £ 1 3 9. 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 386g • Sizes: XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL • Contact: saddleback.co.uk

Troy Lee’s fi rst open face helmet was the A1, and it’s fair to say it gave the 

trail category a much needed wake-up call. It is high performance, looks ace 

but it isn’t that well vented and you get a bit sweaty wearing one, especially 

at the neck. No such problem with the new A2 — it has massive air vents, 

which are 25 per cent larger, putting this helmet easily in the top three when 

it comes to breathability. 

To reduce odour, Troy Lee has added some X-Static pads, and beneath 

those is a MIPS liner, which reduces the effect of rotational forces to the 

brain. To further enhance protection, the A2 gets a dual-density EPS, with 

the denser material in the impact zones. 

Like the A1, the peak has minimal adjustment, so you 

can’t store a pair of goggles underneath, but it does 

come with breakaway bolts in case of a crash. It’s not 

as snug and feels less supportive than the A1, but the fi t 

is excellent and the better ventilation means we’d wear 

one year round, not just in the winter.

SWEET PROTECTION 
DISSENTER
 £ 1 2 9. 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 369g • Sizes: S/M, M/L, L/XL • Contact: sweetprotection.com

The Dissenter plays second fi ddle to the company’s top-end Bushwhacker, but it 

does have a similar in-mould construction and comes with the distinctive yellow 

MIPS liner. The build quality is very good and the Dissenter is comfy too — really 

cradling the back of the head. We couldn’t feel any hot spots, apart from an 

uncomfortable hard edge at the front, but this did soften after a few rides. 

Forward brow vents channel air over the temples, but there’s minimal 

padding in this helmet to soak up the sweat. 

Sweet’s fi t system has a three-position height adjustment, and 

unlike the Bell Super 3 you can adjust this up and down easily 

on the move. Unfortunately, the dial is not that easy to turn, as 

it’s recessed into the retention device. Sweet Protection also 

opts for a fi xed peak on the Dissenter — it’s in the right place 

but it’s not goggle-friendly. Excellent quality, but the awkward 

adjustment/fi xed visor loses a point.
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T
here’s a lot of technology 

built into modern trail 

helmets, including dual 

density foam layers, 

impact reducing 

liners, multi-adjustable fi t 

systems and innovative 

strap and buckle 

designs. These don’t 

necessarily add 

weight or complexity, 

but they do ramp up 

the price. However, you 

don’t have to spend 

the earth to get a really 

a good helmet with tons of protection and 

a great fi t, as the Louis Garneau Raid MIPS 

ably proves. It’s not the most aggressive 

looking trail helmet we’ve seen, and the 

coverage is a little lacking, when compared 

to a helmet like the Giro Chronicle, but a 

MIPS helmet for £70? We just don’t know 

how the company does it.

Looking at the scores, you can see there 

are a lot of very good helmets in this test, 

and it was really hard to pick a winner. 

That’s not a cop-out, it’s just that most 

manufacturers have really upped their 

game recently and are producing some 

cracking lids. Worthy of special mention 

includes Bontrager's Lithos MIPS. It’s one of 

the heaviest helmets, but the fi t is great and 

it’s extremely well-made and supportive. 

The Giro Chronicle is even more 

supportive, and offers leech-like grip 

on your head. It is probably the most 

comfortable helmet on test and is properly 

goggle-friendly. It also came close to taking 

top honours, but it’s a hot helmet and is 

already starting to look a bit battered at the 

lower edge.

Troy Lee Design’s new A2 is the exact 

opposite to the Giro Chronicle. It has 

amazing venting and airfl ow. The peak isn’t 

really adjustable, and the rear coverage 

Verdict

doesn’t come down as far compared to 

the Giro, but it’s great for hard riding in 

warm weather.

One of the main reasons the Bell Super 

3 scored top marks is because it has 

something none of the others have — it 

can be converted to a full-face by fi tting 

Bell’s aftermarket chinbar. The Super 3 

works perfectly as a normal trail helmet, 

but with the chinbar it’s one of the most 

versatile helmets you can buy. Bell also 

sweats the details — the Super 3 gets a 

MIPS liner, multi-adjustable peak that is 

goggle compatible, an off-road specifi c 

retention device and an optional clip-on 

mount for attaching lights or a GoPro. It 

also fi ts better this year and the venting is 

not bad either. The price is at the upper end 

but the Bell Super 3 has the most potential, 

combined with excellent functionality, and 

is easily our test winner.

BEST 
VALUE!

TEST 
WINNER!

Price Weight Sizes Contact Rating 

Bell Super 3 MIPS £139.99 431g S,M, L zyrofi sher.co.uk

Bontrager Lithos MIPS £99 494g S, M, L, XL bontrager.com

Giro Chronicle MIPS £99.99 385g S, M, L zyrofi sher.co.uk

Kali Protectives Interceptor £149 398g S/M, L/XL kaliprotectives.com

Louis Garneau Raid MIPS £69.99 360g S, M, L evanscycles.com

Mavic CrossMax Pro £114.99 375g S, M, L XL mavic.co.uk

Poc Tectal £159.99 364g XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL 2pure.co.uk

Seven iDP M2 £64.99 336g XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL decade-europe.com

661 Evo AM MIPS £134.99 382g XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL holtines-uk.com

Specialized Tactic II £65 363g S, M, L specialized.com

Sweet Protection Dissenter £129.99 369g S/M, M/L, L/XL sweetprotection.com

Troy Lee Designs A2 £139.99 386g XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL saddleback.co.uk

The Super 3 works perfectly 
as a normal trail helmet, but 
with the chinbar it’s one of 
the most versatile you can buy
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Olly wears many 
mountain bike 
helmets — he works 
at Upgrade bikes, 
rides freeride and dirt 
jumps for Focus, and 
helped found the S4P 
bike park. But most 
importantly, he’s just 
about the most stylish 
rider you’ll ever see.

A S  C H O S E N  B Y. . .

PRO ENTERTAINER
OLLY WILKINS Where: Nine Knights, Reschenpass, Italy

Who: Olly Wilkins

When: August 2016

Photo: Jean-Baptiste Liautard

It’s the craziest light I’ve ever seen in  
a shot. How you can see my shadow  

where the sun hits me isn’t something  
we could have planned for 

 T
his photo was my present to  

my grandparents last Christmas.  

That’s right, I give photos of myself 

as presents. I mean, usually I would 

say that sounds a bit vain, but 

thanks to photographer JB, I think I can  

get away with it this time… maybe.

It’s the craziest light I’ve ever seen in a 

shot. How you can see my shadow where 

the sun hits me isn’t something we could 

have planned for. In all honesty, when this 

shot was taken I was stressing hard. We 

had to get a lift up to the mountain at 

4am in order to be there for sunrise. I had 

tinted lenses in my goggles, it was dark, 

and the ramp was soaking wet. If you look 

closely you can kinda see. Water, plus 

a 20ft wooden vert take-off is far from 

ideal. This shot was taken on my first run I 

believe, at around 5.30am. We had a very 

small window to get this crazy light, so we 

had to make each run count, and sprint 

back to the top. When we looked through 

the shots, I really couldn’t believe the 

results. Nine Knights was my first event on 

a Focus bike, and this shot is a rad memory 

from that.
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